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This dissertation is about the project of southern rural church reform in the Deep
South that developed during the Progressive Era. It follows the development of that
movement through the end of World War II when northern interdenominational agencies
began to make concerted efforts in the Deep South. The focus is particularly on rural
church leaders within the major southern denominations, including the Southern Baptist
Convention and the Southern Presbyterian Church (PCUS). Because of the nature of the
southern rural church movement, the dissertation focuses on individuals working within
denominational agencies. It argues that the rural church movement floundered in the
Deep South for several reasons. Southern denominational leaders failed to reckon with
the economic and racial systems that created the dire rural conditions they perceived. In
addition, the failed to adequately engage with rural people in order to understand what
the people they hoped to helped wanted out of rural communities and churches. Southern
rural church reformers failed to create structures that could sustain and enhance rural
church work. However, those reformers worked closely with agricultural reformers and
colleges in the Deep South. Despite the rural church movement’s failure, that
collaboration provided for an enduring significance to their efforts.
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INTRODUCTION
In 1917, Victor I. Masters, the executive secretary of the Southern Baptist
Convention’s Home Missions Board described his memory of the “old Southern country
home.” He recalled the “typical rural Southern home” as a place where families gathered
around a flickering fire having worked the land they owned. In the countryside, farmers
were independent of others, yet neighborly and kind. Though there were threats to that
ideal, Masters contended that this picture of southern home persisted. In Masters’ own
day, new opportunities at farmers’ colleges, rural mail delivery, good roads, automobiles,
farm machinery, and the rural telephone were changing the farmers’ world for the better
by bringing prosperity and comfort and reducing hard labor and isolation. Masters’
described a visit to his hometown of Anderson, South Carolina. He described how white
and black farmers, having taken advantage of “thirty-cent cotton,” drove new and
expensive automobiles down a new national highway that had replaced the hilly, mudhole filled road of his youth.1
To be sure, Masters pointed to problems in southern agriculture and rural society.
More farmers needed to embrace diversification to free them from the hold of King

Victor I. Masters, Country Church in the South, (Atlanta: Publicity Department of the Home
Mission Board of the Southern Baptist Convention, 1917) 57; The Call of the South: A
Presentation of the Home Missions Principle in Missions, especially as it Applies to the South,
(Atlanta: Publicity Department of the Home Mission Board of the Southern Baptist Convention,
1918) 111.
1
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Cotton and soil conservation practices to increase production. While he pointed to the
growth of southern agriculture, he contended that the South had “not reached more than
one-half of its agricultural capacity.” Absentee landlords who left their land in the hands
of renters and croppers threatened the well-being of rural communities. For Masters,
landless farmers could not be trusted to care about rural institutions or to take care of
southern land. Masters’ lamented that young people, entranced by the opportunities
available in cities, were leaving the countryside behind. While Masters consider these as
serious concerns, he was sure that the South would continue to improve in agricultural
and economic productivity. 2
For Masters, these changes portended an uncertain future for rural churches. On
the one hand, new prosperity, technologies, and connections to the rest of the nation
could be a boon for rural churches that helped their members adapt. Rural churches could
help direct the resources of the South to the goals of evangelism and building a “rural
civilization.” Yet, Masters bemoaned the indifference of rural churches to their task.
According to Masters, churches needed to encourage new farming techniques and
cultivate an appreciation for rural life. Only by doing so, he argued, could they hope to
grow and thrive. For Masters, the loss of rural churches and the prospect of
denominational decline in the rural South portended a dire future both for Southern
Baptists and for their particular vision of the southern Christian social order. 3

Masters, The Country Church in the South, 53-56; “Home Missions and the Country Church,” in
Victor I. Masters, ed., The Home Mission Task: Its Fundamental Character, Magnitude, and
Present Urgency (Atlanta, GA: The Home Mission Board of the Southern Baptist Convention,
1912) 311-331.
3
Victor I. Masters, “Home Missions and the Country Church,” in The Home Mission Task, 311331.
2
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However, Masters’ idealized picture of the southern way of life failed to reflect
the full range of southern agriculture. In the Deep South, especially, farmers were poor,
often attempting to wrench a cotton crop from small lots of exhausted soil or laboring on
productive land that belonged to someone else as a tenant or a cropper. Southern farming,
characterized by economic disparity and racial oppression, was far from the rural ideal
that Masters presented. In the places where small, independent farmers were the norm,
poor soil kept farmers poor. Large tracts of southern land washed away after years of
intensive agriculture forming nutrient stripped gullies. In places where the soil was
productive, large landholdings worked by landless tenants and sharecroppers who
cultivated and harvested cotton or tobacco predominated. Especially in the Carolinas,
textile manufacturing plants took advantage of low wages and excess labor to reduce
production costs. Southern rural people were overwhelmingly poor and had little access
to the modern conveniences that Masters lauded.4
Yet, despite Masters’ characterization of landless farmers and poor southerners as
unconcerned about rural churches, tenant farmers, sharecroppers, and other economically
marginalized rural people created mobile and adaptable communities to meet their
spiritual and communal needs. While Masters’ disapproved of southern congregations’
rickety buildings, sporadic gatherings, uneducated pastors, and informal services,
churches of various sizes, shapes, and structures served as centers of southern rural

Gilbert FIte, Cotton Fields No More: Southern Agriculture, 1865-1980 (Lexington, KY:
University Press of Kentucky, 1984) 30-90; Ed Ayers, The Promise of New South: Life After
Reconstruction (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992) 3-33. Paul Sutter, Providence Canyon
and the Soils of the South (Athens, GA: University of Georgia Press, 2015; Jacquelyn Dowd Hall,
et. Al, Like a Family: The Making of a Southern Cotton Mill World (Chapel Hill, NC: University
of North Carolina Press, 1987, 2000).
4
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spiritual and social life. 5
Masters had applauded the “general awakening as to the importance of rural life
in America” that had occurred over the course of the 1910s. In the wake of the Country
Life Commission, appointed by Theodore Roosevelt, a wave of professors, politicians,
clergy, and other reformers turned their attention to address problems in rural America.
Masters was one of many reformers wrestling with how the rural church could best adapt
to the sweeping changes to rural life. The survival and vitality of rural churches, he
insisted, mattered more to Southern Baptists than to “any other Christian body in
America” because of their large number of rural churches and the enduring persistence of
the rural South in an otherwise urbanizing nation. The South was indeed
disproportionately rural, and Southern Baptist churches predominated in much of the
rural South. In 1926, for example, out of 23,374 Southern Baptist Convention churches,
21,515, comprised of 2.5 million congregants, were in rural areas. Southern Baptists,
then, Masters insisted, had the “larger responsibility for eliciting and enlisting the moral
and religious force of the country people.” 6
Masters was one of the earliest voices of a developing southern rural church
movement. That movement, and its development through the Progressive Era and Great
Depression, is the focus of this dissertation. While I attend most closely to the leadership

Gilbert Fite, Cotton Fields No More: Southern Agriculture, 1865-1980 (Lexington, KY:
University Press of Kentucky, 1984) 30-90; Alison Greene, No Depression in Heaven: The Great
Depression, the New Deal, and the Transformation of Religion in the Delta (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2016) 43-44; Jacquelyn Dowd Hall, et. Al, Like a Family: The Making of a
Southern Cotton Mill World (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 1987, 2000)
124-126.
6
Victor I. Masters, “Home Missions and the Country Church,” The Home Mission Task (311331; Census of Religious Bodies, 82. The Southern Baptist Convention’s 1,859 urban
congregations were comprised of 986,059 members.
5
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of the movement, I also observe the gap between the perceived problems and reform
agenda of rural church movement leaders and the perspectives and needs of rural people.
For example, while many rural church reformers pushed for church consolidation of one
form or another to make larger and more centralized congregations that could provide a
broader range of programming and services, many rural congregations balked at leaving
their small, tight-knit, community-oriented churches. Rural reformers and rural people
often had fundamentally different ideas about the place of church in their lives.
In the southern rural church reformers’ estimation, rural churches played a vital
role in supporting rural people and maintaining rural communities as they adapted to new
farming technologies, industrial development, and rural reorganization. Southern rural
church reformers argued that the South’s country churches needed to be at the center of
rural communities. Churches, reformers contended, could be sites that nurtured
cooperation among farmers, provided information on new technology, and,
fundamentally for southern denominational leaders, applied spiritual principles, such as
stewardship and cooperation, to individual lives to help them become more successful
farmers and more engaged rural citizens. Yet, when it came to actually formulating and
implementing an agenda for reform, southern rural church leaders often floundered,
failing to adequately engage with local rural people and to grasp the purpose which local
communities wanted their churches to serve, who often had very different ideas about the
purpose and value of local churches. For instance, reformers often insisted on hiring a
full-time minister, while many rural congregations found the communal and spiritual
encouragement they needed without a seminary trained pastor and some preferred to lead
themselves rather than to defer to outside authority.
5

This dissertation is about the project of southern rural church reform in the Deep
South that developed in the wake of Theodore Roosevelt’s Country Life Commission,
which called attention to widespread rural problems, including the rural poverty and the
decline of rural institutions. It follows the development of that movement through the end
of World War II when northern interdenominational agencies began to make concerted
efforts in the Deep South. The focus is particularly on rural church leaders within the
major southern denominations, including the Southern Baptist Convention and the
Southern Presbyterian Church (PCUS). Because of the nature of the southern rural church
movement, the dissertation focuses on individuals working within denominational
agencies.
The common pursuit of agricultural and religious reformers is evident in what this
project reveals about agricultural colleges. This dissertation highlights the interaction
between college officials and religious reformers and denominational leaders. These
groups of reformers, recognizing their mutual interests and the benefits each could
provide the other, often worked together. In the South, especially, agricultural colleges
needed cultural capital, and Protestant mainline clergy provided it. The relationship
between denominational rural church leaders and agricultural colleges allowed
denominational officials to maintain the position of authority and provided agricultural
colleges with powerful advocates and a spiritual rhetoric that resonated with rural
people.7

On agricultural colleges’ search for legitimacy, see Alan I. Marcus, Agricultural Science and the
Quest for Legitimacy: Farmers, Agricultural Colleges, and Experiment Stations, 1870-1890
(Iowa State University Press, 1985); Jim Giesen, Boll Weevil Blues (Chicago: University of
Chicago, 2011).
7
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Southern rural church reformers had a vision for rural churches. That vision
centered around a full-time, educated, specialized rural minister, trained to some degree
in agriculture in addition to his theological training. In order to facilitate hiring a minister
and other changes, many rural reformers encouraged church consolidation, almost always
within denominational boundaries. The combination of small rural congregations would
allow for the support of a full-time minister, which would facilitate weekly, not once-amonth gatherings, and the opportunity for rural congregations to provide more money to
denominational causes. Across the board, reformers railed against forms of religious
expression and churches that failed to match this vision, including not only holiness and
pentecostal churches, but rural Baptists and Methodists who did not embrace the
reformers’ message.
The reformers also envisioned a rural countryside characterized by independent
family farms which had embraced the modern methods promoted by agricultural
reformers and colleges. For many of the rural reformers, creating the ideal rural church
depended on the improvement of southern agriculture and the creation of yeoman farmers
that could sustain those churches. Yet, because of the cotton economy’s hold on the
South, efforts to promote “progress,” including diversification and soil conservation, in
southern agriculture continued to gain little traction. However, rural church reformers
argued that if churches followed the pattern they laid out they could promote agricultural
progress, which would in turn promote thriving churches.
Yet, there was a disconnect between the recommendations of southern rural
church reformers and the condition of the rural South. While those reformers championed
“progress” in certain aspects of southern agriculture and urged farmers to embrace the
7

latest recommendations from agricultural colleges, the actual prescriptions of rural
church leaders served more denominational interests than an attempt to fundamentally
reform the rural South. While southern rural church leaders presented their reforms as a
response to the problems of southern agriculture, society, and the economy, their actual
recommendations had much more limited application, namely the growth of their
particular denomination. They presented large denominationally connected churches with
full-time ministers as a means to reform the rural South. Because they offered no further
program for how that reform was to take place, it appears that those churches, with their
denominational allegiances and contributions, were often the end, in and of themselves.
The rural church reform project as a whole failed to gain significant traction in
rural communities. Rural people rejected most of the leaders’ recommendations. The
failure of the rural church movement illuminates some of the key tensions in southern
religious life in the Progressive Era, both in denominational structures and in life on the
ground. The southern rural church movement floundered for several reasons.
Fundamentally, rural people rejected those recommendations because the reforms failed
to consider the root problems country people faced. Their analysis of the problem and
their proposed solutions failed to reckon with the inequalities upon which southern
society and its economy had been built. While they pushed for “progress” in agricultural
practices, rural church officials within the major southern denominations benefitted from
Jim Crow and the King Cotton economy. Their recommendations for rural churches were
superficial attempts to mask the effects of southern inequality.
As a result, their recommendations were often impractical. Almost all of their
specific recommendations demanded of rural congregants precisely what they did not
8

have—money, stability, and leadership. Rural churches did embrace some programs, like
the Lord’s Acre, a Depression era movement that encouraged farmers to set aside the
proceeds of one acre and donate it to their church. But, rural churches were reluctant to
adopt reforms that would drastically alter their congregations. To varying degrees,
southern denominations failed to create institutional structures to initiate and sustain
reform efforts. While Southern Presbyterians did create a rural church department in the
late 1920s, it was short-lived. Southern denominations created no inter-denominational
structures to address rural concerns. As a result, denominations had very little
institutional memory, often proposing in a new era the exact programs that had failed in
an earlier one.
Southern rural church reformers idealized the southern agricultural past, picturing
it as a legacy of independent, self-sustaining, yeoman farmers. The impracticality of their
recommendations suggest that they assumed rural people were in a financial position to
make immediate changes in church leadership structure and facilities. In fact, many
reformers aimed their reforms at white, land-owning farmers, explicitly refusing to
address the economic and social crises that faced African American and poor white
farmers. However, the average rural southerner was not a landed farmer, but a landless
farmer or laborer with few resources to advance economically or socially. Reformers’
ignorance of the factors that pushed rural southerners down the economic ladder revealed
the disconnect between rural church leaders’ ideas about the rural South and its reality
and it severely hampered the movement.
Throughout the era that this dissertation covers, 1908-1945, southern rural church
reformers failed to comprehensively reevaluate their approach. Examining the works of
9

southern rural church leaders across the period shows very little deviation from their first
recommendations. This consistency, despite the apparent lack of success in rural church
reform, reflects both the lack of institutional memory and the distance between
denominational leaders and rural church reformers and the people they hoped to lead and
reform.
Progressivism and the Social Gospel
In the two decades before and after the turn of the twentieth century, the rate of
industrialization and urbanization accelerated in the United States. Industrialization
depended on the division of labor and mechanization. Various developments across the
nineteenth century, including the steam engine, the Bessemer process for producing steel,
and the development of the electrical grid in the early 1880s, meant that the machinery
that could make mass production possible was now available. In immediate post-Civil
War era, several factors made it possible for factories to ratchet up production and
distribution. For example, factory owners had already increased their production to meet
war demands. The investments in machinery and infrastructure they made with
government money during the Civil War in order to increase war-time production made it
possible for them to continue high production in the post-War era. The first American
transcontinental railroad, completed in 1869, made it possible to ship people and products
across the nation faster than ever before. 8
The development of technology that made mass production and distribution
possible meant that laborers did not need to be craftsmen, capable of executing the entire

Jonathan Rees, Industrialization and the Transformation of American Life: A Brief Introduction
(Armonk, NY: M.E. Sharpe, 2013).
8
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process of creating a good. Instead, they only needed to learn to do specific tasks
repeatedly. Now, high numbers of relatively unskilled laborers could find work in
America’s cities. In the pursuit of higher profits factory owner’s demand for laborers
increased. Though machines increased output, they still demanded human operation.
Because the tasks of operating these machines were specific, repetitive, and did not
require extensive training, factory owners viewed workers as interchangeable. They
offered low wages and long hours. Yet, unlike agricultural work, they provided some
stability and wages within a changing economy and so many rural people moved to
cities.9
As rural Americans and foreign immigrants moved into the metropolitan centers,
especially in the Northeast and Midwest, to take advantage of new employment
opportunities cities grew in size and in population. The 1920 census revealed that for the
first time a majority of the nations’ citizens no longer lived in rural areas. 10 Yet in a
period of booming immigration and dramatic population growth the population of rural
areas continued to increase even as the overall population shifted to urban areas. 11 Mass
immigration and new labor-saving technology made it possible for factory owners to hold
wages down. Cities lacked the infrastructure to handle dramatically increased
populations, which then faced overcrowding, housing, and sanitation problems. 12

Jonathan Rees, Industrialization and the Transformation of American Life.
Glenda Gilmore, ed., Who Were the Progressives? (Boston, MA: Bedford/St. Martin’s, 2007).
11
Jonathan Rees, Industrialization and the Transformation of American Life; See “Urban and
Rural Population: United States:1790 to 1990,” https://www.census.gov/geo/reference/urbanrural.html. Accessed 6.1.2018.
12
Michael McGirr, Fierce Discontent: The Rise and Fall of the Progressive Movement in
America (New York: Free Press, 2003) 150-152; Stephen Piott, Daily Life in the Progressive Era
(Greenwood: Santa Barbara, CA, 2011) 58-59; Allen Trachtenberg, The Incorporation of
America.
9
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A generation of socially conscious reformers, collectively known as
“Progressives,” tried to address the social, economic, and moral consequences of rapid
urbanization, wage labor, and unfettered big business interests. These “Progressive”
reformers were often urban, middle-class, university trained clergy, politicians, and
cultural leaders. While these reformers argued that the capitalist system, including
industrialization, was the highest form of economic development in history, they also
contended that it needed to be regulated and checked. The unpredictability of markets,
the disproportionate economic power of a few corporations, and the dangerous working
conditions in many factories led a host of reformers to demand that federal government
take an active role in regulating the economy and business practices. 13 Other reformers
focused on women’s suffrage and temperance, attempting address the crises that had been
created by radical changes in society and the economy. One thing these Progressive
activists held in common was the belief that through legislative and social activism they
could improve society. Many Progressive causes, particularly regarding the governments’
regulation of the capitalist economy, became enshrined in law during the Great War and
through the New Deal. 14
The economic and social concerns of the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century led many Christian thinkers to consider how to apply the principles of their faith
to the ills of society, especially those of urban centers. They were driven by the belief that
if they could address the problems of the world, they could usher in the reign of God on
earth, a notion known as postmillennialism. The Social Gospel, the idea that Christians

13
14

Glenda Gilmore, ed., Who Were the Progressives? (Boston, MA: Beford/St. Martin’s, 2007).
Piott, Daily Life in the Progressive Era, 133.

12

should apply the tenets of their belief to fix society, undergirded the broader vision of
Progressive reform. Social Gospel writers and reformers understood economic and social
problems as religious and moral crises, which meant that critiques of economic and social
structures, for them, took on even greater significance. The Social Gospel also provided a
framework for many middle-class Progressives to address as the lack of individual
morality, especially among working classes, because they still emphasized individual
responsibility even in the midst of structural inequities.15
In the early 1900s, many reformers began to consider how to address what they
saw as problems in rural life. Some of these conditions were longstanding, but the Social
Gospel and Progressivism gave reformers a vocabulary to identify and address those
conditions as rural problems. Thus, they began to address what they saw as a lack of
community organization and institutional control and rural immorality, in a systematic
way. The rapid changes to the economy and society pointed to a gap between urban and
rural life, which struck many Progressive reformers as a significant problem. Despite the
rise in agricultural production, for example, observers like Liberty Hyde Bailey argued
that farming had failed to keep up with the progress of the industrial sectors of the nation.
New technologies made possible by electricity in peoples’ homes in urban centers
highlighted their absence in the open country and small villages. New heights of
production in the nation’s cities and a growing population caused many rural observers to
wonder if the countryside could produce enough to match the rising demands for

On the social gospel, see Heath Carter, Union Made: Working People and the Rise of Social
Christianity in Chicago (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015); On the social gospel within the
context of Progressivism see T. Jackson Lears, Rebirth of a Nation, 195-200.
15

13

production and consumption.16
In 1908, at the urging of his friend, the conservationist Gifford Pinchot, President
Theodore Roosevelt established a Country Life Commission, headed by Liberty Hyde
Bailey, to report on the conditions of rural America in order to see how the changes in
America were affecting agriculture, but also the social and cultural fabric of the countryside. The Commission reported that individual farmers were limited in their production
and their income for several reasons. Many farmers, the Commission explained lacked
the training and capital to improve their production and soil depletion exacerbated their
problems. Further, they argued that rural institutions, like churches and schools, were
often inadequate. They failed to provide intellectual or communal opportunities. that
would allow and encourage rural people to stay in the countryside. The reports alarms
about agricultural, economics, and social decline in the country prompted many
reformers to prescribe sweeping changes to country life. The new wave of diagnoses,
recommendations, and efforts to reform the country side came to be known as the
Country-Life Movement.17
Urban, middle-class, university trained reformers and government officials were
concerned that the issues the Commission cited in rural America spelled disaster for the
rest of the nation. Gifford Pinchot asserted, “From the country comes the strong new

Michael McGerr, A Fierce Discontent, 105-107; William Link, The Paradox of Southern
Progressivism, 1880-1930 (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 1992), xii.
17
Liberty Hyde Bailey, The Report of the Commission on Country Life (New York: Sturgis and
Walton Company, 1911); On the Country Life Movement see William Bowers, The Country Life
Movement in America, 1900-1920 (Washington, NY: Kennikat, 1974); Michael McGerr, A Fierce
Discontent, 105-107; On the relationship between agrarian concerns and Progressivism, see
Elizabeth Sanders, Roots of Reform: Farmers, Workers, and the American State, 1877-1917
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999).
16
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blood which renews the vigor of the towns.” 18 In an era of mass migration into the
United States, many reformers pointed to rural citizens as those who could provide a
consistent American and Protestant Christian stream into the cities, often framed
explicitly as a counter-balance to Catholic and immigrant influences in the nation’s urban
areas. This emphasis on Protestant whiteness as the heart of Americanness and the
redemption of the city formed the basis of rural church reformers’ urgency in preserving
a Christian rural America.
On the other hand, some reformers worried about the loss to the countryside. One
Southern Baptist, Jefferson D. Ray, wrote that “the country neighborhood is the fountain
that feeds the whole stream of civilization” and to “take from the life of our towns and
cities the wholesome influence of country-bred men and women” would be to leave a
“surprisingly small residuum of anything that is worth while.” 19 Whether they applauded
or feared rural migration to the nation’s cities, reformers agreed that the nation itself
depended on the productivity, morality, and vitality of rural people. Victor Masters
argued, “No Republic such as ours can endure without maintaining a high and satisfying
rural life.”20
The Rural Church Movement
Many rural reformers argued that at its core, the rural problem was a spiritual and
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moral crisis. When Liberty Hyde Bailey presented the report of his Country Life
Commission, he argued that the country life problem was, at its heart “a moral
problem.”21 Since they viewed the crisis as a spiritual one, many insisted that the
churches that filled the countryside were the best institutions through which to effect
change in rural communities. Bailey, for example, contended that the best motivations for
progress, in rural America and elsewhere, were “religious and spiritual.” According to
him, churches were a “fundamentally necessary institution in country life.” Churches
could cultivate “morals,” “ideals of conduct and ambition,” and “personal and
community idealism” in rural people. 22 He was even more direct about the role of
religion in his work The Holy Earth, in which he argued that “a man cannot be a good
farmer unless he is a religious man.” Farmers needed to be taught to appreciate that he
was “a trustee” and that he had an obligation to look out for his fellow humans and future
generations.23 Many rural reformers, including Southerners, were influenced by Bailey’s
ideas.24
Rural reformers, however, lamented that churches that only met once a month for
preaching, raised few funds, lacked a clear leadership structure, and that they gave little
attention to instilling a sense of stewardship, cultivating an appreciation for rural
community life, or emphasizing each person’s social responsibility. Protestant mainliners
also worried about the growth of Pentecostalism and Holiness movements in rural areas.
Though the Pentecostal and Holiness movements were separate movements, divided and
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at odds with one another, they both presented a challenge to the cultural, social, and
economic structures that evangelical mainline Protestants cherished. Holiness and
Pentecostal congregants often disregarded the standards of decorum held by mainline
churches in their expressive, even ecstatic services. Committed in their early years to the
workings of the Holy Spirit over human hierarches, holiness and Pentecostal believers
gathered in interracial meetings, where women often testified and even preached. Their
willingness to subvert existing social, racial, and gender hierarchies rendered them
suspect to the Protestant mainline. 25 Anxious that Pentecostals in particular exploited
weaknesses in the mainline, Masters minced no words when he wrote that “evangelical
religious bodies in the South will have to give an account before God for the alarming
ease with which” such movements had been able to thrive. 26
Many observers tied the shortcomings of rural churches to the broader problems
of rural life. In an era committed to ever faster and greater production of goods,
reformers insisted that farms must work better and lamented the “agricultural
inefficiency” of the rural South. This was a concern about overtaxed soil and the resulting
low yields and about the limits on the training and capital to which small farmers had
access. Gifford Pinchot summarized the dual concern of many rural reformers when he
said that “Good farms often mean good churches, and poor farms almost always mean
weakness and inefficiency in the country church.” 27 Kenyon Butterfield argued that the
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country church, which he defined as one “which ministers chiefly to the people who till
the soil,” needed to help farmers apply Christian principles to their work, politics, and
neighborhood life. 28 While reformers were often vague regarding the specific ways those
principles would apply, they generally implied notions of stewardship, which they argued
demanded farmers be as efficient as possible through new agricultural technologies, and
community involvement. Sometimes the most material application that reformers made
was to insist that farmers give of their proceeds to the local church. Victor Masters wrote,
“the friends of country life and the rural church should do all within their power to
encourage better farming.”29
Rural church finances depended on their members’ success in agriculture, and
reformers argued that rural congregations and pastors had a vested interest in promoting
more profitable farming. Warren Wilson, a northern Presbyterian who became the most
important leader in the rural church movement, explained that “Churches in the country
are bound fast to the economic improvement of farming.” 30 Kenyon Butterfield argued
that because rural churches depended on farmers for their members and support, no one
could “build up a prosperous church in a place where agriculture is declining.” 31
Thus, many reformers argued that rural pastors needed to be familiar with modern
agricultural technologies, including new commodities and fertilizers and new methods.
Reformers especially wanted them to be familiar land-grant college and extension agents
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and educational bulletins, resources that clergy could then direct their congregants
toward. Kenyon Butterflied recommended that as part of minister’s preparation for work
in rural areas that they should take courses at an agricultural college. Butterfield
explained that in a relatively short time a potential rural pastor could “gain a fairly
comprehensive knowledge of the wide general problems that farmers have to face.” 32
Victor Masters echoed that sentiment when he said that a pastor who did not have “an
intelligent comprehension of and interest in the problems of soil fertility, animal
husbandry, and the growth of crops” was not meeting the needs of his people. 33 In a
period of professionalization and specialization, then, reformers increasingly saw the
rural minister as a rural specialist who must be trained to correct both the spiritual and
economic well-being of his people.
The most ubiquitous recommendation in rural church literature, North and South,
was the need for an educated, manly, and specialized rural minister. This concern
reflected the Progressive emphasis on middle-class reform, professionalism, and a lack of
confidence in ordinary, rural people. The ideal minister would be able to lead his
congregation not only by instructing them in spiritual matters, which reformers
anticipated would encourage diligence, honesty, compassion, and prudence in their jobs
and communities, but could also introduce them to the latest information available from
agricultural colleges or other rural institutions. The concept of “civilization,” including
progress, refinement, and culture, undergirded rural church reformers’ vision for rural
America, and motivated their calls for education and economic and social development,
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built on the foundation of a healthy moral and spiritual life cultivated by thriving rural
churches.34
While rural church reformers recognized real problems among the members of
rural churches, including widespread poverty and lack of access to educational and
employment opportunities, proven by numerous surveys, questionnaires, and case
studies, they failed to provide effective remedies to those problems. In certain ways, the
rural church movement reflected the larger project of Progressivism, calling attention to
problems and sharing its fundamental assumptions. However, these reformers often did
not have a cohesive plan for reform. Often, their solutions were couched in vague and
generic language that suggested they were not really sure how to implement reforms on
the ground. For example, many rural church reformers emphasized the need for church
leaders to impress upon their people the need to apply “principles of Christianity” to their
work, but beyond general calls for stewardship and diligence, they gave little practical
instruction. In other instances, the reforms that they offered were impractical or
unfeasible given the condition of rural church-goers. Better buildings, full-time pastors,
church parsonages, and more comprehensive church programming were
recommendations that struggling rural churches could not suddenly implement. Yet, in
this case the prescription and the desired outcome were the same because rural church
leaders offered no path for implementation of their recommendations.
What rural church reformers lacked in a definitive plan and specific programs and
practices to implement, agricultural reformers of the early twentieth century had and were
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continuing to develop. These groups of reformers had mutual interests and could provide
each other beneficial support. Rural church reformers needed a real program of reform,
which agricultural reformers in agricultural colleges provided. In the South, especially,
agricultural colleges needed cultural capital, and Protestant mainline clergy provided it.
Rural church leaders’ analysis of the problem and its consequences as fundamentally
spiritual benefitted agricultural reformers who adopted similar language in their efforts to
make changes to southern agriculture. Religious leaders continually pointed
congregations and pastors to agricultural college officials and extension agents as sources
of information. Agricultural college officials often couched their language in religious
terms and reached out to pastors in rural areas. The relationship between denominational
rural church leaders and agricultural colleges allowed denominational officials to
maintain the position of authority and provided agricultural colleges with powerful
advocates.35
The Rural Church Movement in the South
In addition to the factors that had shaped the rest of the American countryside, the
legacy of slavery, the aftermath of the Civil War and the era of Jim Crow and King
Cotton made the rural South a peculiar region. The South’s plantation economy meant
that it was predominantly rural and extremely impoverished. While large cotton planters
were able to capitalize on cheap labor and the benefits of an economic infrastructure built
to serve their purpose, millions of poor southerners struggled as sharecroppers or small
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landowning farmers.36
Southern clergy and denominational leaders heartily agreed with many
fundamental premises of Northern movement. 37 They agreed that there was a crisis in
rural America, that it was at its heart a spiritual crisis, that rural churches should have
been the primary means for reforming the countryside, but that those churches were in
crisis. Southerners argued that the southern situation was more urgent because of the
expansive and enduring rural nature of the South. Northern reformers, too, agreed that the
South was a particularly urgent case, but, unlike southern reformers, they blamed what
they saw as the backward, uncivilized, and underdeveloped character of the rural South
and its churches.38
However, southern reformers adapted the Northern program to suit their particular
context. While ecumenical organizations such as the Federal Council of Churches and
inter-denominationally minded individuals like Herman N. Morse led the northern rural
church effort, denominational leaders led the southern movement. These southern
reformers rejected some core recommendations of the northern movement, most notably
church union, or consolidation of churches across denominational lines.
However, Southern rural church leaders offered recommendations that were
limited in scope. They, like many reformers at various times, often failed to address the
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racial and economic systems of which they were a part and from which they benefitted.
That was true of the southern rural church reformers, especially regarding Jim Crow and
the structures of the cotton economy, and was a fatal flaw in their rural church reforms.
Thus, southern rural church reformers failed to engage with the actual rural people whose
churches they were trying to reform. There was a substantial distance between the
denominational leaders and agencies who pushed reform and local churches who were
supposed to adopt the reform agendas. As a result, their reform agendas failed to
recognize the limitations of rural people, engage with the desires rural people had for
their rural churches were to be, while also refusing to address broader social and
economic problems and addressing only symptomatic issues.
When it came to African Americans, poor and middle-class, and poor whites,
rural church leaders, by their own admission, often dismissed them as insignificant to
their subject or as simply a drain on rural communities. For example, in his book The
Call of the South, Victor Masters commented on the deleterious effects of tenantry in the
rural South on agriculture and community life. However, he explicitly refused to discuss
the matter of black landless farmers because he said that it was not pertinent to the
discussion.39 Southern reformers were also pessimistic about the religious opportunities
among tenant farmers. John W. Jent did recognize the limitations of landless farmers to
improve rural church, saying that they could not “build efficient country churches if they
desire to do so.” Jent assumed that because landless farmers did not worship in churches
that matched his ideal that they did not have effective religious communities. To be sure,
landless farmers could not build churches that required a significant financial outlay.
39
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However, rather than challenging the system that would create a situation in which
farmers could not support rural institutions, Jent concluded that they “hardly ever desire
to do so,” that is, build efficient country churches. 40 Rural church reformers like Masters
and Jent reveal the disconnect between their ideals for rural churches and the reality of
the rural South with sentiments like this. Treating the vast numbers of poor black and
white farmers with sweeping statements of derision and dismissal reveals the extreme
limits of the southern reform project. 41
In fact, many rural reformers went so far as to say that the problems of rural
churches and the failure to embrace the reforms reflected the recalcitrance of rural
people. If rural people had not been so conservative or sectarian or traditional, then the
reforms that rural church leaders put forward would have fixed the problems. Instead,
rural churches, in the reformers’ telling, stubbornly refused to change their ways. John
W. Jent, a rural church reformer from Oklahoma framed rural congregations in this way.
Jent contended that rural people were characterized by “enervating indifference” because
they did not realize “that religious is not only for the ‘other world,’ but for this one as
well.”42
Masters, Jent, and other rural church reformers argued from a position within
denominations that clouded their perception rural people’s religious lives. From the
denominational leaders’ perspective, rural people who were not part of an established,
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denominationally connected church, they were, at best, insufficiently connected to a
religious community. Yet, rural people, including landless farmers and other poor rural
southerners, created religious communities that helped them make sense of their lives,
provided support through tragedies, and offered spiritual instruction without the trappings
of an establishment church after the mold that Masters or Jent proposed. Those churches
were seldom tied to a specific edifice or leadership structure which made them more
mobile and versatile for peoples’ who lives were constantly in flux. Such religious
communities made little sense for people like Masters and Jent but were exactly what
many rural people needed and desired.
Based on the recommendations that southern rural church reformers made and the
sectarian way in which they carried out those reforms, it appears that the southern rural
church movement was driven by denominational interests. Its leaders rarely worked
across denominational lines to create institutional structures that could sustain and
develop rural reforms. That denominational interest is reflected in the problems that rural
church leaders in the South perceived, such as the rise of pentecostal and holiness
movements and small rural churches that did not contribute to denominational programs,
and in the recommendations that rural church leaders proposed or rejected. Southern rural
church reformers rejected church union on denominational grounds, but encouraged the
combination of small rural churches within denominational boundaries. 43
The most universal recommendation rural church leaders made was the
installation of a full-time rural pastors who had denominational training. For southern
denominations, especially the Southern Baptists, pastors, particularly those who were
43
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trained in denominational colleges and seminaries, were their only means of exercising
any kind of denominational control. Through denominationally committed rural pastors,
denominations believed that country churches could be motivated to contribute to
denominational causes and projects. But, denominational diagnoses and remedies and did
not always parallel with the concerns of rural people and the churches they composed and
many rural pastors were not trained in denominational schools and the bi-vocational
nature of their work meant they often had more in common with their congregants than
with denominational authorities. 44
Rural Church Movement Histories
Mark Rich’s The Rural Church Movement has served as the standard starting
point for historical inquiries into the rural church movement. Rich was a rural church
reformer himself, working closely with the Federal Council of Churches. His narrative of
the movement focuses on leaders and major institutions in the North. Rich provides a
wealth of information on key dates and organizational histories, but hardly considers the
southern movement, and thus does not reckon with the limitations of the
denominationally-driven southern movement. His narrative, published in 1957, is detailed
and direct.45
The most recent consideration of the rural church movement is that of Kevin
Lowe in Baptized with the Soil. Lowe focuses on the northern expression of the
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movement and highlights the theological suppositions that undergirded it. He calls these
rural reformers “Christian agrarians” who were committed to family farms and rebuilding
rural communities. Lowe focuses on institutions and leaders but does not reckon with
rural people themselves. This dissertation pushes deeper by considering the means by
which their message was transmitted and the degree to which their message was received
or rejected. Lowe’s focus on the North allows him to overlook the leaders’ position on
race. To be sure, the leaders of the southern movement did not address black
congregations or farmers. But, that silence is significant and in a context where a large
portion of the rural population is made up of black farmers is conspicuous. 46
This dissertation also challenges Lowe’s contention regarding the relationship of
the rural reformers to industrialization. To be sure, Lowe qualifies his claims
substantially. He notes that despite their commitment to “family farms, small-scale
agriculture, and rural communities” and their opposition to “scientific farming,”
“industrialization” and “mechanization” that they were by no means “opposed to the
modern world” did not believe “in retreating from or standing outside the market.” Yet,
Lowe presents his “Christian agrarians” as distinct from broader “Country Life
reformers” who he says “really wanted to urbanize the country.” 47 Allowing for a range
of differing opinion and sentiment among reformers, placing the relationship between
rural church leaders and agricultural reformers, especially those at land-grant agricultural
colleges, significantly diminishes the gap between those who were “Christian agrarians”
and those who were “Country Life reformers.” In fact, the religious leaders that are the
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subjects of significant portions of this dissertation embraced scientific farming,
industrialization, and agricultural technology. Victor Masters championed the work of
Southern famers’ colleges and technological innovations and looked forward to the
exponential growth of Southern agriculture. They saw modernization as the best way to
save the family farms and rural communities they cherished. 48 However, their efforts are
a case in unintended consequences. As they tried to save the family farm, they embraced
the very means which hastened its demise.
Many historians have considered the connections between agriculture and religion
in the South. For example, Jarod Roll considers the role of what he calls “prophetic
religion” in motivating landless farmers in Missouri’s boot-heel to take decisive action in
order to improve their position on the land. John Hayes’ Hard, Hard Religion considers
the religious worldview of poor Southerners, black and white, and argues that their
shared experience of poverty created a common “folk religion” that was distinct from
middle and upper-class expressions of Christianity. This dissertation seeks to continue
such analysis by considering how the South’s agricultural and economic structures, and
those who controlled them, circumscribed the boundaries of reform. The failure of the
rural church movement was not inevitable. But, it did fail in the South and a
consideration of the views of rural church leaders’ views on agriculture and rural society
offer explanations. 49
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Many agricultural historians, including William Bowers and David Danbom, have
discussed the Country-Life Movement, but have done so without engaging with the
religious dimensions of the reform movement. This has created a dichotomy in the
literature between considerations of agricultural reformers and their ideas and
considerations of religious reformers and their program. This dissertation argues that
agricultural and religious reformers were engaged in a mutual project of revitalizing rural
life socially, economically, culturally, and religiously. 50
Sources
The leaders of the rural church movement produced a voluminous amount of
material on rural churches, beginning in the 1910s. This writing included monographs,
editorials, articles, and extensive surveys of rural churches. Other primary sources
include letters from rural preachers and congregants. This dissertation also depends on
extension bulletins and agricultural college publications, especially published minutes
and transcripts from schools that agricultural colleges held for rural ministers. In addition
to the data from the Census of Religious Bodies, surveys of southern rural churches
provided useful information. For example, in 1923 Edmund deS Brunner published an
analysis survey made by the Interchurch World Movement entitled Church Life in the
Rural South. E. P. Alldredge, as head of the Southern Baptist Convention’s Sunday
School Board, directed a survey of Southern Baptist rural churches over 1922 and 1923,
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which was published as the 1923 Southern Baptist Handbook.51
Chapters
This dissertation describes the ideas of southern religious leaders, how they
transmitted those ideas through the rural South, and how those ideas failed to gain
traction in southern rural communities. The dissertation begins by situating the
denominational leaders and writers of the early southern rural church movement within
the larger framework of Progressivism and the Country Life Movement. Then, by
focusing on the rural pastor, the dissertation focuses on the ways in which those leaders
tried to disseminate their message. The dissertation follows the transmission of those
ideas through the Depression era to highlight the disconnect between those ideas and
their intended subjects. Finally, the dissertation concludes with a case study in the ways
the northern rural church reformers eventually sought to address southern problems in
ways that southern leaders neglected.
Chapter 1 argues that the ideas of southern rural church reformers were
fundamentally conservative. They sought to remedy the problems of rural churches only
in order to preserve them. They attempted to address the problems of the rural South
without altering the systems of Jim Crow and King Cotton. Their writings reveal a
sincere concern about rural people and institutions, but a failure to wrestle, due to
ignorance or unwillingness, with the deep-seated problems that produced the
symptomatic problems they tried to address.
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The second chapter centers on the partnership between those southern religious
leaders and agricultural college to transmit their message through rural preachers and
pastors who served as the foot soldiers of their reforms. Rural preachers were the primary
focus of almost all rural church reformers. Liberty Hyde Bailey, Victor Masters, and
others referred to them as “the key” to the country church problem. This emphasis on the
rural pastorate reveals the key assumptions and ultimate goals of rural church reformers
and their dependence on agricultural experts for the means to accomplish those goals.
Chapter 3 argues that because southern religious leaders failed to wrestle with the
problems of rural people their rural church reformers were virtual failures. This chapter
explores what rural people hoped to gain from their association with rural churches and
demonstrates how the reformers’ vision failed to connect with those purposes. Rural
church members were often satisfied with small, member-directed, and informal
gatherings, even if that meant they did not meet the standards of propriety promoted by
reformers.
In chapter 4, the dissertation turns again to the leadership of the movement and
traces their work through the Depression. Chapter 4 argues that even when their
movement proved ineffective in solving the problems they perceived in rural churches,
southern rural church leaders failed to recalibrate. It is in this period where both the
limitations of the denominationally-driven individual-led movement are the clearest. The
failures of southern mainline leaders to offer a plan for substantive change opened up
space for more radical voices, including Howard Kester and others who had been
influenced by the rural church movement, but ultimately found it too constraining for
their objectives. The chapter concludes by considering early efforts on the part of
31

northern organizations and interdenominational agencies to address issues and groups in
the South that southern denominations had neglected.
Finally, the fifth chapter examines one major effort on the part of northern
reformers to reach African Americans and sharecroppers in the Deep South. The Federal
Council of Churches and the Home Missions Board used religious extension agents, who
worked hand in hand with black agricultural colleges, to reach out to some of the most
marginalized people in southern society, black landless farmers. Their efforts reveal a
recognition of the failures of the southern rural church movement, but reveal the limits of
even more inclusive reforms that could not alter the fundamental systems upon which
southern society had been built.
The issues considered in this dissertation represent only a first phase of the rural
church movement. The Southern Baptist Convention, for example, did not establish an
official rural church department until 1943. However, this era of interaction between
religious and agricultural reformers serves to highlight the underlying assumptions of
reformers from the Progressive Era through World War II, the disconnect between those
assumptions and the reality of the lives of rural people, and the limitations of addressing
the symptoms of rural crises with plans that privileged institutional hierarchies over the
needs of people on the ground. This era of reform laid the groundwork for the rural
church programs which followed in the second half of the 20th century. Even still, in our
contemporary world where politicians, cultural observers, and church leaders seek to
address problems of the rural South and the nation without actually engaging rural
communities or setting up institutional structures for long term engagement, these efforts
offer a word of caution.
32

“THE CALL OF THE SOUTH”: LEADERS IN THE SOUTHERN RURAL CHURCH
MOVEMENT, 1908-1924
When Victor Masters, the executive secretary for the Southern Baptist
Convention’s Home Mission Board, began writing his 1916 book, The Country Church in
the South he did not have a Southern rural church literature off of which to build. He
wrote that of all the books that had been written on the rural church as part of the country
life movement and the related rural church movement in the wake of Theodore
Roosevelt’s Country Life Commission “not one [had] been written by a Southern writer
identified with one of the two denominations which together have approximately half of
the country churches in America— the Methodists and the Baptists of the South.”52
Masters had a point. Theodore Roosevelt’s 1908 Country Life Commission,
headed by Liberty Hyde Bailey, and its subsequent report on the conditions of rural
America had turned the minds of many Progressive reformers toward the country. The
Commission described a rural crisis that could only be corrected by revitalizing rural
agriculture and by developing the social and spiritual character of rural people.
Progressive reformers soon prescribed sweeping changes to country life. A related
movement of reformers who were primarily concerned with the rural church produced a
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flood of publications on the maladies of the rural church and the remedies they argued
would be useful and necessary. The same Social Gospel impulse that drove efforts to
reform cities by an application of the Christian message to social problems motivated the
efforts of the rural church reformers. However, Masters claimed that Southern religious
leaders had only barely broached the subject of the rural church. Though he thought that
the books written by Northern reformers often offered good “general principles,” he
thought that their “specific cases” were to Southerners an “unknown tongue.” Masters
pointed to issues of over-churching and the solutions of church union as disconnects
between the Northern and Southern rural church movement and that such discussion were
veritable foreign languages to southern issues. To Masters, the dearth of helpful rural
church literature was exacerbated by the fact that of the very few works that had been
written by Southerners, none of them had been written by a Southerner with a perspective
that reflected the majority Baptist and Methodist populations in the rural areas of the
country, particularly the South. Though Masters certainly did not want to blur the lines
between the Methodist and Baptist denominations, he did seem to consider both groups to
be in a similar position in the South to speak to the rural church problem.53
Masters acknowledged that Southern Presbyterians had begun to engage the rural
church movement, but he insisted that Baptists and Methodists had the most at stake in it.
He referred to the work of S.L. Morris, a Southern Presbyterian rural church reformer,
and even recommended a pamphlet Morris wrote entitled “The Country Church.”
However, Masters did not consider that work to be a sufficient word on the rural church
in the South. Perhaps Masters view was similar to that of fellow rural church reformer
53
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Jeff D. Ray, a Baptist professor who wrote on country preachers and churches. He
applauded the rural church work of Warren H. Wilson, a Northern Presbyterian.
However, the problem, according to Ray, was that “there [were] so few rural churches
among the Presbyterians,” particularly in the South. There were rural Presbyterian
churches, he explained, that did effective rural work, but their isolation from other
Presbyterian churches meant that their example was not replicated. Ray argued that the
denominational lines between Presbyterians and Baptists and Methodists prevented the
exchange of valuable ideas.54
Masters was right that his book The Country Church in the South was the first
treatment of the problems of the country church by a Southern Baptist or Methodist. He
was also correct that those denominations were predominantly rural and local churches of
those denominations comprised a large part of rural Protestantism in the whole country.55
That no Southern writer representing those denominations, which dominated the South’s
rural landscape, was significant because, according to Masters, Southern problems in
agriculture, society, economics, and religion, were different than the problems of the
North. Southern religious leaders, then, needed to take up the task of addressing those
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problems from a Southern perspective. When those Southern religious leaders did so, this
chapter argues, they created a Southern rural church movement that was related, but
distinct, from its Northern counterpart in its character, methods, and recommendations.
The most vocal proponents of country church reform in the South worked through
the machinery of establishment Southern denominations, especially the Southern Baptist
Convention, the Presbyterian Church in the United States, and the Methodist Episcopal
Church, South.56 Several Southern denominations had a board for home missions, which
oversaw the denomination’s domestic evangelism and missions programs. These leaders
argued that reforming the rural church meant taking a hard look at the character of the
region’s rural society, including not just religion but also agriculture, race, and
economics. In order to affect such a broad swath of society, then, these leaders realized
they needed to work closely with public institutions already in place in the region,
especially land grant colleges and their extension agencies.
Perhaps recognizing their own limitations, Southern rural church leaders
marshalled the aid of land-grant colleges and universities. Land-grant officials were eager
to attach themselves to the Protestant establishment. Many Southern land-grant college
presidents were also influential church members. In addition, land-grant officials were
looking for ways to reach their rural constituency. One way to do so was to attach
themselves to an institution that already had deep roots in agricultural and rural
communities—the church. Through various means, land-grant officials, agricultural
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reformers, and religious leaders forged bonds that shaped agricultural policy and the
recommendations of Southern denominations. Examining the relationship that emerged in
the early 1900s between the Southern Protestant mainline and land-grant colleges reveals
a great deal about the relationship between religious and state institutions in the South,
and in the nation, more broadly.
The aftermath of the Civil War and the era of Jim Crow and King Cotton,
produced the religious and agricultural conditions of the South that elicited the concern of
Southern rural church movement leaders were rooted those labor and economic shifts.
Those factors created the conditions that drew the attention of religious reformers in the
South and shaped their program of rural reform. In other words, Southern rural church
reformers recognized some of the problems that the regions white supremacist
agricultural economy created, but they crafted proposed solutions that worked within and
not against those systems. The tensions, contradictions of the Southern rural church
movement arose from the attempt of Southern reformers to address the symptoms of the
problems without fully addressing the underlying power structures that caused them,
often because they benefitted from those power structures. The race and class of the
southern rural church reformers shaped their recommendations because it shaped their
romanticized past about labor and community without considering, or with intentionally
not considering, how African-Americans or the economically marginalized did, or did
not, fit into that past.57

This idealism was rooted in a nostalgic vision of the “yeoman farmer.” As Elizabeth Herbin
argues in “Healing the Land, Healing the South,” agricultural reformers, including Clarence Poe
of The Progressive Farmer, “embraced the characteristics of yeomen—their tendency to diversify
their crops, grow food to feed their family, and own their farms—and presented these qualities as
progressive,” but often stopped short of the “real structural change” that would have made such a
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For all of these reformers’ concerns about rural churches and rural souls, they
might have agreed that the biggest problem was cotton.58 Cotton dominated the
agricultural landscape of the Deep South and after the Civil War, even after
emancipation, became more not less entrenched.59 By 1899, cotton represented the
primary source of income for more than seventy percent of the farms in Mississippi,
Alabama, Georgia, and South Carolina.60 Though the soil and climate of the Deep South
had been particularly conducive to growing cotton since the dawn of the early twentieth
century, many other factors led to Southern planter’s whole-sale commitment to cotton.
Cotton was the best “cash crop,” at least when prices were high. Banks determined that
cotton was the best crops for farmers and often refused to offer credit unless the farmer
was going to grow cotton.61 Credit was limited, and the prospects of a high return on
cotton outweighed the possibilities of a down year. Cotton’s legacy in the South meant
that the infrastructure and economic channels developed around its production,
marketing, and transportation. If and when farmers tried to switch to the production of
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other crops, including fruits and vegetables, they struggled to get them to wider
markets.62
The primary factor that anchored cotton production so firmly in the Deep South
was the development of labor systems such as sharecropping, tenant farming, and the
crop-lien system. As those labor arrangements became more typical of Deep South
agricultural work, planters became more attached to cotton. Immediately after the Civil
War, landowners tried to hire former slaves for wages. That, however, did not give
planters enough control over their workers. Because almost all former slaves started with
nothing but their freedom, they were not in an advantageous bargaining position. Planters
used that against workers by having them sign sharecropping contracts.63
Sharecroppers paid their rent in cotton at the end of the year Under this
arrangement, sharecroppers, who had no cash on hand, could open a line of credit with a
town merchant and borrow money from the landowner. But, farmers who had to purchase
from merchants on credit paid as much as sixty percent more than did their cash paying
counterparts. Thus, on their daily necessities, like food and clothing, sharecroppers faced
unreasonable amounts of interest. However, they had no choice. Then, when the crop
went to market, the owner would settle the accounts, keeping for himself additional
expenses for tools, medical care, and incidentals. However, seldom did the amount that
the sharecropper earned match what he owed.64 Due to high interest rates on debt for food
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and clothing, sharecroppers and other tenants were precariously dependent on high cotton
prices to make any financial headway.65
In 1920 there were 3.1 million farms in the South. The agriculture census of that
year counted 922,914 black farmers. Only 217,589, about 24 percent, owned their land.
Of the 2.3 million southern farmers, about 60 percent, 1.3 million, owned their land.
About there were 16,548 white farmer managers and 1,770 black farm managers
reported. The remaining 887,566 white farmers and 703,555 black farmers were tenants
or sharecroppers.66
Cotton was more than an agricultural crop, then; it was also a means of social
control. Landowners and creditors often insisted that cotton be grown because there was a
cash market for it and because cotton could not be eaten by those raising the crop.
Planters knew that all of the crop would make it to market. Cotton had to be ginned and
baled before to be sold making it impossible to sell it through secret channels.
Landowners had final say over the accounts. If a sharecropper questioned the owners’
figures, the landlord might blacklist him, making it difficult to find work the next year.
Unable purchase land or equipment, there was no way to escape the system the vast
majority of Southern farmers, especially former slaves, could rarely scape the system,
and few realized the dream of independent farm ownership.67
Cotton and share-cropping shaped the way that the natural landscape looked and
how people related to the land and to other people on the land. Rather than many small
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family sized farms, land was brought under the control of a single planter. That large
scale cultivation demanded the marshalling of huge labor sources. In the antebellum
South, that need was met with enslaved laborers. Plantation owners housed enslaved
laborers in communal style quarters. While the nature of slavery, including such living
arrangements, was not conducive to the development of nuclear family relationships,
though enslaved men and women certainly did develop them, it was more conducive to
the development of community bonds. However, the sharecropping system reversed that
arrangement. Now, rather than living in group housing, sharecroppers lived in single
family dwellings surrounded by the area they were responsible for cultivating. As a
result, sometimes hundreds of acres separated families. So, while sharecropping allowed
for the development of tighter nuclear family relationships, it did not allow for the easy
cultivation of the community bonds that had existed.68
This cotton regime shaped the religious landscape of the Deep South.69 By 1906,
most Southern church-goers were part of explicitly Southern Protestant denominations. A
vast majority were either part of Southern regional denominations or unaffiliated local
churches. Only a fraction of the Southern population had ties to what one historian
described as “extra-regional” denominations. However, even though many Southern
Protestants may have agreed on many “fundamentals,” and despite their regional
connections, there were still intense sectarian divisions.70
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Near the turn of the century, Southern Baptists made up the largest denomination
in the Deep South. In 1906, Just over 1.8 million Southerners identified as Southern
Baptists. Almost 1.5 million identified as Southern Methodists, members of the
Methodist Episcopal Church, South denomination.71 Almost a quarter of a million
Southerners were Southern Presbyterians, organized in the Presbyterian Church in the
United States (PCUS) denomination. All three southern denominations had separated
from their northern counterparts in the years leading up to the Civil War, at least in part
over the question of slavery.72
Baptists, Methodists, and Presbyterians divided between black and white
denominations near the end of the nineteenth century. Local churches were mostly
segregated already and the hardening lines of Jim Crow began to affect denominational
mechanics. White bishops encouraged Africa-American Methodists to convene their own
convention in 1870 and create their own denomination. At that convention, they
organized the Colored Methodist Episcopal Church. In the Southern Baptist
Denomination, some local associations began refusing black church representatives to
their meetings and the Southern Baptist Convention left black congregations out of its
statistical data in 1872. In 1880, representatives of African-American Baptist churches
across the South met and formed their own separate denomination, the National Baptist
Convention. The General Assembly of the Southern Presbyterian Church moved its black
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presbyteries into a new Afro-American Presbyterian Church. The few black presbyteries
that were not transferred into the new denomination were placed in a segregated synod.73
At the turn of the century, while the South was primarily rural and agricultural
and seemed stuck in the past, national attention was focused on the rapid industrialization
and of the Northeast and Midwest. As both industry and cities grew, industrialists
accumulated great wealth while a growing workforce of wage laborers faced dangerous
work, long hours, and low wages with no recourse for workplace abuses, injuries, or
death—all very common. Soon the poor treatment of workers grabbed the attention of
politicians, clergy, and business leaders who argued for systemic reforms to American
life. Broadly, these reformers thought of themselves as “Progressives,” and backed efforts
ranging from local efforts improve education and public health to national campaigns for
regulations affecting the well-being and safety of workers and consumers. However,
Progressives championed a wide range of specific recommendations to address those
issues. All Progressives believed that life for Americans should and could get better.
Describing exactly how life could improve and what an improved life consisted of varied
among them.74
Some ideas did have popular currency among Progressives. For example, many
reformers in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century spoke of the desire for
“efficiency.” The most infamous expression of the Progressive desire for efficiency is
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Taylorism, a term used to describe Frederick Winslow Taylor’s influential attempts to
scientifically manage workers in factories in order to make them as productive as
possible.75 Another important concept that is present throughout Progressive literature is
the idea of “conservation.” Conservation focused mostly on controlling the “exploitation
of natural resources.” It is important to note, however, that conservation itself was a tool
of capitalism economic development. Conservationists were not preservationists, hoping
to keep people away from natural resources forever. Instead, they intended to preserve
natural resources for responsible use and long-term economic development.76
The mainline Protestant expression of Progressivism’s desire to reform the world
through progress was the Social Gospel.77 The Social Gospel pointed to structural
injustice and inequality as Christian concerns and emphasized the application of Christian
principles to the issues of industrialism and urbanization. Preachers like Washington
Gladden, and Walter Rauschenbusch urged Protestants to think less in terms of individual
sin and righteousness and more about social ills and systemic change to address
injustice.78
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Although the movement is most closely associated with the cities, the Social
Gospel also had rural components and expressions. The Country-Life Movement
represented an attempt by predominantly urban and middle-class reformers to enact their
progressive ideals in rural America as they had tried to do in urban areas. Though early in
the 1900s some urban reformers idealized rural life, many started to think that rural life
was actually in decline.79 Some reformers blamed the cities as the source of all manner of
problems, including spiritual and social problems. However, even many reformers who
believed that rural living was ideal felt that isolation, agricultural inefficiency, and a lack
of education was draining the countryside of its potential.80
Though Theodore Roosevelt had been rather ambivalent about “country life”
problems in the early years of his presidency, his friend Gifford Pinchot, the renowned
conservationist, connected him with Liberty Hyde Bailey, the dean of Cornell
Agricultural College and well-known agricultural expert, who urged him to take a more
active interest in the problems of rural America. Pinchot and Bailey had hope Roosevelt
would create a new agency of country life, but that plan fell flat. Instead, in 1908,
Theodore Roosevelt appointed the Country Life Commission and selected Bailey as its
chair.81 The Country Life Commission’s purpose was to investigate the problems of rural
life and suggest possible solutions to those problems. In a letter Roosevelt wrote to
Bailey, he described his goals for the Commission. Roosevelt wanted the Commission to
move beyond the question of crop production because, he explained, “the effort for better
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farming should cease to stand alone, and should be accompanied by the effort for better
business and better living on the farm.”82
Agriculture, the Country Life Commission’s Report argued, had not kept pace
with industrial development. As a result, life in rural areas offered less promise and
satisfaction than life in the city. At its root, many reformers claimed, was a hyperindividualism that caused farmers to refuse to work together for the good of themselves
and their communities. Because of the nature of rural life, with its isolation and lack of
social institutions, commission member Kenyon Butterfield complained that farmers
were guilty of “intense individualism, and the lack of co-operative spirit.”83 Farmers
would not organize and they would not work together for good roads or rural schools.
Methods in agriculture and labor regimes, particularly tenantry, depleted the soil and
caused erosion. Farm women, the Commission asserted, lived bleak and unfulfilling
lives.84
A former President of Michigan Agricultural College, Butterfield’s many essays
and books offered recommendations to address the problems that the Commission
indicated. Butterfield’s primary concerns were efficiency in soil use, soil fertility
conservation, adoption of scientific methods of farming, and better market and business
strategies among farmers. Butterfield was also concerned about the trend of tenancy, and
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he argued that “the land should in general be owned by those who till it.”85 That
sentiment reflected the common Jeffersonian ideal of small, self-sustaining farmers.
Other historians have shown how this notion of “producerism,” the notion that the
produce of the land should belong to those who produced it, could combine with religious
activism to create a powerful social protest.86
Butterfield also argued that the “extreme individualism which exists,” and which
had caused most of the problems of country life, needed to be broken down.87 That
meant, for Butterfield and other Country-Life reformers, that rural communities needed
to develop better communication, recreational opportunities, direct attention to the lives
of farm women, and the development of a “neighborhood spirit.”88 For Butterfield,
agricultural education was paramount, especially for young people, and needed to be
disseminated as widely as possible in rural areas. He also believed that if farmers would
work together to buy of equipment and sell produce, country life could see marked
improvements. Both of these arguments, for producerism and for broad cooperation,
reflected the Progressive agenda which include distribution of resources and power,
which were to be used for the common good. In order to attain that, Butterfield believed
that all rural institutions needed to work together. One of those institutions was the
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church, which he believed could serve as the vessel to bring about “rural progress” and “a
new rural civilization.”89
Rural reformers also believed agricultural colleges and university and the
extension services connected to them could facilitate a revitalization of country life. One
country life reformer wrote in 1912 that the state college of agriculture was “the chief
agency” in stoking interest in rural and agricultural reform. Not only were those schools
encouraging agricultural reform, but they were also working in the “sociological phases”
of country life by encouraging community involvement, education, cooperation, and
church welfare.90 Agricultural colleges, most of which were created through the Morrill
Land Grant Act, first in 1862, and then expanding with succeeding legislation through the
end of the nineteenth century, had a responsibility to reach out to the community in ways
that other public institutions did not. Of course, it was incumbent upon rural reformers,
especially those who were tied to agricultural colleges to put themselves forward as those
who had the resources to solve the problems of rural America. Helping the average
farmer citizen was their very purpose for existing. Admitting inability to do so would
have raised serious questions about their worth and necessity.91
Two pieces of legislation in the 1910s expanded the mission of the agricultural
colleges. In 1914, with pressure from rural reformers, Congress passed the Smith-Lever
Act. The provisions of the act called for “instruction in practical agriculture and home
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economics to persons not attendant or resident” at the university itself.92 Then, in 1917,
Congress passed the Hughes Act which provided for the training of teachers in vocational
education.93 In his 1913 book The Country-Life Movement in the United States Liberty
Hyde Bailey had argued that schools played an essential role in the progress of rural
society. Bailey wrote that the “great line of public-maintained colleges and experiment
stations” were “destined to be the most extensive and important application of the
scientific method to social problems that is anywhere now underway.”94 The
establishment of schools was important, but Bailey pushed for extension programs
“proceeding from one educational center, and which all the institutions would have a
right to use for the spread of their work among the people.95 These ideas and proposed
solutions found their fulfillment in the Smith-Lever and the Hughes act of 1914 and
1917.96
Country-life reformers also emphasized the important role of the church in rural
communities.97 The report of the Country-Life Commission was clear in stating its
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perception of the importance of the rural church. In fact, Bailey had Butterfield prepare a
special report on the relationship of rural churches to the broader country life problem.98
“The country life problem,” the report stated, was “a moral problem.” In order to promote
change, the best motivation, according to the Commission was “religious and spiritual”
one. Thus, the country church was “fundamentally a necessary institution in country life.”
Religious leaders, especially, echoed the section of the report of the Country Life
Commission which concluded, “Any consideration of the problem of rural life that leaves
out of account the function and possibilities of the church and related institutions would
be grossly inadequate… the church is fundamentally a necessary institution in country
life.”99 Especially in the Northeast and Midwest, the argument rural churches were
linchpin’s of rural societies grew out of the social gospel’s emphasis on social action
driven by the millennial view of the kingdom of God which sought to bring every aspect
of life under the control of Christian principles.100
Gifford Pinchot summarized the dual-concern of many rural reformers when he
said that “Good farms often mean good churches, and poor farms almost always mean
weakness and inefficiency in the country church.”101 Bailey’s 1911 The Country-Life
Movement in the United States also emphasized the important role of the rural church.
Community institutions were to do their own extension work. “The church,” Bailey
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argued, “from the nature of its organization, could readily extend itself beyond its regular
and essential gospel work.”102 Bailey was more explicit about the role of religion in his
work The Holy Earth, where he argued that “a man cannot be a good farmer unless he is
a religious man.”103
Kenyon Butterfield pushed the argument further in 1911 when he argued that the
country church, which he defined as one “which ministers chiefly to the people who till
the soil,” must “Christianize” “toil and industry, voting and political debating,
friendliness, and kindness.” Changes in rural churches could bring about changes in
farming methods. Butterfield described the agricultural methods of the previous decades
as “individualistic, extensive, even exploitative.” The church had facilitated such an
approach because it was “individualistic in its appeal.” Rather than practicing cooperation
and unity in had exploited “denominational pride and power.” Churches could fulfill their
role in rural communities by teaching people that learning the methods of personal
development and growth, such as learning newer and more efficient methods of farming,
was a matter of religious duty. By glorifying hard work and venerating the rural
environment, the church could aid in the development of Butterfield’s concept of
religious idealism.104
In Butterfield’s estimation, rural church could provide the impetus for farmers to
organize with calls for justice and could also provide the institutional support for that
organization.105 Butterfield anticipated that some would oppose his recommendations on
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the basis that the church was a spiritual institution, not to be tied up in such earthly, and
earthy, concerns. He wrote that he did not view this move as “secularizing the church”
but as infusing farmers and neighborhoods with “righteousness.” Butterfield believed that
through the “glorification of toil” by the promotion of love for the “rural environment”
the church could give religion “the place it should have,” specifically “as a motive and
spirit permeating all the activities of life.” The church in rural areas, Butterfield argued,
ought to have been very concerned about the prosperity of its farmers. “You cannot,” he
asserted, “build up a prosperous church in a place where agriculture is declining.”106
Butterfield routinely highlighted these two major areas in which Christian
principles could have an impact on farming— the “Christianization of toil” and the
“veneration of the soil,” by which Butterfield referred to two pillars of the broader rural
church movement. First, the way in which Christians worked, Butterfield and other rural
church reformers contended, would be more efficient and effective than their nonChristian counterparts. Christianity, they argued, promoted cooperation, instilled a workethic, and promoted stewardship. In fact, they saw farming as a religious vocation and
when farmers were also spiritually engaged it produced a greater quality of life and very
often of produce.107 That last idea, stewardship, grew out of a “veneration of the soil,”
which echoes Liberty Hyde Bailey’s The Holy Earth. These rural church reformers
argued that a greater appreciation for the earth as God’s creation would mean greater
care, conservation, and management of its resources. According to one historian,
Bailey’s emphases on “the holiness of the earth, and the responsibility of farmers to
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cultivate that holiness, became key insights on which much of Protestant agrarianism was
built.”108
Butterfield was not an isolated voice. His sentiments were expressed by both
agricultural and religious reformers in the years following the Country Life
Commission’s report. C.J. Galpin, professor of rural sociology from the University of
Wisconsin wrote, “It is the small, weak, pastorless church, poorly located, which tends to
surrender agriculture to destructive individualism,” arguing that struggling churches
failed to teach their members about the importance of cooperation and stewardship,
which was destructive to rural society and the land itself. 109 One rural church reformer,
argued that “good farming” and “good preaching” would produce the ideal country life,
that “good preaching” was “indispensable to the most fruitful farming,” and that the place
to bring them together “the farmer-supported country church.”110
Rural church advocates asserted that revitalizing rural churches would be a major
boon to agricultural production. Warren Wilson explained that the church reflected the
economic successes of the farmers who supported it and that the church could only
improve if farmers were successful. Farmers could be expected, Wilson claimed, to give
of their prosperity to support the church because, he explained, “The ethical discipline
which is essential to productive and profitable farming is the traditional, ethical code of
the Christian church.” Because churches were tied to the economic success of farmers,
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they needed to take an active interest in it, Wilson claimed. For churches to thrive, they
needed what the farmers had to offer. In order for farmers to thrive, the needed what the
church had to offer. The farmer needed to develop the characteristics of austerity,
honesty, and industry which, according to Wilson, “had been taught in country Churches
for generations.” Because of a decline in rural churches, that relationship had become
strained. If churches hoped to renew the mutually beneficial relationship, preachers
needed to speak with a mind towards farmers issues.111
Because of agriculture’s direct bearing on rural churches, and vice versa, some
reformers believed that it might be necessary for churches to promote agricultural ideas.
For example, C.J. Galpin explained that if secular agencies were not in a position in a
given area to educate farmers in agriculture development, rural churches might be forced
to take the lead “as an act of self-preservation.” Because agriculture was the economic
basis for the country church, making sure that agriculture remained productive was a vital
interest. He argued that issues like “soil maintenance, farm management, land tenure,
wage labor” were moral problems at their root.112 Victor Masters wrote that “the religious
faith of rural people profoundly affects their agricultural efficient and the whole level of
their living.”113
While many reformers argued that the church would be the institutions which
affected changes in rural life, reformers from primarily agricultural backgrounds and
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from religious backgrounds began to argue that the rural church itself needed to be
reformed as well. While the exact diagnoses and prescriptions for how those rural
churches needed to be reformed took a variety of forms, For the most part, leaders within
the Protestant mainline were unified in saying that there was, in fact, a country church
problem. Edwin Earp argued in 1914 that in the rural sections of the United States
“religious fervor” had diminished, church buildings had been abandoned, and the
messages that preachers carried were insufficient to the development of the
countryside.114 Reformer Garland A. Bricker asserted “that a rural Church problem exists
is usually granted without debate.”115 Kenyon Butterfield wrote, “The country church
faces a crisis.”116
While there was a vibrant Catholic rural church movement, most Protestant rural
church reformers were thinking of the mainline Protestant churches when they talked
about the rural church.117 These rural church reformers viewed Catholicism as a menace,
and associated it with cities, immigration, and corruption.118 In fact, for rural church
movement leaders what counted as Protestant was limited as well, with many church
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reformers calling out Pentecostal-Holiness groups, Mormons, and “Russellites” as
illegitimate expressions of religious fervor. As a result, the reforms that agricultural and
religious rural reforms suggested and the legislation they supported carried an implied
Protestant ethic and character that shaped the nature of the reforms themselves. Mainline
Protestants, as other historians have shown, enjoyed a close relationship with the state
and used it to their advantage.119
So, concerns about country life, which had focused attention on the rural church
as the means of revitalization and reform, soon highlighted the limitations of those
churches themselves. Following the Country Life Commission’s report, as Master’s
noted, a flood of material was published on the subject of the rural church and its
relationship to broader country life, and how to improve rural churches so that they could
revitalize the country-side. But, just as the Country-Life Movement is a neglected part of
Progressive Era history, so too the rural church movement is a neglected aspect of the
Social Gospel.120
Gifford Pinchot traced the lineage of the rural church movement from the
Commission on Country Life, to the Commission on Church and Country Life of the
Federal Council of Churches, including the appointment of Warren H. Wilson as its
director.121 While denominations had expressed concern about rural churches earlier,
historians point to 1910 as a watershed year when rural church concern coalesced into
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something of a “movement.” Mark Rich explained that 1910 was significant because
national agencies were established, “rural church interest became national in scope,”
reformers began to seek solutions rather than just highlight problems, interested parties
began to hold conferences, and the rural church interests centered around making the
rural church a community institution.122
Pinchot was the first head of the Forest Service in 1905 and served on the Country
Life Commission. He was raised as a Presbyterian and considered church work before he
turned to forestry.123 He argued that the nation’s life depended on that of the countryside
and the countryside’s vigor depended on country churches. Pinchot drew tight
connections between the successes of the rural churches and the agricultural outlook of
rural areas. In December, 1915, when Pinchot spoke at what was billed as the first
nationwide conference of rural church leaders, called by the Commission on Church and
Country Life of the Federal Council of Churches, Pinchot argued that the country church
needed to be revitalized and retrofitted to “bring about better farming, better, business,
better life, including religion, in the country.”124
Pinchot revealed his priorities as a conservationist and efficiency proponent when
he said that religion was just task among many work for rural churches. He contended
that rural churches that encouraged economic development would be more effective than
those who only insisted on doctrines and dogmas. He argued that one of the fundamental
reasons that rural churches were failing was because they failed to address the needs of
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farmers and of broader country life. Churches had, he said, failed to use their ministers
“to get into productive touch with the work and the needs of the country people.”125
Certainly such a light emphasis on spiritual instruction and heavy emphasis on
agricultural training was a point of difference among Country Lifers, particularly those
from a primarily religious background and perspective. And yet, Protestant Mainline
rural church leaders embraced Pinchot and his recommendations because he argued that
issues like the conservation of forests and soil were, at their root, moral issues. To
squander resources meant that they only benefitted the few when they could be protected
for the benefit of many. He appealed to churches because he felt that they were the key to
establishing moral communities. Those moral communities, he argued, would care for
soils and forests.126
The agenda of country life reformers influenced and shaped the way that some
religious leaders read and presented the Biblical narrative. For example, in 1922 Edwin
L. Earp wrote that rural people would “more readily support any movement for the
betterment of country life that has scriptural sanction.”127 So, he made a case that the
problems and situations that rural people faced in the early 20th century were addressed,
at least in principle, by the writers of the Bible. He gave the example of a minister who,
in order to convince his congregants that they should have their dairy farmers judged and
tested according to breed standards, used the story of Joseph interpreting Pharaoh’s
dream from the book of Genesis which spoke of the lean and fat cattle. Then, Earp
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explained, “after making a modern appeal based upon this scriptural background which
had an economic significance, for it saved Egypt and Israel” the congregation encouraged
the minister to establish the cow-testing association because, Earp recounted, they said
“we see it has the backing of the Holy Scriptures.”128
Religious reformers, then, interested in promoting a country life and agricultural
reform message, read into the Biblical text a concern for rural economics and society in
order to make their message more palatable to the rural churches. Earp, throughout his
book on the biblical backgrounds of the rural life and church movement provided a
Biblical defense and analysis of rural surveys, cultivation techniques, soil and water
conservation, breed selection and judging, erosion prevention, pest control, wage labor
and tenantry, and rural sanitation and recreation. Though he often used texts which were
not directly about any of those things, drawing any type of connection revealed to him, at
least, that rural concerns were on the minds of biblical writers.
Not only did reformers emphasize the work of agricultural colleges and churches
as separate institutions, but they also urged both institutions to build relationships with
one another for the improvement of rural life. The agricultural college, as part of the
development of its outlook, had come to address, not only the specifically agricultural
problems of soil conservation and fertility, but also, according to the President of Ohio
State University, Ohio’s land-grant university, William Oxley Thompson, had by 1913
started to attack the “social problems of rural life.” Though the church generally did not
have the resources to study the sociological, economic, and environmental factors within
rural areas, agricultural colleges did. The agricultural college then, Thompson concluded,
128
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was in a position to aid churches in addressing the problems of rural life. The church and
the college of agriculture, he argued “should be in close accord.” Pointing to what he
believed was the purpose of land-grant colleges existence, Thompson said that building
up the countryside demanded that agricultural colleges work with the church because it
was “one of the best agencies for conserving rural life.” 129
One of the earliest connections between land-grant colleges and Protestants in the
South was at the agricultural and mechanical college of Alabama at Auburn. Isaac Taylor
Tichenor who had been a Baptist pastor was appointed president of the institution upon
its establishment in 1872. He used his position at the college in Auburn to promote his
vision of the South both in terms of agriculture and in terms of the progress of
Christianity.130 Of course, Tichenor pre-dated the Rural Church Movement, but his work
laid down a precedent for a partnership between rural churches and agricultural colleges
in the South. By the 1910s, land-grant colleges and their presidents in the South
embraced the recommendations of religious and agricultural reformers by joining forces
with religious leaders and the rural church movement. For example, the agricultural
college in Mississippi, Mississippi A & M, under the presidency of William H. Smith,
held several vacation schools for rural preachers beginning in 1917. These schools
exposed rural pastors to the work of agricultural colleges and to speakers, from religious
and agricultural backgrounds, who encouraged them to provide, in addition to their
spiritual teaching, agricultural and social instruction for their churches. Smith also
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promoted the growth of the rural church through the extension agency and a
supplementary arm of the extension service called the Service Bureau.131 Victor Masters
recognized that agricultural colleges were “putting themselves to the task of laboring for
country church improvement.” To him, this reflected an “appreciation of the value of the
country church as a social force.”132
William Haynes Mills, a Southern Presbyterian rural sociologist from South
Carolina’s agricultural college, Clemson, believed that his home institution was trying to
answer the demand of the rural church need. He was pleased that the school was using
“every means in its power” to assist the country church. One way they were doing that
was by hosting expenses-paid rural minister’s schools. At the time of his talk at The
Commission and Country Life Conference in December, 1915, he said that the extension
service was considering adding a minister to its Extension Division. Agricultural colleges
in the Northeast, including Vermont and Cornell, had already done so. The close
connections between these religious Protestant intellectual reformers and land-grant
colleges meant that they and their associated extension services would serve as voices
and channels for a very particular type of religious rural reform.133
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While historians have pointed to national para-church agencies taking the lead
role in rural church work in the years succeeding the Country Life Commission, in the
South, the rural work was primarily done through the Home Missions Boards of Southern
denominational bodies.134 The work of Warren Wilson and the Commission on the
Church and Country Life, Charles O. Gill and the Federal Council of Churches, The
Home Missions Council of North America, and the Young Men’s Christian Association
certainly had their place, and influenced leaders within the Southern rural church
movement, but their primary impact was in the North and West.
As a result, the rural church movement in the Deep South took a different form
than that of the Northeast and Midwest, and even a rather different form from the Upper
South. Such was reflected in the diagnoses and prescriptions of rural church problems.
Because denominational boards and conventions, not interdenominational para-church
agencies, led the rural church reforms in the South, Southern rural church reform
maintained distinct priorities and programs. In addition, because the primary voices of the
Southern rural church movement were denominational leaders and not
interdenominational agencies, the tone of the reform carried a much more denominational
spirit than did that of the Northeastern movement, especially, and to a lesser extent the
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Midwestern rural church movement.135 The Southern Rural Church Movement was much
less ecumenical than its Northern counterpart.136
Southern mainline Protestants were extremely concerned with the rise of nonmainstream religious groups, a concern they shared with Northern and Midwestern
reformers. For example, Masters chided Southern Baptists for the “alarming ease with
which Holy Rollerism, Russellism, and Mormonism and other false faiths win proselytes
in this section, especially in vast neglected rural regions.”137 The tragedy, in Masters;
view, was the Southern Baptists had already evangelized these people, but rural churches
were so inept that these “false faiths” had captured their members like “easy prey.”
Masters routinely expressed concerned about Catholics, writing about them in personal
letters and in his editorials in The Home Field throughout his time as editor. He was
especially concerned about Catholicism’s “secrecy” and its hierarchy. Considering that
even by Masters’ own admission that there were few Roman Catholics in the South, his
concern about them seems dramatic.138
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S.L Morris was concerned about Catholicism in the South as well. He wrote that
“Roman Catholicism is sparing neither pains nor means to fasten its tentacles like a huge
octopus upon our country.”139 Mormonism, as well, threatened the South in Morris’ view.
It was a “menace” with a “zeal of fanaticism.” Christian Science, Morris warned,
“entangles in its snare the idle rich, the superficial thinking, the unbalanced crank” and
preyed on those who suffered by “holding out delusive hopes of health.” A cadre of
others threatened Christianity as well, Morris claimed, including “the Theosophist, the
Spiritualist, the Socialist, the Atheist, and the Russellite.”140
While Protestant rural church reformers, especially in the North, did sometimes
work with Catholic rural church leaders, the steady rise of Catholicism and other
religious alternatives to mainline Protestantism more often served as an enemy to warn
against than as an ally in rural work, and it motivated Protestant rural church reformers. It
also served as a useful scare tactic in marshalling the aid of state agencies. Masters was
right that Pentecostal and Holiness groups, Jehovah’s Witnesses and Mormons were
growing in the South, even if he overstated the case. But, Southern Baptists were growing
as well.141
Mainline Protestants, including Southern Baptists, were terrified at the prospect of
the rise of new religious groups, especially Pentecostals.142 Their nervousness grew out of
concerns that these groups represented threats to, and sometimes openly challenged, their
power. They eroded white Protestant hegemony and crossed boundaries of race, class,
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and gender that the Protestant establishment had been very careful to uphold.143 While
mainline observers regarded Pentecostals as uneducated fanatics, Pentecostals often
denounced the pretentions of intellectuals, even if they sometimes revealed their own
desires for respectable status in educated circles.144
Even while limiting the parameters of what counted as genuine expressions of
religious fervor, mainline denominational leaders in the South contended for the
importance of the rural church. Victor I. Masters, the executive secretary of the Southern
Baptist Convention’s home missions board and rural church reformer, argued that the
country church was vital, in part, because of the city churches’ dependence upon them in
a region whose fast-growing cities filled with rural migrants. If the country churches were
strong, then the city churches benefitted from the young people country churches sent to
them. If they were weak, the city churches were made weaker by receiving country-raised
congregants.145 The same was true for ministers, many of whom came from rural areas.
Masters claimed that “to weaken the character and cripple the sources of” the rural supply
of preachers “would be seriously to cripple the whole Baptist body.”146 Masters was not
the only Southern religious leader to express such sentiments.
S.L. Morris, the leading rural church voice from the Southern Presbyterian
Church, also argued that the urban areas depended on the success of country churches. He
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recounted a story of a condescending city pastor asking a country pastor what he did out
in the “backwoods.” Morris recounted the country pastor as replying that he was “in the
work of helping you save your city.” Morris believed that the cities were increasingly
corrupt and that their hope lie only in the constant feeding of urban churches by the rural
districts. However, with the rural churches in what he viewed as a state of degeneration
he pondered what source would remain to provide the good influence to the cities.147 The
country, one Baptist wrote in Home Field, the Southern Baptist Home Missions
mouthpiece, needed to be saved “because it supplies the streams which flow together to
make up the city.”148 Eugene P. Alldredge, head of the Southern Baptists Conventions
Sunday School Board, wrote that at least ninety percent of Southern Baptists, both in
rural and in urban areas, had “received most of their vital experience and training in the
rural churches.”149
Though the heads of these Southern denominations were concerned about country
churches, they all assumed that there was a steady and continual urban drift, even in the
South. They also assumed, across denomination lines and theological perspectives, that
rural constituencies would be more spiritual and conservative than urban their urban
counterparts. Though these reformers were primarily focused on the problems of rural
churches, they viewed the cities and city churches as desperately in need of an infusion of
influence of first-generation rural transplants congregants and ministers.
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This paradox, that rural areas and churches were simultaneously purer and yet in
need of reform peppers the literature of rural church reformers from across the country
and no less in the southern literature. On the one hand, disdained urban areas and the
problems hey brought and the elevation as farming as moral work on holy ground, which
was the way to “make a moral life.” In addition they embraced idealism of rural life that
“championed rural life as wholesome, moral, and necessary”150 . On the other hand, they
resigned to the real problems of rural areas, at once exemplified exacerbated by poor
educational prospects, eroding soil, and poor economic prospects. Rural reformers
wanted the countryside, and its church, to be modern, but they did not want it to look like
the city. Their ideal of what the country could be collided with how it really was, and
these reformers struggled to figure out how to mitigate the difference.
There may have been a drift of rural people to the cities. Masters believed that
rural character would persist for a long time. The majority of Americans might have lived
in urban areas, but the majority of Southerners certainly did not. In 1900 for example,
eighty-two percent of the Southern population was rural.151 That rural character reflected
itself in the Southern landscape. Settlements were sparse. Rural churches were spread out
and small due to the placement of people on the land. Often, rural churches were the only
institutions in otherwise remote areas of the Deep South.152
The landscape of the Deep South had been molded by plantation cotton farming
and sharecropping. Land-owners constructed small houses in the middle of their cotton
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fields in order so that sharecroppers would be close to the crops they were tending. But,
those houses were spread out across hundreds of acres. As a result, though this allowed
sharecroppers to live in single family dwellings with their spouse and children, something
that African-Americans had not experienced during slavery, sharecropping families had
little opportunity to build a larger sense of community. In addition, sharecropping
families often felt forced to move from one farm to find better opportunities. The worst
part, for denominational leaders and rural church reformers, is that it meant weak
mainline churches.
Though denominational leaders like Masters and Morris did sometimes strike at
the “absentee landlord” in their denunciations of the tenant system, they often blamed the
consequences of the tenant and sharecropping system on the renters and sharecroppers
themselves.153 Masters and Morris both considered tenants to be chronic drifters who
developed no sense of community and did not have and desire to build up churches.
Masters believed tenants put community life “in jeopardy” and that they caused
“depression of all social, religious, and political life. While he believed that there were
exceptions, Masters believed that tenants were weak and unmotivated.154
Masters’ critique of tenant farmers reveals his blindness to the underlying
problems. He was well-acquainted with the South enough to be able to point to the tragic
consequences of the tenant and sharecropper system. He was right that communities were
weakened by it. But, he placed his blame primarily on the tenants themselves. He did not
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chastise the landlords for their exploitative practices. At his most critical of the landlords
he challenges their treatment of the soil. He did point to the “greedy supply merchant,”
but never fundamentally challenged the enterprise itself. Masters blamed the victims of
the system rather than the system itself because he made classist and racist assumptions
about the people in question. He was a product of a white supremacist system and he
accepted its assumptions.
Masters was especially alarmed concerning the “sustained drift toward the
tenancy of the mass of white farmers.”155 He was encouraged that there were federal
loans available to make farm ownership a reality for many farmers who had been tenants.
However, Masters argued at the same time that black tenantry was acceptable and even
necessary. He explained that African-American farmers could produce cotton without
“expert direction, for cotton will stand poor culture.” However, the black farmers,
Masters concluded, could not “do diversified farming without constant direction.”156 In
reality, despite the control white planters wielded over production, black farmers often
had a deeper familiarity with soils and cultivation because of the long history of
enslavement on plantations and the limited options in the decades that followed the Civil
War.157
However, despite what he had already said about black farmers, he said, “Negro
tenancy is not treated here, because it does not directly touch on our subject.” He
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continued by saying that black tenants had come to their position in what he described as
a “more hopeful way” than had white tenants. “The Negro,” Masters argued, “comes up
to tenancy from slave work and that of the hired laborer; the white perhaps usually comes
down to it from ownership.”158 While Masters’ assertion that whites declined into
tenantry, his characterization of African Americans’ path is problematic. African
Americans had moved from slavery, not into tenancy, but into freedom, in which they
ostensibly owned their own labor. They moved then, not to “hired labor,” as in Master’s
sanitized phrasing, but into a system of economic and labor exploitation which put them
in a spiraling cycle of debt and dependence on white landowners.
It is also interesting that Masters would say that a discussion of African-American
tenants did not touch upon the general subject of tenantry in the South, given that the
majority of tenants and sharecroppers in the South were black. In fact, nationwide, 76
percent of African-American farmers in 1920 were tenants.159 To make matters worse,
most African-American tenants were actually sharecroppers.
In fact, other Southern rural church reformers, like S.L. Morris, did not simply
ignore African-Americans but treated them as the problem. In Morris’ mind the main
obstacle to the development of the South was “the presence of the Negro.” He measured
his concern, however slightly, writing that the black population in the South was not “an
unmitigated evil,” and that it may in fact have been the black population that discouraged
immigration to the South, and thus helped maintain “the purity of our Anglo-Saxon
blood” and served as “a protection against the aggression of Roman Catholic
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ecclesiasticism and political machinations.”160 For Masters and Morris, the primary
objective their rural church reforms, and the of the Southern Rural Church Movement
more broadly, was for the benefit of white Southerners and white Southern churches.
Indeed, S.L. Morris argued that rural churches were struggling because of “Negro
ownership of the land” which he said was “circumscribing and drawing lines around the
struggling church,” this despite the disproportionate access white maintained to land in
the region. He continued by saying, “The magnitude of this adverse influence is apparent
considering the fact that 40 percent of the farmers of the South are Negroes.”161 Morris
wrote that blacks had developed traits which had made it difficult for the Protestant
churches to make full headway among them. He characterized African Americans as
lazy, wasteful, dishonest, and superstitious. Black homes, Morris wrote, were
“uncomfortable, unhealthy, and anything but conducive to morality.”
Morris’ words reveal a great deal about his aims, as well as the assumptions of
white supremacy. White Southerners like Morris begrudged African-Americans the little
they managed to claim in a white supremacist regime and also blamed them for what they
did not have. First of all, African-American land ownership was far from being a
significant factor, period, much less one that would affect rural churches. Second of all,
the problem of African-Americans living around church building only presented a
problem because of the segregation of Southern churches. While, Morris argued, that
African-Americans resisted Protestant incursions, the origin stories of the major Southern
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white denominations provide a major explanation. However, it is not true that AfricanAmericans were not as religious as their white counterparts.
Many African-Americans, however, were religious, though in a variety of ways,
some of which diverged from middle-class white notions of propriety. Mainline churches
and official recorders were hostile to the very character of Pentecostal and Holiness
groups, which often included both black and white southerners. Indeed, part of the threat
white middle class southerners saw in Holiness and Pentecostal groups was an
indifference to social boundaries of race, gender, and class. These groups did not meet
the mainline Protestants definition of appropriate religious expression. They often had no
church building, meeting in rented store-fronts, in home, or in the open air. Often they
made few distinctions between clergy and laity, believing that anyone who had been
empowered by the Holy Spirit, including women, could speak. That influence on the
equality of believers drew people who were otherwise dismissed into their assemblies.
African-American Mainline Protestants likewise viewed these groups with disdain,
especially in light of their ecstatic and emotional worship services, which middle-class
African-Americans warned would undermine racial uplift. Significantly, rural church
reformers spoke often of the dangers of such “Holy Rollerism,” and their
recommendations for rural churches often failed to apply to groups like this or
specifically tried to undermine them. Their recommendations about what church
buildings should look like and how pastors should operate were geared towards more
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establishment forms of religious expression and did not address the experiences of many
rural congregants.162
Masters’ racial views reflected the dominant segregationist and paternalistic mode
of the late Progressive era.163 Masters was especially concerned about the development of
pastors within black churches. Masters like Morris, argued that legislative and political
approaches to the question of race relations would fall short. Instead, he proposed efforts
like interracial revivals and other private reforms, but not broad systemic and political
changes. Masters supported the disenfranchisement of black Americans and the
maintenance of Jim Crow. In some important ways, however, Masters’ views diverged
from even Southern Baptist denominational leadership.
Many Southern Baptists labelled Masters a liberal, mostly because he publicly
preached the equality of blacks to whites before God, though not on earth. Masters was
an outspoken critic of lynching and other forms of race violence and worked to raise
money to put an end to the practices. He worked to promote evangelistic efforts among in
African-American communities. Further, while Masters certainly supported social
segregation, he believed that the integration of some institutions and cooperative works
between the Southern Baptist Convention and the National Baptist Convention could be
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mutually beneficial. He believed that segregation could be disregarded during religious
revivals.164
Yet even these gesture ultimately focused on the well-being of white southerners.
When Masters wrote about the ideal Deep South and talked about “rescuing” it or
“conserving” it he had in mind a white South of small family farms built around a
modestly sized town where there was one church of each particular denominational
affiliation. In other words, he proposed conserving a South that never had existed, and
one that had little space for African-Americans.165
The notion of conserving or rescuing the family farm was at odds with the
Southern landscape its agricultural and labor system, and its past. Masters was well aware
of cotton’s dominance in parts of the South and the ways in which it depleted the soil and
depressed the incomes of agricultural workers. However, Masters critiqued a system
upon which the entire Southern economy and infrastructure had been built and would not
be quickly changed.166 However, Southern landowners refused to away from all-cotton
farming, tenants, sharecroppers, and landlords. The Report of the Country Life
commission showed the tragic effects of one-crop agriculture, especially in the cotton
South, where workers incomes averaged less that $150 per year. Poor soil, high interest,
and manipulative practices by landowners and gin operators all served to trap Southerners
in the tenant and sharecropping system. Landowners and their returns on crops suffered
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the effects of poor soil as well. “Rescuing” the family farm harkened back to a reality that
never existed and that the Southern economy and landscape could not, or would not,
support.167
Another particular way in which the reality of Southern geography and Southern
rural church leaders’ recommendations were at cross paths was in the recommendation of
church union. Southern rural church reformers had much different ideas about what form
church union could and even should take, but their vision, while perhaps more realistic
given the theological concerns of Southerners did not reflect a thorough understanding of
the relationship of Southerners and their churches to the landscape.
Because of denominational and sectarian intensity, the Southern project of rural reform
offered different suggestions and prescriptions to revitalize the country church. Northern
rural church reformers, for example, recommended rural churches federating and
consolidating. For that, they would need to shelve disagreements and doctrinal nuances
for the sake of cooperation and unification. The idea of church union was driven by the
broader Progressive concern for efficiency and in the Northeast and Midwest reflected a
history of ecumenical engagement. Consolidating small churches, Northern reformers
argued, would solve several problems that country churches faced. The combination of
resources meant that churches could provide more social and intellectual opportunities.
Uniting small churches meant that many more congregants could be served by fewer
pastors and that churches would get more than the once-a-month preaching of a traveling
evangelist.168
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This plan was endorsed by such influential rural church reformers as Alva W.
Taylor, a Disciples of Christ professor from Missouri. At the 1916 Conference on the
Church and Country Life in Columbus, Ohio, Taylor argued that there were “too many
churches for any of them to be efficient” in rural areas. People were “divided through
their sectarian loyalties, and religion, instead of being the dominant force for unity in the
community.” As a result, the countryside was “over-churched.” That had a direct affect
upon the church’s to be an agent for change. Farmers, Taylor said, had begun to “regard
the country church as a negligible factor in their effort to communize rural life.” There
needed to be “one-fourth the present number of churches,” in order to concentrate their
resources and increase their effectiveness. No doubt, Taylor’s Disciples of Christ
background facilitated his embrace of church federation. Many Disciples were eager to
emphasize unity over schismatic doctrines. Still, his position reflected the general tenor
of most Northeastern and Midwestern rural church reformers.169
Because of the work of the Federal Council of Churches and other
interdenominational groups, Northern efforts to reform rural churches often emphasized
the conglomeration of small, struggling rural churches. Charles Taylor, a rural church
reformer from Ohio, pointed out specific communities where, to his mind, too many
churches existed. It did not matter that those communities had different theological
perspective and denominational allegiances. They were inefficient, dying, and the
community suffered and that trumped those differences. For example, in describing one
southern Ohio community Charles Taylor described a community of 900 divided by six
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churches— two Methodist, two United Brethren, one Presbyterian, and one Christian.
All of the ministers had multiple churches, in other communities, as part of their work.
That community, he explained, would have benefited tremendously from church
consolidation.170
Alva Taylor recognized that some would be reluctant to embrace the concept of
church federation. Some groups dogmatism would prevent cooperation. Other groups that
had no denominational hierarchy would not be able to make sweeping changes and the
ordinary members would oppose them. However, Taylor did believe that the number of
churches must be reduced one way or another. He pointed to the selective process of the
“survival of the fit.” The churches that took rural conditions seriously and became
“socialized” would be successful while those whose interest lay in “the older doctrinal
and individualistic program” and the “old sectarian shibboleths” would “lose their clutch”
and ultimately fold.171 One preacher who worked with churches in Alabama and
Arkansas petitioned Warren Wilson on the subject of how to create church unity. When
he wrote to Wilson that discussions of doctrine seemed to create division that prevented
building a large nondenominational community church, Wilson advised him to dispense
with so much discussion of doctrine and simply tell people how to live justly and fairly.
Doctrinal nuances were not a priority.172
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In contrast to reformers who encouraged federation, many Southern reformers
countered that denominational allegiance and doctrinal differences were too important,
and too ensconced in Southern life, to be discarded for the sake of efficiency. Though
many Northern rural church reformers present the concept of “church union” as a
possible solution for the country church, Masters did not believe the union churches
would “solve the country church problem in the South or elsewhere.” Though church
union advocates cited expediency, efficiency, and the “spiritual benefits which will
follow the union of all God’s people,” Masters remained unconvinced. He argued that the
type of unity that the church union idea produced was not “the real unity of spirit between
God’s people” and that the claims of efficiency and expediency were “propaganda” and
the product of “worldly wisdom.” Masters did not believe that the problem of the South’s
religious landscape was “over-churching.” In places where over-churching might have
been a problem, which he believed was rare, Masters believed instead in a more “survival
of the fittest approach.” According to Masters, combination, and the drive for efficiency,
was more a reflection of the influence of big business and industrialization than it was of
Christian doctrine.173
Masters agreed that church unity was desirable. But, he would not conflate
Christian unity and church union. In his mind, simply combining churches did not create
the kind of spiritual cohesion that was really desirable. In fact, he argued that forcing
groups together could prove disastrous and put rural churches in an even worse position.
Masters decried church union in part because it was not practical. Where it had been tried
he said it produced “epidemic mortality.” The reason it did not work, he argued, was
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because it caused people to “violate their consciences.” He was bothered that church
union advocates treated denominational doctrines as inconsequential. Baptists, he
explained, who were worthy of being called Baptists would have to hold on to
“immersion, a regenerate church membership, a large democracy, and other peculiar
beliefs as principles.” That, for Masters, was why Baptist churches existed in the first
place— to provide places for people to worship according to their consciences. 174
At the same time, Masters believed that, in general, Southern churches did
cooperate. The competitiveness between various denominations of which church union
advocates spoke was not the case in rural Southern communities, according to Masters.
However, not everyone shared Masters sentiment that congregations got along. One
representative at an Arkansas Baptist District Association meeting was perturbed that he
was hearing people remark that one church was as good as another. He said that when if a
Baptist said that he or she thought that the differences between Baptist and Methodist
preachers were negligible that “you really say that you are not anything,” that is, that they
had no real denominational loyalty. The Baptist doctrines, he argued, could not be
comprised.175 However, it is clear that the fact that he was having to address the subject at
the annual meeting meant that at least some congregants of Baptist churches did not view
whatever doctrinal compromises that needed to be made to be all that significant.
The idea of church union on its various levels is an important reflection of the
ways in which Southern rural church leaders embraced, adapted, and challenged the ideas
of Northern rural church leaders. It also reflects the limitations in using those
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recommendations as a basis to build a Southern rural church movement. While Masters
did have a sense of the denominational loyalty of Southerners, he may have even
overstated how strong that sense was. But, he did not appreciate fully that many churches
in the countryside could not combine, even with those of the same denominations,
because of the sparse populations in the Deep South.
Masters and other Southern church leaders’ comments reflect the tensions within
the Southern rural church movement. As other historians have indicated, because of the
conservatism of Southern religion, many believed that the Social Gospel and thus its
exponents, like the rural church movement, had little impact on the South.176 But like
many other elements of social Christianity, the rural church movement did take shape
Southern denominations, pastors, and local churches, in a form distinct from its Northern
counterpart.177 While Masters and others argued that the ultra-conservatism of some
congregations in rural areas led them to resist progress, especially in church programs,
and regrettably so, they also critiqued churches that were preoccupied with business and
social concerns.178 For Masters, a fine line divided appropriate church programs and
preoccupation with worldly concerns.
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Masters believed that many rural church leaders were off the mark in their
recommendations for rural church programs. He wrote that many country life writers
gave “large emphasis to social service and institutional programs whereby the life of the
country church may be rejuvenated and intensified.” Those who advocated such an
emphasis, though they presented themselves as “friends of Christianity,” according to
Masters, instead assaulted Christianity itself to emphasize social concerns over the
concerns of “faith and righteousness.” Though Masters agreed that there was some
benefit to such programs, like classes and demonstrations for farmers and community
activities, he was bothered by the fact that these reformers did not first emphasize the
necessity of spirituality within the church. They acted as if just implementing the social
and institutional programs would fix the deeper problem.
The recommendations of other country life leaders, particularly from the North,
struck Masters as unbalanced and disproportionate. For example, he argued that it would
only be with an emphasis on developing strong faith among rural church-goers that the
fruit of a larger social service would develop. It was a fool’s errand, according to
Masters, to try to develop a social sense without first addressing the spiritual sense that
lay at its foundation.179 Masters was bothered, as well, by the heavy emphasis on clubs,
ball teams, and other extra-curricular measures. Though their intentions, such as
overcoming rural isolation and establishing the prestige of community leadership, seemed
noble to Masters, he was concerned that these reflected a disregard for the “spiritual
offices of the church.”180 Masters, and other rural reformers, wrestled with different
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perceptions of how the rural church could survive modernity. Even rural churches had to
face such challenges.
And yet, despite all his decrying of the social and institutional recommendations
of other rural church reformers, Masters gave an example of a church in Spring Hill,
North Carolina. The church, while certainly molding to Masters spiritual inclinations by
their regular preaching and full time pastor, also organized clubs and societies for the
young people and, he argued, such could be replicated throughout the South. “In fact,”
Masters relented, “such work must be done; for, if material life goes forward and the
rural and religious life stands still, the moral and religious life will cease to stand still and
will go backward, and in time, the material life, uninspired and self-centered, will go to
pieces.”181 In reality, Masters critique of rural church reformers who emphasized the need
for social and intellectual programs by churches were not denying the need for spiritual
reform. Rather, they were simply applying the concepts that had been developed by
Social Gospel leaders to rural problems. While they were certainly suggesting a different
kind of spiritual approach, Northern rural church reformers would not have viewed their
work as any less spiritual.
In 1923, the Presbyterian Church (South) appointed an Ad-Interim Committee to
consider the problems of the country church and to direct a survey of country churches.
The Methodist Episcopal Church, South had already established a country church
committee and the Southern Baptist Handbook of 1923 was devoted to the subject of the
country church. With the establishment of the Presbyterian Committee, which would
become permanent in 1931, the major Protestant denominations of the South had all
181
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officially declared that there was a country church problem and began to offer
recommendations to fix them. In 1924, the Presbyterian Ad-Interim committee presented
its findings and gave its recommendations to the General Assembly and then sent out a
letter to all of the congregations of the PCUS, urban and rural, describing what churches
should do on behalf of rural religion. The concerns and correctives offered in their
findings and in that letter reflect the broader Southern rural church movement from its
early beginnings in the years after the Country Life Commission until the official
denominational embrace of a rural church movement.
The survey that the committee conduct across 1924 was limited by a failure on the
part of many churches and church leaders to respond to their questionnaires. They
believed it reflected an indifference to the cause, but it may also have reflected that
country churches did not feel as though they had quite the problems that the committee
thought that they did. While the committee said that their findings indicated country
churches were growing and another thirty percent were holding their own, the
respondents to the questionnaire did highlight some problems. Those problems were
agricultural (tenantry, low prices, crop failure), geographical (scatted populations, bad
roads, urban drift), and pastoral (lack of pastors, lack of country training for pastors, lack
of support from nearby city pastors). Addressing those problems was vital, the committee
had argued, because, as they summarized, “As goes the country church so goes the
Church as a whole.”
Addressing those problems would require the attention of the assembly, they
argued. It meant that the PCUS Home Missions Board needed to work more closely with
the Country Church Committee to put workers into rural fields where they were needed.
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The Assembly needed to encourage the local churches in rural areas to have services even
when there was no pastor. In addition, the theological seminaries needed to “stress
country work and to dignify it in the eyes of their students” and to convince some to go
into the country “just as some devote their lives to the foreign field.” Finally, city pastors
and churches needed to help in the surrounding countryside.
In the letter to the Presbyterian congregations, both urban and rural, the
committee called upon those who were in city congregations to remember the country
church in which many of them grew up. That so many of the city congregants could
recall their rural upbringing meant, according to the committee that country church
concerns were the concerns of the whole church. Keeping rural churches strong was vital
to the city, they wrote, because the rural churches would continue, as they had in the past,
to supply preachers and church leaders for those urban congregations. “Our Church’s
life,” they wrote, “its very existence, is bound up with the country church and the country
home.” The committee placed incredible significance on rural churches.
The recommendations of the committee were primarily spiritual in nature. They
called for “family altars,” that is, periods of worship with their children, reading the Bible
singing, and praying together. In addition, congregants needed to pray for their church
and, because roads and automobiles were improving, they needed to bring to church
those who had never been or who were unable to get themselves there.
While the committee said they were concerned about the spiritual conditions of
the country, they also recognized the economic struggles that rural parishioners faced.
Tenantry, particularly, according to the committee, white tenantry, was a blight on the
countryside and the South had to deal with tenantry in an especially severe way. They
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argued that where high rates of tenantry existed, in general, the country church was in
decline. So, they encouraged congregants to get their own land. In order to facilitate that,
they encouraged landowning church members to sell to others. Not only were they
concerned about tenantry, but the Presbyterian committee was also concerned about the
general profitability of agriculture. They urged farmers to adopt modern methods of
agriculture and science, suggesting that God had given the insight that had led to
agricultural technologies.182
The rural church movement in the Deep South was distinct from its Northern
counterpart. Those differences developed out of the nature of the rural South,
environmentally and religiously. With attitudes shaped by a cotton economy built on
tenant labor, the rural church reformers of the first era of country life reform only pushed
so far. While they hoped to correct some of the symptoms of the rural South, the
Southern Protestant establishment, beholden to the economic and social structures which
had brought them to power, failed to address the root causes of Southern problems.
Often, it meant that their analysis of the problem varied widely from the actual
experience of farmers and congregants living in rural areas. Reformers like Victor
Masters, S.L. Morris, and W.H. Mills failed to adequately grapple with the realities of the
Southern environment and landscape. While they heralded a return to a rural golden age,
filled with family farms and pious devotion, they failed to realize that neither the past or
contemporary character of the Deep South would allow such to exist.
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Southern denominational leaders and rural church leaders had a plan to reach their
rural constituencies to encourage them to embrace the reforms they suggested. They
would deliver their reforms through the country pastors who served these rural areas.
Almost universally, country pastors were heralded as the linchpin in the rural church
reform project and thus as one major key to the broader goals of country life reform.
These pastors became the foot-soldiers of a Southern progressivism. In addition, landgrant colleges and religious leaders worked hand in hand to reach rural populations.
Extension services associated with Southern agricultural colleges urged farmers and other
rural people to embrace the reforms that the denominations suggested. Further, those
agricultural colleges, in coordination with denominational officials, trained country
pastors to address rural needs and concerns beyond their spiritual work.
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“THE KEY TO THE COUNTRY CHURCH PROBLEM”: PASTORS IN THE
SOUTHERN RURAL CHURCH MOVEMENT, 1918-1928
On a summer morning in 1918, preachers from across Mississippi gathered on the
campus of Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College and listened to William
Haynes Mills, a professor of rural sociology from South Carolina’s agricultural college.
He spoke to the pastors about their important role in their communities. In order to fulfill
their call in the rural areas they served, they needed to be trained beyond theology and
doctrine. They needed a “special training” in the issues and problems that affected people
in the country-side. The agricultural college, Mills claimed, was the perfect place for such
training to take place. Officials from Mississippi A & M agreed. Mills presented his talk
in the midst of the 1918 “Vacation School for Preachers,” which Mississippi A & M
organized, promoted, and financed. For nine days the country pastors heard lectures on
topics relating to the rural church, agriculture, and rural life more generally. They
listened to some of the most important religious reformers of the era, as well as to
agricultural experts, including Mississippi A & M professors and Extension agents,
lecture on agricultural topics. In the afternoons, the preachers visited the College farms,
greenhouses, dairy barns, and the poultry plant.183
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Schools like this 1918 Vacation School for Rural Preachers represent a significant
and neglected aspect of rural reform in the early twentieth century. Agricultural colleges
across the South, including schools in Tennessee, Arkansas, Alabama, Virginia, and
South Carolina, hosted schools for preachers like this. These schools served as important
locations of dialogue between reformers from religious and agricultural backgrounds. In
addition, these schools highlight the primary means by which Southern religious
reformers sought to reach rural congregations— the country pastor. Pastors, in the
reformers’ program, were the ideal heralds of a new rural project. That these schools
drew preachers from places like rural Mississippi, Alabama, and South Carolina, where
long-standing resistance to urban and outside influence characterized much of the society
makes these schools for rural preachers at agricultural colleges all the more compelling.
Further, these vacation schools and other efforts to promote rural religious reform
provided an opportunity for land-grant colleges to build social capital, reaching out to
rural constituencies through ministers.184
Rural reformers, from both religious and agricultural institutions, in short, sought
to enlist rural ministers in the larger project of Progressivism.185 First, they sought to
recruit these pastors and preachers into the project that one historian has called “moral
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reconstruction,” which often, but not always, ran parallel with Progressive reforms.186 In
addition, rural church and agricultural reformers wanted preachers to serve as liaisons
into rural communities on behalf of their other reform programs, especially, in the
context of rural America, agricultural reform.187 These two lines of reform, moral and
agricultural, went hand in hand. While some advocacy groups focused on moral reform
and others on agricultural reform, a large swath of rural reformers contended that these
could not be accomplished in isolation from one another.188 Agricultural reform was
moral and moral reform would reform agriculture.189
This idea influenced Southern denominational leaders who embraced prospect of
transforming society, especially in doing so in keeping with Christian principles.190
Through rural preachers they sought to establish, or reestablish, the authority of middle
and upper-class educated elites. They attempted to remake rural populations in such a
way that would reflect the efficiency and order that they contended thorough surveys and
central planning could provide. In addition, they aimed to bring the farm into modernity
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through industrialization and scientific farming.191 All of this, they asserted, would
provide for the creation of a rural “civilization” after the Progressive image.192
Many of the recommendations for these rural ministers reflect Progressive ideals
as well. Often, when Southern denominational leaders embraced those ideals, they did so
at the expense of long-standing tradition and denominational practice. However, because
many of these denominational leaders wrote recommendations from New South cities
and believed that progress, and Progressivism, could be applied to clergy as well. They
insisted then on such ideals as education and training, surveys, various methods of
centralization, specialization, and incorporation into the capitalist economy. Some of
these diverted from denominational practices more than others. What they all reveal,
however, is the full support of the New South’s denominational leadership into the
Progressive project.
Country-Life reformers argued that spiritual renewal would help to conserve a
rural way of life they saw slipping away. The Country Life Commission, while it focused
on narrowly agricultural issues like erosion and productivity, contended that without a
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broad based approach to reforming rural America, all of their technical efforts would fall
short. The Commission argued that without addressing the social and spiritual aspects of
rural life efforts to reform agriculture and other aspects of the rural economy would lack
any substantial and lasting effect. The broad range of rural issues, economic, social, and
moral, had to be addressed in unison. They, like the many rural reformers that responded
to the Commission’s report, assumed that for a people to be productive they also had to
be pious.193
The work of agricultural colleges and reformers to reshape rural life along the
lines of piety, productivity, and progress reveals a significant role of the social gospel
within southern Progressivism. Country-Life reformers, agricultural college officials, and
of course, rural church workers all couched their work in social gospel terms. Their
words reveal an underlying motivation behind what might appear to be reforms primarily
concerned with efficiency or productivity, with no concern for religion or spirituality. In
actuality, even the most pragmatic of Progressive reforms was rooted in a social gospel
vision of the world, a vision that included the belief that the world could be a better place
and that by reforming the capitalist order that better place could be attained. By looking
for the religious cues that agricultural reformers within land-grant colleges and
universities give, it is clear that social gospel themes permeated their work. Therefore,
this analysis reveals the significant place of the social gospel within southern
Progressivism.194
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The Country-Life Commission’s report contended that the country preacher was
“the key” to engaging rural communities in broader reform efforts. Thus, he needed to be
informed in agriculture as well as theology so that he could address more than just the
spiritual needs of his parishioners. In order to do so the Commission insisted that a “rural
pastor must have special training for his work.”195 The content of the “special training”
reflected the Commission’s contention that the country pastor needed the ability to
address a broad range of rural issues. According to a committee of influential rural
reformers at a 1915 conference on the rural church, the training of a rural pastor needed
to include not only general spiritual and theological instruction, but also “the specific
problems of the rural church,” and how to conduct rural surveys.196 They recommended
that preachers who were going to rural areas should also study agricultural subjects
“farm practice and management,” “the application of science to farm problems,” “farm
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business methods,” and broader rural subjects like “rural sociology,” “rural education,
art, and literature,” and “recreation, sanitation, and social organization.”197
Through the early twentieth century, the South had a national image of being
culturally backward. Thus, Progressive era reformers, including those from agricultural
and religious backgrounds, emphasized education, art, and literature in order to address
the benighted South.198 The prevalence of pellagra, hookworm, and other maladies in the
among poor southern whites bolstered the image of the South as a “diseased region.”
Thus, the need for rural sanitation was a persistent subject not only because many
southern people were actually sick, but also because it gave credence to the idea of the
South as an unhealthy region in the midst of a thriving prosperous nation.199
That committee Life also urged theological institutions to encourage preachers to
consider the “importance of the rural ministry as a life-work” and to devote “at least five
years to the building up of a single community.” They encouraged ministry students, in
the midst of their religious instruction, to “make a study of agriculture” somewhere other
than at the seminary. They could receive that instruction “by means of summer schools,
correspondence courses, or one or two years in an agricultural college.” The committee
suggested that preachers already serving rural areas should utilize summer schools, rural
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institutes, and correspondence courses through the agricultural colleges. They need not
“become farmers or even know much about farming,” but they must understand “the
economic, social, moral, and religious problems of the community,” and know how to
work for solutions in those areas.200
Both agricultural and religious reformers viewed rural pastors as— in the words
of the Country Life Commission, “the key to the country church problem.” The
Commission’s report, to a great extent, shaped the conversation regarding rural pastors.
Their major analysis and recommendation of the rural pastorate became recurring themes
in the literature of the country life and rural church movement. They argued that the rural
preacher needed to be a “community leader” and that in order to do so he needed to
“know the rural problems” and “have sympathy with rural ideals and aspirations” and
“must love the country.”201 “The country pastor,” reformer Kenyon Butterfield posited in
The Country Church and the Rural Problem, “needs to know not only the cure of souls,
but he needs to appreciate the environment.” In order to do the work that was required of
him, he needed to “understand the larger implications of the work and life of the farm.”202
As part of his work he needed to understand the problems that farmers had to face
in business and “some of the great scientific revelations made on behalf of agriculture,”
but he also needed to be aware of the sweeping changes in industry that were working
for, in the Commissions words, “the making or the unmaking of the farmer.” That meant
that the institutions responsible for training preachers needed to work with agricultural
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colleges, according to the commission, “in this preparation of the country clergyman.” In
order to encourage well-trained pastors to stay in the country the Commission urged
denominations and rural churches to support pastors better financially.203 These
assessments and recommendations were constant refrains in the literature regarding the
country church and the rural pastor.
Ralph Felton, a Methodist rural church reformer, explained why it was so
important for the country minister to be able to address agricultural and rural issues. “The
work of a country minister,” he wrote, “is not farming nor ‘teaching the farmer how to
farm.’ Yet he must be an agriculturalist, in thought in not in action.” The reason for this
was that “his are an agricultural people the center of whose thought is the farm. The
citizenship of his parish centers in the farm home. The wealth of his people lies in the
soil.” In addition, Felton contended, “Their prosperity depends on their knowledge of
farming—God’s laws.”204
For Felton, farming was not just an agricultural effort, but a spiritual one, that
could only be prosperously propagated in keeping with “God’s laws.”205 In that
expression, Felton represented the sentiment of all rural church reformers.206 In the
South, Felton pointed out as one specific example, ministers could encourage their
congregants in better agricultural methods, specifically, crop diversification. Not only,
according to Felton, would that make farms more productive, but it would actually
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improve the farmer as well. He wrote that “A cotton grower… works so hard a part of the
year that his religious life is crowded out, and the rest of the year while working so little,
he cultivates unsystematic habits.”207 A minister in that area, Felton contended, should
want to learn “about fruit culture, dairying, animal husbandry, and vegetable gardening.”
Not only would he need to know about agriculture,, but he would also need to know
about “home economics,” “social organization,” “rural sociology,” and “rural
economics,” because he was not just a religious leader, but a “leader in such a
community.”208
The notion that the rural pastor was the primary solution to rural church problems
is the most universal sentiment expressed by denominational leaders from the rural
church movement. When leaders spoke of the primary problem in rural churches, they
looked first to the country pastor. When they provided solutions to rural church problems,
they heralded the country pastor. The country pastor, reformers contended, was the most
important corrective to both religious and social problems. At the 1918 Vacation School
at Mississippi A & M, Worth M. Tippy, said “The value of the church in the United
States,” he said, “depends on the effectiveness of these local churches, and these in turn
upon the devotion and skill of… pastors,” not only in religious matters but also in
agricultural ones.209 One rural pastor wrote in 1912 that “The rural minister is the greatest
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factor by which this low plane must be elevated [sic].” Then he described rural pastors as
holding on to God with one hand and the rural community with the other and said that the
rural pastor “must be the medium or link which lifts all up toward God, even if he is
almost wrenched in twain in the process.210
Jeff D. Ray, a professor at Southwest Theological Seminary in Fort Worth, Texas,
a Southern Baptist seminary, wrote in 1925 that “the preacher problem is the problem of
our churches.” A suitable pastor, he wrote, would easily solve all of the other problems
associated with country churches. However, an unsatisfactory preacher would exacerbate
and increase the problems of a country church. Further, Ray posited that country
churches needed effective pastors even more than city and town churches because rural
churches depended on preachers for leadership and teaching. Larger churches might be
able to compensate for a pastor who was ineffective in one way or another, he suggested,
but a country church did not have the people to do so.211
Ray’s words are significant because they represent a notable departure from
earlier Baptist emphases. Traditionally, Baptists prided themselves on their democratic
character and lay leadership.212 However, Ray’s concerns indicate a lack of confidence in
the ability of rural congregants to manage their own affairs and the need for trained and
educated preachers to work in rural fields. Ray assumed that urban congregations would
have educated and capable lay members and yet held no such hope for rural churches.
The Progressive argument for the need for educated leadership and instruction had
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reached even Southern Baptists who were among the most resistant to such
developments. 213
Many rural church writers from across the country emphasized the need for a
special rural training for country pastors. In keeping with the Progressive push for
specialization, they argued that rural pastoring was a fundamentally different task that
needed a particular type of individual and a particular type of training.214 In 1913 a
professor from Middlebury College in Vermont, Raymond McFarland addressed a group
that had gathered for a summer rural life conference which he directed. He said that the
country pastor needed to be “stronger” and “keener” than his city pastor counterpart.215
McFarland’s choice of attributes drew off of the Progressive impulse to present
Christianity as masculine and muscular in order to appeal to men to leave off “manly
vices” and as a necessary element of building a Christian civilization.216
Jeff Ray, a Southern Baptist, was even more explicit in his description of the
masculine rural preacher. A rural pastor’s task, he wrote, “will require an exceptionally
strong and vigorous body.” He continued that physical weakness “handicapped” any
pastor, “but most of all the rural pastor.” The work of a pastor required a man of “strong
physical constitution.” This was even more necessary for rural pastors than his urban
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counterparts because he would “find it to his advantage if he is able to match strength
with his vigorous neighbor in manly sports.” Physical strength itself, Ray argued,
“commands a higher premium among rural than among urban people, and anything that
will elicit the respect of his neighbors is of value to the preacher.”217 Americans
considered a strong manly body to be essential for economic, political, and cultural
development. Strong able-bodied pastors, then, were a necessity for bringing reform to
rural communities.218
One rural church reformer and chronicler, Mark Rich, wrote in 1957 that though
training rural ministers had been a concern in the first decade of the twentieth century, in
1910 it took on a new form. He wrote, “It was now clearly seen that the new type of rural
minister needed special training and that special facilities and arrangements must be used
in the training program.” He pointed to two particular developments: the first, “the
cooperative program with agricultural colleges for training institutes, conferences, and
schools for real pastors” and second “the establishment of professors of the rural church
in theological seminaries.”219
While rural reformers described preachers as the key to success for the rural
church and broader country life reform movement, many rural church and country life
reformers also described a crisis of leadership in the pastorate. The problems of rural
pastors fell into two related, but distinct categories. As Jeff Ray pointed out, the first was
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a problem of support for rural pastors. The financial support of churches was often
insufficient for the sustaining of a located, permanent, and regular preacher. The second
broad category of pastoral problems was that of training. Many Southern rural pastors
had no theological training, and even those who did had little preparation for rural fields.
Because town and city churches were generally the only ones who could financially
support a full-time minster, an individual who invested the time and money to go to
seminary likely had his eyes set on such a congregation. As a result, any training on the
context of the field in which these preachers were going to serve was weighted toward
town and urban concerns.220
These themes show up in a survey conducted by the Southern Presbyterian
Church, presented at the 1924 General Conference of the Presbyterian Church in the
United States. Among other problems that rural churches faced, including agricultural
problems, the problem of the rural pastor was the dominant complaint of the churches
surveyed. Problems that involved rural pastors included issues of support, including lack
of pastoral housing and inadequate pay. However, the churches surveyed also complained
that they needed “better preachers, who are willing to ‘suffer the obscurity of the rural
work.’” As a result of the lack of such preachers, rural churches faced “long [pastoral]
vacancies and short pastorates.”221
Even though religious leaders were quick to point out problems among pastors,
they were also quick to defend most preachers in rural areas. Only the most inept and
uncommitted received direct criticism from denominational leaders. Denominational
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writers like Victor Masters, Jefferson D. Ray, and others constantly measured their
suggestions for the country pastorate with exclamations of praise and commendation for
clergy in rural areas. Rural church reformers, including Masters and Ray, levied heavy
criticism at churches and some at seminaries and church colleges, but denominational
leaders, including Masters, constantly excused the country preacher as having done the
best he could with the resources that were available to him. Of course, Masters and others
still made recommendations for rural pastors and pointed out the deficiencies that they
saw, but they were careful to try not to alienate their best chance of reaching their rural
constituencies. Explicitly playing off the Country Life Commission’s description of the
preacher as “the key,” Masters wrote that the majority of preachers in the countryside
found “themselves handicapped in door-opening on account of the rusty locks presented
by the churches.”222 While rural pastors were the solution to the rural problem, rural
reformers presented rural people as the source of the problem and as an impediment to its
solution. 223
Country preachers, Masters explained, were “poorly paid and far removed from
fame,” but, it was their work that accomplished “the greater part of all that has been done
to make sweet and pure the lives of the masses of the citizenship.” While Masters was no
enemy to scientific development and land-grant experts in rural areas, he identified
country preachers as the primary force for change and reform in the rural areas. He wrote,
“Needy as is the rural church situation today, if we had to be bereft either of scientists
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and expert uplifters, or of the service of the country preachers and churches as they are,
we should try to get along with the churches and preachers.” Of course, Masters wanted
both spiritual reform and expert “uplifters,” but he believed that broader societal reform
would follow spiritual reform. For him, it would not necessarily be true in reverse.224
Rural religious reformers contended that churches and denominations failed to
support country ministers in a variety of ways. The primary symptom of this lack of
support, according to denominational leaders, was the overwhelming pattern of multiple
rural churches being served by one minister. While, Masters and others explained, that
system was necessary and effective on the Southern “frontier,” preaching had not adapted
with fuller settlement. Instead, a church may only have received preaching once-a-month.
This allowed the church to only pay the preacher for the week that he came to their
congregation. Other churches would pay him similarly. However, denominational leaders
worried that this exacerbated the problems of Southern country churches. Criticisms of
the “absentee pastor” system and “once-a-month” preaching pepper the pages of
Southern rural church movement literature. Preachers were over extended, or, as Masters
put it, “There is only one key to every four locks.”225
Even though preachers might serve four different churches on a circuit basis, the
support they earned from those preaching appointments was not enough to sustain
themselves and their families. These preachers, Masters explained, were “practically
supporting themselves and their families by other work and preaching the best they can
on Sundays.”226 That critique which bucked against long-standing Baptist tradition of biMasters, The Country Church in the South, 90
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vocational pastors, revealing Masters as no traditionalist demagogue. Historically, most
Baptist preachers in the Deep South had been bi-vocational. Many recognized that it
placed limitations on the amount of pastoral work they could do but that it gave them a
closeness to their congregations. In addition, such arrangements kept small Baptist
churches in stock with ministers, even if they were itinerant. Through the end of the
nineteenth century, however, the Southern Baptist Convention’s leaders tried to move the
denomination towards greater centralization and efficiency. Despite urgings for
congregations to pay their preachers enough to support themselves and their families, low
pay form congregations, especially in rural areas, preachers remained bi-vocational.227
Masters’ argument, however, was that in a New South, full of rapid changes and
economic growth, older systems—circuit riders and bi-vocational pastorates, needed to
be abandoned. Churches, according to Masters, needed to provide enough support for a
pastor to move into the community and to be among the people all the time instead of one
Sunday a month. However, the prospects of such seemed dimmed, given that in 1916
Masters said that there was about one Baptist pastor for every four churches. When
Eugene P. Alldredge surveyed all Baptist churches for the 1923 Southern Baptist
Handbook, he found numbers that were equally unpromising. Of the 22,043 rural Baptist
churches, 4,142 had no pastor at all. Less than thirty percent of rural pastors lived in the
same community as the church they served. Seventy-three percent of rural pastors were
once-a-month preachers. Only 4.4 percent were single church pastors.228
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Numbers like that raised a great deal of concern for individuals like Masters and
Alldredge. They were part of a denomination that had comparatively little power over
individual congregations. The power to influence rural churches they did have rested in
preachers who were devoted to denominational standards and doctrines, and even these
were loose because there were no binding doctrinal statements. Churches were only
considered to be “cooperating” with the Convention by meeting certain standards of faith
and practice and by voluntary participation. But, if Convention leaders could not be sure
that the congregations were receiving instruction and motivation for denominational
causes, they could be even less sure than they might have been that those members would
contribute to those denominational causes.229
It is important to note that while a given rural Baptist church might only receive
sermons from a Baptist minister once a month, those numbers do not reflect all the
preaching that they heard. Perhaps the fact that many rural churchgoers went to other
denominations’ services on the weeks when they did not have a preacher represented a
point of concern for Baptist leaders.230 Masters, Alldredge, Ray, and other Southern
Baptist leaders certainly would have worried about their church rolls and tithes under
such conditions. Too, these ideas indicate that these denominational leaders had
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embraced the Progressive notions of professionalization and specialization, even for rural
preachers. 231
Some writers, especially Northern rural church reformers, contended that “church
union” was the solution to this problem. But, in keeping with his denominational loyalty,
Masters rejected that solution. Masters contended that his commitment to the doctrinal
principles of the Southern Baptist Convention through his opposition of church union.
Such unification, he argued, caused denominations to lose what made them distinctive.
As a result, he said that in areas where “church union” was followed, many members
decided they did not need the church at all if doctrinal commitments did not matter.
Instead, Masters pushed located preachers, who served only one church and lived in the
community, as the solution. In addition, these located preachers needed to preach
doctrinal lessons, that is, lessons that highlighted the distinctive teachings and practices
of a given denomination over and against other denominations.232
Absentee pastors were a problem, said Edmund deS Brunner, a Moravian pastor
who worked with the Federal Council of Churches Town and Country Survey
Department, not only because of the lack of religious instruction, but also because they
did not support the community. Without a pastor to organize and lead community
projects, many reformers believed that congregants, left to themselves, would neglect
them. He wrote that Southern churches needed to abandon the absentee pastor model
because they were less efficient that resident pastors. The resident pastor, he contended,
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“shares all the community interests and activities.” For example, “The resident minister is
interested in the community’s schools because his children attend them.” In addition, the
resident pastor would be more “zealous for clean recreation because he wants them and
their young friends to have it.” If a resident pastor served the church, he would be more
available during times of crisis. However, that was the exception in Southern
communities, not the rule.233
Southern rural pastors were not only stretched thin, rural reformers contended,
they were also under supported. One Birmingham, Alabama Baptist pastor, A.J.
Dickinson, wrote in The Home Field, the Southern Baptist home missions paper, that it
was not the rural minister himself, not his lack of ability or of desire, but “the conditions
under which they are forced to live and work” that caused the problems of rural ministry.
These country preachers faced the “utter inadequacy of the support provided.” That
meant that many rural pastors lived in “poverty of body and low social standing and poor
mental capacity.” The southern rural pastor, Dickinson asserted, often did not have “the
means to provide himself with bread, clothes, books.” In addition, an editorial note
alongside the article said that of Alabama’s 1,700 Baptist churches, only five provided
the pastor with housing. The editor, Victor Masters, wrote, ‘This almost destroys country
pastoral work.”234
Some country church reformers also complained that denominational colleges,
seminaries, and even the broader denominational structure, did not adequately support
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rural work. They claimed that denominations valued the pastors with large city
appointments more than they did rural pastors, even successful ones. According to
Masters and other rural church advocates, professors, denominational college
administrators and even denominational conventions encouraged the best students to
pursue town or church work, not work in a country parish. In his book The Country
Church in the South, Masters quoted a Northern Baptist professor who said, “Young men
are staying out of the rural pastorate… because it is considered inferior” and that
whenever a preacher decided he was going to go into rural work, church members would
react in surprise. Successful rural pastors were expected to receive city church
appointments in short order. Such neglect of rural pastors, according to the Northern
Baptist observer, was a problem because contradicted the supposed “democratic”
character of the Baptist denomination, privileging city pastors over their country
counterparts.235
Masters suggested that in cases where pastors were appointed to denominational
and convention positions, rural churches needed to come first. There needed to be,
according to Masters, “a determined effort to remove this reproach” of rural pastorates. If
not, denominational leaders would have a very difficult time, he explained, of convincing
the members of their churches how important and promising rural life was. Some rural
church writers, like Jeff D. Ray, believed that the attitude that some denominational
leaders had towards rural preachers reflected a larger discounting of country life.236
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These critiques by Masters, Ray, and others reflect the response of certain
denominational officials to changing trends in the early 1900s. In the first years of the
twentieth century, Baptists had intentionally focused on towns and cities with church
planting campaigns. In the age of industrialization, many Baptist leaders believed that
Baptists were losing the cities. Some Baptist leaders in the South worried that those who
“had been mostly faithful members of rural Baptist churches until they moved to town,”
would then be overcome by “indifference.” There were even calls for rural churches to
support urban missions. This shifting emphasis drew the ire of Masters and Ray who,
though they supported economic development and even New South growth, argued that
the way to preserve urban religion was to strengthen rural congregations. They also
worked to show what they saw as the crisis in the countryside, because far from being in
a position to underwrite denominational projects in urban areas, these rural church
advocates argued rural congregations actually needed the aid of economically prosperous
urban congregations.237
The second major category of problems that rural church reformers identified
regarding rural pastors was that of training. Nearly half of rural pastors had no college or
seminary training. Only one-fifth had both. However, Victor Masters argued that rural
congregants were more educated than ever before. He quoted a Northern rural church
reformer who criticized the notion that a country pastor could be any less educated than a
city one. Masters said that pastors, even ones who were paid poorly, needed to read books
on theology and on scientific farming. He argued that Bible colleges should instruct
“students about the social and economic significance of rural life” and show ministry
237
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students the possibilities and prospects of rural life. Theological seminaries, too, needed
to encourage their students to pursue rural work. That meant providing special courses in
“rural sociology, rural social organization, and allied subjects with the view of training a
rural ministry.” Other denomination’s theological seminaries had done such, he
explained.238 He argued that the problem of rural churches faced Southern Baptists more
than any other denomination because of the high proportion of their rural membership.239
Masters said that “the average theological graduate goes out from these schools
with the belief that to take a country pastorate, except perhaps as a temporary ‘practicing
ground,’ is to confess that he is inferior to his fellows.” Not all of the blame fell on the
seminaries. Again, he believed that there was a broader antipathy toward rural life.
However, the seminaries were in the best position to correct this “false, not to say
unworthy, minifying of the country pastorate.” Something that bothered Masters was
what he saw as an exclusive emphasis on foreign missions. He pointed to the Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary at Louisville as an example of a school that had
encouraged the work of foreign missions to its students regularly. That was a “high
service” Masters said, but they had neglected encouraging students to take on the work of
“vitalizing country church and rural life here at home.”240
According to Masters, rural work was important to the broader work of the
denomination, too. Masters posited, “Nearly everything the Christian bodies are fostering
will be seen to depend on it, including the maintenance of great theological schools, a
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Christian civilization, and a triumphant foreign mission program.”241 That sentiment
identifies the roots of Masters’ emphasis on rural churches and rural ministers.
Propagating a Christian civilization, not only in the United States, but in the world, he
argued denomination needed to focus on rural churches in order to infuse the cities with
rural Southern Baptists.242
Masters tied the ideas of civilization, preachers, and the countryside together
more explicitly in his 1921 book Making America Christian. Though America, according
to Masters “was born Christian” and though American Christianity still had great
potential, “rationalism” and “false faiths” challenged not just American Christianity, but
the nation itself. Masters argued that the social and political order depended
fundamentally on evangelism in order to save the nation. According to Masters, that work
depended on preachers. “Preachers of the gospel,” he wrote, “have been and are the
foremost men in civilization.” Preachers “subdued” the frontier, Masters claimed, by
bringing it from “rowdyism to civilization,” so that trade, education, moral reform, and
justice, marks of civilization, for Masters, could thrive. Further they had “reared in their
own homes children who have given America its best average of worthy citizenship,”
which, according to Masters, included the bankers, business leaders, and educators.243
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Preachers, Masters argued, came from the country, country homes and country
churches. This is why he placed such an emphasis on rural churches. It also explains how
he maintained such optimism and pessimism regarding rural America. On the one hand,
according to Masters’ view, things were not well in the country. However, ‘in the
country,” he wrote, “the Christian home has had its best chance to do its work.”244 He
contended that Southern Baptists “must ever depend upon country churches and homes
for most of our preachers.”245 Because that was the case, Masters argued that Southern
Baptists, both urban and rural, “shall do wisely to aid in every possible way the
maintenance of a country life and country churches from which there shall be no
diminution of men who can interpret God to our race.”246
One historian has argued that rural Americans would have held it as true that
“white, Anglo-Saxon, evangelical Protestants converged the highest evolutionary forms
thus far produced by the most progressive political, economic, and intellectual impulses
of western civilization.”247 While Masters never said such in so many words he tapped
into the contemporary understanding that white, Anglo-Saxon, Protestantism was best
preserved in rural areas. Therefore, to lose them would be to risk losing, to one degree or
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another, “civilization.”248 So, Progressives from the Country Life Commission, to Henry
Wallace, to Kenyon Butterfield, to Victor Masters argued for the “rescue” or
“preservation” of rural civilization.249 To fail to do so would fundamentally threaten the
march for progress.”250
At the 1918 Vacation School at Mississippi A &M, W.H. Mills addressed the
ministers who were gathered on the subject of the importance of the country pastor. Mills
was a rural sociologist who had served as a pastor in a Southern Presbyterian Church
from 1907 until 1918 when he became a rural sociology professor at South Carolina’s
agricultural college. Mills’ explained not only the interest that religious reformers had in
country preachers, but also why an agricultural college would be interested in training
and teaching the rural pastorate. He argued that the pastor that worked out in the country
needed a “special call.” He compared the work of the pastor to that of other professions.
As a physician or lawyer specialized, even so the minister had to decide, according to
Mills, whether he was cut out for work in the city or in the country. In whatever field the
rural minister chose, he would need, Mills asserted, “special training” and thus must to
engage in “some special course” or “special study” even during the year in order to
“perfect himself in his own specially chosen department.”251
This “special training,” Mills contended, could “be best given at the state
agricultural colleges.” Those institutions, Mills explained, “more than any other, ought to
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be in touch with rural life.” The “atmosphere” of the agricultural college, according to
Mills, “ought to be predominantly rural, and in them these ministers ought to get that
attitude which will fit them to enter sympathetically into the whole life of rural people.”
Mills qualified his encouragement for “special training” by saying that he had no desire
to “make ministers expert farmers.” However, he did “wish that they could have an
intelligent appreciation of the value of scientific farming.” To that end, Mills suggested
that they have agricultural instruction so that they could know, for example, “the relation
between nitrogen-gathering legumes and soil fertility and crop production.” Echoing the
sentiment of other Southern reformers, he believed that the pastor needed to “know
something… of the dangers of tenantry.” For Mills, subjects like this could “be studied
best in an agricultural college” and that ministers should “talk over his own local
situation and his own peculiar problems…with the college professors and specialists.”252
Beyond the need for “special training,” the country minister needed “special
equipment,” Mills said. Most important among the equipment that Mills suggested was a
place for people to gather for “social and business purposes.” It is important to note that
Mills preferred that social and business activities were done in some building detached
from the actual church building, though it might belong to the church, or a community
building. His suggestion was intended to preclude criticisms of making the work of the
church more social than spiritual. The Service Bureau had qualified its statement that the
church should be responsible for overseeing social activities by saying that some might
be reticence to use the church building for such purposes. But, Mills shows that they were
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reflecting a similar attitude as that of religious reformers. Mills did say that he would not
“hesitate to bring the people of the entire community into the church,” nor would he
“hesitate to have meeting of all sorts within the church itself.” Mills believed that “no
human interest is foreign to the church, for the prosperity of the church is intimately
bound up with the prosperity of the community, so much so that it is impossible for them
to be divorced.”253
Some denominational leaders focused, in addition to these other outlets for
instruction, on reforming seminaries to provide better instruction for country pastors. At
the May, 1925 General Assembly of the Southern Presbyterian Church, the Committee on
the Problems of the Country Church offered recommendations for the country church,
specifically focused on the training of country preachers. The Committee surveyed the
Southern Presbyterian seminaries at Richmond (VA), Columbia (GA), Louisville (KY),
and Austin (TX) and found that none of them had developed courses on the country
church or with the intention of aiding the country minister. At best the schools had
offered sporadic lectures, but there were “no systematic courses, nor any repeated year by
year on these topics.”254
That was a major oversight, the Committee explained, because, as they said, “The
Presbyterian Church in the United States occupies that section of the United States in
which the population is most largely rural,” that is, the South. As a result, they argued,
the needs of the country church and the need for ministers to meet those needs should
have been a priority for the PCUS. The Committee suggested a course of study on the
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country church that could be offered by seminaries. Courses were to be offered on the
Bible’s relation to and its teaching on country life, how country life differed from urban
life, in the world, the United States, and in the South, and what the work of the country
pastor was to be.255
By 1923, Edmund des Brunner seemed somewhat optimistic about the training of
Southern rural pastors. He particularly noted the summer schools that both
denominational and secular colleges held for rural preachers. He praised the Methodist
Episcopal Church, South, which he said had reached about 1,000 country preachers
though schools or correspondence courses. The need for pastoral training, especially
among rural pastors, was significant according to des Brunner because pastors with
college training almost always went to larger urban churches. As a result, the pastors who
worked in rural parishes had little training. Thus, des Brunner contended, denominations
needed to focus as much on providing training to pastors already in the fields as they did
on training new ministers.256
In addition, by 1918 many country life and rural church reformers had been
championing for nearly a decade that the agricultural college was the perfect place for
rural pastors to receive their training. Almost immediately after the Country Life
Commission’s Report, rural reformers and country church advocates began to call for
agricultural colleges to take an active interest in the work of rural churches and
particularly in the training of rural preachers. Kenyon Butterfield, the President of
Massachusetts Agricultural College in Amherst, addressed a group of country church
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reformers and New England divinity schools at Harvard on February 23, 1909 and
discussed the need for seminaries and agricultural colleges to work together in the
training of country minsters. Based on his contention that the rural church was more than
a religious institution, that it was also a community and social institution, Butterfield
concluded that “a large part of the country clergyman’s equipment is a knowledge of the
rural problem.” Butterfield explained that the country preacher needed at least a basic
understanding of farming technique, farm management, product marketing, and the social
side of rural life, including education, the home, government, and recreation. In keeping
with that contention, Butterfield directed a summer school for preachers at the
Massachusetts Agricultural College when he was president there in 1910, and soon many
more reformers followed his example. 257
While there was some value in religious schools providing courses in agricultural
subjects, Butterfield explained that the most natural place for such instruction to take
place was in the agricultural college. They were better equipped with experts and
facilities. At the agricultural college “There is,” Butterfield suggested, a “first-hand touch
with the whole rural question, because the agricultural college stands for the whole rural
question, as no other college does or can.” Even if ministers could not attend the
agricultural college, they could still benefit from the expertise of those institutions’
faculty. He urged divinity school administrations to offer full seminary credit for a year’s
work at an agricultural college. He encouraged them to have extension lectures by
professors and other experts from agricultural colleges to seminary students.258
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As early as 1910 the New York City based magazine Rural Manhood wrote about
the agricultural colleges of Michigan, Maine, Massachusetts, and Cornell making
preparations for summer schools for preachers in order to “cooperate with a number of
ministers who desire special training for their work in rural parishes.” The writer assured
readers that this special training would develop in the preachers “sympathy with rural
ideals and aspirations,” a “love for the country and an intimate knowledge of country
life.” These efforts, the author explained were the “fruit” of the Country Life
Commission’s report.259
In the same issue of Rural Manhood, a pastor from Washington, D.C. suggested
that rural pastors should be allowed and encouraged to replace one year of their training
at a seminary with a year at an agricultural college so that they would “better fitted for
[their] work.” It was not that the preacher would become an expert on agricultural issues.
In fact, the pastor said that what he would learn regarding “soils, botany, crop rotation,
and stable hygiene may be negligible.” However, his training would provide him with a
basic knowledge of such subjects. Though the rural preacher would likely never, nor
should he, according to the writer, have a sermon on “The Best Breeds of Domestic
Animals” or some other agricultural subjects he would, at least, be able to consider rural
problems and encourage cooperation with secular agencies, like the agricultural
college.260
Land-grants benefited from these relationships as well. They saw in the religious
institutions of the states in which they were located useful allies to help them build
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cultural capital. Agricultural land-grant colleges were looking for opportunities, even
exaggerating crises, like the boll-weevil, to build demand for their services among their
constituents.261 By tying themselves to the religious institutions and making themselves
beneficial to the growth of rural communities by way of their churches, land-grants could
ingratiate themselves to the most influential institutions in the Deep South—local
Protestant churches by means of the country pastors.
In 1916, Ralph A. Felton, an important Northern rural church reformer, described
the benefit that agricultural colleges gained from working with the country churches and
used the fact that those colleges were helping churches to make the case, as the title of his
essay indicated, that “The State is an Ally of the Country Minister.” After listing all of
the areas of concern that rural ministers might have, including “agricultural conditions,”
“home economics,” “social organization,” “rural sociology,” and “rural economics,” he
wrote, “Nearly every state agricultural college has correspondence course covering the
above subjects.” “Country ministers,” Felton posited, “may well be a part of this… for
the betterment of farms and rural communities.”262
“Agricultural colleges,” Felton wrote “are foremost in seeing that the greatest
most powerful and most enduring institution in every rural community is the country
church.”263 He added that the agricultural colleges recognized the place of “rural
leadership” that the country pastor held. He reported that agricultural colleges wanted to
use rural pastors in order to reach the farmers within their congregations. Felton
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encouraged ministers to send in the names of all of the farmers in their congregations so
that they could get the extension bulletins and gather their members together to spend
time discussing them. Felton’s discussion is illuminating, revealing that the agricultural
colleges supported rural ministers, at least in part, as a means to increase its own reach
and influence. Felton was not bothered by that, but argued that ministers should embrace
the agricultural colleges work and influence and find ways to extend it.264
Extending the influence of the agricultural college would benefit the country
minister in several ways. Anything that benefitted the spread of the agricultural colleges’
message benefitted the rural pastor because it benefitted the rural people who made up
the churches. According to Felton, by providing instruction and equipment, agricultural
colleges could help ministers cultivate and appreciation for rural life, which Felton called
“rural patriotism.” That would keep young people on the farm. Felton explained that the
agricultural college could provide speakers and farmers’ institutes which would interest
rural men. Felton explained that agricultural colleges wanted to help because that had
“the same missionary spirit in their work as is manifested by any home or foreign mission
board.”265
This connection is highlighted more clearly in W.O. Thompson’s talk at the 1915
Church and Country Life Conference in Columbus, Ohio. Thompson was the President of
the Ohio agricultural college, Ohio State. He spoke on the relationship of the government
to the country church, particularly through the agricultural colleges and experiment
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stations. He said that he did not know of any group of people who had a “more profound
moral earnestness nor more thoroughly devoted to the moral and spiritual welfare of the
people than the group of men represented in the Association of Agricultural Colleges and
Experiment Stations.” So, he said, the character of those state agencies meant that there
was a prime opportunity for cooperation with rural churches “in the accomplishment of
spiritual, social, and moral results.”266
Thompson anticipated that some would doubt that the government or the state
would want to help. Those people were mistaken, he assured the audience. He contended,
“No fear need be entertained about any controversy with the state or government in these
great issues. Our cooperation will be most cordially welcomed.” Many agricultural
college and experiment station officials were already working along the lines of rural
church development. In the midst of that discussion, he revealed his understanding of the
line between church and state. He said, “We need to guard against… the development of
any tendency for a narrow or sectarian use of this opportunity.” By that, Thompson meant
that certain denominations could take advantage of a relationship to state institutions.
That, according to Thompson, would have violated the principles of separation between
religion and the state. However, he implied that a broadly Christian, mainline Protestant
influence would not violate that separation.267
Thompson continued, “The state, in my humble opinion, is profoundly interested
in religion and the peaceable fruits of religion.” He then quoted from Proverbs 14 in the
Hebrew Bible, “Righteousness exalteth a nation; but sin is a reproach to any people.”
Thompson, “The Country Church and Rural Activity,” The Church and Country Life, 92-3
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However, the state, according to Thompson was not “interested in the perpetuation of
particular forms of religion,” but Thompson implies only mainline Protestantism would
qualify as a non-particular. It seems, however, the Thompson is assuming that the state
was to uphold a particular type of righteousness and discourage particular sins. He said
that the church had no antagonism to “any church or creed.” So, what needed to be done
was that rural church workers and country life reformers needed to “lay aside the
differences… and put our emphasis upon the things upon which we agree.” Thompson
argued that they needed to put aside doctrinal differences, but not their basic religious
character, and work with state institutions for the improvement of rural life. More than
that, Thompson argued that this was the greatest opportunity that the church had ever had
“to organize properly the spiritual forces of the rural community in the interest of the
Kingdom.”268 Thompson, representative of many rural church reformers to one degree or
another, argued that social reform could hasten the arrival of God’s coming kingdom on
earth, which reflected the theology of mainline Protestants.269
In a community forum at the 1918 Mississippi A & M Preachers’ Vacation
School, Frederic Davis Mellen, the Mississippi Supervisor of Public Affairs, addressed
the crowd. His words illuminate the interest that an agricultural college like Mississippi
A & M had in the rural preachers. The speakers who had come, Mellen said, looked
toward an “ideal” Mississippi. The ideal for the State, he contended, would be to
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“transform Mississippi, sorely benighted, into a prosperous, happy, religious
commonwealth— into a neighborhood with heaven.” Preachers could help bring about
this change, but he would need to be more than a “mere parson.” Rather, Mellen asserted,
“He must be…. the associate of… the farmer.” And although he needed to admit his
“inferiority to the agriculturalist… in the specialized knowledge of agriculture… he
eagerly assists these experts to serve the community.” Mellen concluded his address by
speaking to the ministers directly. “Your task, therefore, gentlemen, as I see the matter,”
he stated, “is simply this: to continue to serve your community faithfully as you have
served it and are serving it, but a bit more faithfully, as God gives you light and
strength.”270
The 1918 Vacation School was one of several efforts that Mississippi A & M
made to assist rural preachers and rural churches. The first summer school for preachers
at Mississippi A & M was in 1917, but it was less well-documented, promoted, and
attended. In a related effort in July, 1917 Mississippi A & M announced the
establishment of a Service Bureau. This new branch of the Extension Service would
provide information “along all lines to citizens in all vocations and professions, who are
endeavoring to increase their efficiency and advance in their lines of work and to
stimulate them to strive for the highest and best things in life.” The Service Bureau’s first
bulletin announced that it was going to give “special attention… to assisting country
churches, Sunday schools, and prayer meetings in keeping up active interest among the
young people of their communities.”271 Other states had developed similar extension
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programs in addition to their agricultural extension, but United States Department of the
Interior Bureau of Education highlighted the work Mississippi A & M’s Service Bureau
in its November, 1919 Bulletin for its work in extension services beyond agricultural
concerns.272
The editors of the Service Bureau Bulletin insisted upon the important role of the
church in the social development of the country-side. In an article addressing concerns
about how to use churches in communities characterized by religious division, the
Service Bureau Bulletin’s editors said,
The teachings of Christ point to the achievement of a life more abundant
in the understanding and love of humanity, in friendships, in normal,
wholesome, helpful relationship to one another, in an achievement of the
brotherhood of man… the church offers the best opportunity of such
achievement.
Reformers, including the editors of the Service Bureau Bulletin and President Smith, at
Mississippi A & M argued for the necessity of extension efforts to assist country
churches in this important work.273
In 1917 Smith organized and promoted the first Vacation School for Ministers at
Mississippi A & M. In order to attract attendees, Smith requested lists of preachers for
counties in Mississippi from prominent preachers and church members in those areas.
Among those who came to speak were A.P. Bourland, who was the Executive Secretary
of the Southern Chautauqua Conference.274 Others that were invited to speak were
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preachers and denominational representatives from across the state of Mississippi
including J.B. Countiss from Grenada, the President of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
South’s women college there and J.B. Lawrence, a Baptist from Jackson, who later
became the Secretary of the Southern Baptist Convention’s Home Mission’s Board.
Prominent Mississippi preachers who were invited included Phillip Davidson from
Greenville, R.L. Phelps from West Point, and E. Nash Boyd.275
Even after its inaugural bulletin, the Service Bureau at Mississippi A & M
emphasized the role of the rural church in Mississippi communities. The October 1917
edition of the Service Bureau Bulletin included a single article— one on the role of the
country church as a social center in rural communities. Though the article expressed
some trepidation at the prospect of the church becoming the primary social center of a
rural community, it expressed an awareness that in many rural areas “the church building
offers the only place for the social center of the community.” The major hesitancy in the
article was due to the fact that the church as social center would bring doctrinal
disagreements to the fore. Thus, these agricultural reformers preferred a place where such
contentions would be muted. Too, the article noted that some might believe that the
church building was not the proper place for such gatherings. The Service Bureau
recommended that in such cases the church still take the lead in offering social activities,
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but perhaps, appointing a committee to arrange for other meeting places, like homes or in
the local school.276
However, the authors of the Service Bureau article insisted upon the important
role of the church in the social development of the countryside to answer those who said
such was not the work of the church. Echoing Social Gospel language in order to defend
their actions, they wrote, that more and more people were beginning to understand “that
the teachings of Christ point to… a life more abundant in the understanding and love of
humanity,” and that the church was the best place to reach “an achievement of the
brotherhood of man.”277
In order to facilitate the social and spiritual growth of the community, the Service
Bureau Bulletin also included plans for additions to existing church buildings so as
transform “the typical country church building to make it adaptable for use as a social
center.” The plans encouraged the addition of a kitchen, a “large room for social
activities” and extra Sunday school rooms. The Bulletin also included lists of potential
activities that churches could promote for “senior members,” “juniors and intermediates,”
and “small children.” The Bulletin also encouraged joining efforts with other churches to
conduct social events, whether they held them at schools, in homes, or rotated the use of
the church buildings among them.278
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The Extension Service at Mississippi A & M argued that rural ministers had an
important role in their communities. The May 1918 Extension Bulletin, published one
month before the 1918 Vacation School for Ministers, focused exclusively on community
organizations as a means to make rural communities “a place where no one is in need,
unacquainted, or dissatisfied.” The author of the extension bulletin article was doubtful
that the church could be the center for community organization, because of the competing
denominations. However, that did not mean that they discounted the church’s role.
Instead, the Bulletin said, “The religious side of the organization should by all means be
cultivated. Special effort should be made to interest the local pastors of all denominations
in the organization.” Not only could the pastor provide religious advice, but rural pastors
wielded “a wide general influence in the community.” The Bulletin continued, “Moral
and religious problems should be fully discussed in the meetings, and the general spiritual
attitude of the community developed.”279
Thus, even in places where church divisions would not allow a single church could not
be the center of the social development, because of denominational competition,
agricultural reformers and “experts” encouraged ministers to work together to take a
leading role in communities to cultivate spirituality among a primarily agricultural
populace.280
However, while the Service Bureau and the Extension Service both emphasized
the important role of ministers, they were alarmed at the crisis of the rural ministry. One
Service Bureau Bulletin said that “the condition of the majority of pastorless country
279
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churches presents a problem, and is in itself a call to service.” Because of that problem,
the Bulletin said that the Service Bureau would work to bring awareness to the rural
church situation. Specifically, the Service Bureau would work to make sure that “the
public is awakened to appreciate the motives of the leaders in the movement for the
rehabilitation of the country church.” The agricultural college and its extension services,
then, would act as a go-between for rural church leaders and their rural members. The
Bulletin insisted that its work was “strictly non-sectarian in its nature.” However, the
Bulletin also said that it was going to spread information across the state about successful
methods in “furthering the service of Christianity.” The Bulletin revealed what the
Service Bureau meant by “non-sectarian” by explaining that it would serve “as a clearing
house for ideas from all Sunday schools, preachers, and religious ideas of whatever
denomination across the state.”281
However, it is clear that the Service Bureau, and Mississippi A & M’s officials in
general, subscribed to an implicitly Protestant view of American culture. By paying
homage to a broad Christianity, with language that clearly nods to evangelical
Protestantism, like “Sunday school,” and “denomination,” these officials and reformers
simultaneously gave preference certain religious groups while explicitly denying that this
was any preference at all. It was, in their words, “non-sectarian” and available for
individuals of “whatever denomination” after all. It was precisely this type of language
that attempted to render invisible the very real privileges that a particular type of
perspective, and particular type of religious perspective, to be specific. To be sure, such
language may as well reflect the obliviousness of the writers to those real privileges. And
281
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yet, their words reveal another way in which certain religious groups were included and
privileged, namely evangelical Protestants, and which ones were excluded or rendered
invisible, like Catholics, Mormons, and Pentecostals, non-Christian religious groups, and
the non-religious.282
In July 1918 the Service Bureau Bulletin included a report from the Vacation
School, which it claimed “won the hearty approval and endorsement of all those who
attended.” Further, the “Agricultural and Mechanical College… may prove to be of great
service in bringing together all the agencies now active in social betterment, especially
the school and the church.” The school was intended to be interdenominational. The
Service Bureau Bulletin that included that report from the Vacation School said, “The
purpose of this annual school is to bring together the pastors of the different
denominations in conference with teachers, and other church officials.”283 W.H. Mills, in
one of his talks at the school, referred to both Baptist and Presbyterian ministers that were
present, but not in a way that would leave the impression that those were the only
denominations represented.284
At the 1918 Vacation School, ministers listened to addresses by prominent
southern religious reformers of the era each morning on topics related to religion, the
Great War, race, tenantry, the land, recreation, education, and rural communities. Some
of the most important voices in the Rural Church movement, from both North and South,
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offered workshops on subjects such as “Successful Methods in the Local Church,” “The
Task of the Rural Church,” and “The Church and the Land.” In the afternoons, the
participating pastors heard addresses on agricultural topics, like crop rotation or the care,
feeding, and marketing of poultry or cattle, and then they took trips to Mississippi A &
M’s extensive experimental farm facilities to see those lessons in action. The lessons in
agricultural issues point to the benefit of these schools for the land-grants. They believed
that rural pastors could point their congregants to the land-grants for valuable
information. One speaker at the conference, D. Scoates, a professor of agricultural
engineering at Mississippi A & M told the country pastors that because of their role
within their communities, they “must be an advocate of… labor-saving devices in order
to lead the community to better living.”285
In giving his impressions of the event, Herman Morse, a Northern Presbyterian
Rural Church Movement leader, declared that the Ministers’ Vacation School, “First and
foremost… means that not only the church people, but the agricultural leaders as well,
recognize the underlying spiritual character of our whole country problem… a people
will rise no higher than the level of their spiritual ideas.” Morse tapped into the
Progressive notion of civilization, in which religious conversion served as the basis for
broader cultural change. In particular, Progressive reformers acted in keeping with the
understanding, according to one historian, that “individual conversions” produced
”improvement along Victorian middle-class lines.”286 In short, Morse argued that the
agricultural college in Mississippi was deeply concerned about the spiritual life of the
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286
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rural communities it served and understood that the means to improve that was education
for the minister in both spiritual and agricultural subjects. In his talk on “The Task of the
Rural Church,” he said, “An agricultural college, like the one in which we are meeting,
knows well that there is no other force which, potentially at least, can affect the rural
community so powerfully for good as the rural church.”287
While it was not a dominant theme of the conference, the Great War in Europe
certainly shaped some of the discussions. The presentation of the war as a war to “make
the world safe for democracy” found full subscription at the preacher’s school as well.288
The Service Bureau report said that “a ‘win-the-war’ spirit prevailed.” The work of
country churches was important, the Service Bureau argued, because in order to “win the
war for freedom and democracy” efficient organization needed to reach even to the
smallest communities. Where previous Progressive efforts at such organization had
failed, perhaps the war effort served as a catalyst for organizing rural communities.289
Working together the school and church were to “have a leading place.” One of the
speakers, H.M. King, from Jackson, Mississippi, spoke on the role of the church in the
war. A professor from Mississippi A & M, Dr. B.M. Walker also spoke on the war. While
the reports from those talks were not included in the Service Bureau’s transcript of the
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event, a talk from Worth M. Tippy, a Northern Methodist, regarding the church’s role in
the war was included which was more significant in the South, he argued, because “in the
South, the churches hold a position of peculiar influence and responsibility, because in
the South the population is more completely church people than in the North.” He
recommended that pastors focus regular church work during the war effort but that they
should also back organizations like the Red Cross, the Young Men’s Christian
Association, and programs like Liberty Loans, War Savings, and the Production and
Conservation of food.290
W.H. Mills presented his view of the Biblical basis for the concern of the church
to the land and the role of the rural pastor in leading churches in their work. Mills argued
that God had intended a particular relationship to the land— resident ownership, not a
system of tenantry. Mills argued that, “God indicates that it is his will that every family
should be secure in the possession of its own home.” Mills moved from that foundation to
denounce tenantry. He encouraged churches to do all they could to help landless farmers
purchase their own land. He criticized the denominations that had “some hundreds of
thousands or some millions of dollars, as endowment of schools, colleges and seminaries,
or as different fund in the hands of the various boards” and invested it in “bonds and
stocks and mortgages.” It would be put to better use if loaned to “young men of good
moral character to purchase homes for themselves in the country.” Perhaps this was an
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incentive, too, to encourage a particular type moral character and church membership in
young men, the kind promoted by Southern mainline Protestant denominations.291
Speaking directly to the preachers assembled at the Vacation School, he
continued, “If any of you wish to do a work that will give permanent pleasure, just help a
man without land to get his own home.” He spoke of a minister in South Carolina who
had worked with a local landowner to split and sell his estate. Mills was pleased because
it benefited the estate owner, who made a profit, and the new land-owners, who now had
homes of their own. Most of all the church now had the benefit of several of its members
becoming landowners thus a “contented farm population.” The church and rural pastors
must to take an active role, Mills argued, because “The question of home-ownership, of
the maintenance of the Christian family in the country, cannot be solved without the aid
of the church.”292
In “The Task of the Rural Church,” Herman Morse gave the preachers some
specific programs and objectives to pursue in their local churches. Morse warned that
spiritual instruction and “teaching the gospel” was not enough. “Teaching the gospel,”
was on the first of a dozen suggestions, the rest of which focused on community surveys,
organization, and service. Preachers should to bring in rural life specialists, including
agricultural experts, promote play, encourage home ownership, agitate for temperance
and public schools, and promote “culture” by making books, art, and music available.293
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All of those subjects were fundamentally about the project of developing a “rural
civilization,” through modernization, recreation, reformation, and cultural formation. In
keeping with the broader Progressive movement, the reformers present at Mississippi A
& M encouraged ministers to prepare themselves to address every aspect of human
experience in order to improve the individual’s within their congregations in every way—
socially, economically, and culturally.294
The preachers understood that agenda. At the conclusion of the week’s events, the
ministers passed a joint resolution about the Vacation School. Their words reflect an
embrace of the approach taken by Mississippi A & M. The resolution stated that the
ministers realized, “the fitness of special stress being given the whole man, physical,
social, and religious, in proportion to his need.” They agreed that though the Vacation
School could not address all of those issues in detail, it “did very specially instruct in
matters of great moment and urgent need in the physical and social betterment of our
common community.” The fact that the ministers, from rural Mississippi, embraced this
work indicates their embrace of at least some of the broader aims of the rural church
movement. The fact that the rural church movement, even in the South, reflected so much
of the broader Progressive movement speaks to the general acceptance of progressivism
among the ministers as well. These ministers were being trained in the project of
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Progressive reform in every way, from the ideals of what rural ministers should be, to
plans for reforming rural churches, to the organization of rural communities.295
The ministers also agreed that “Our Agricultural and Mechanical College is well
fitted by State aid to give the ministers very helpful courses in applied sociological and
akin subjects.” The ministers “heartily” endorsed the courses that were offered and
approved a “continuation of such school, its program having the endorsement of the
representatives of the religious activities in the State.” These ministers said they were
“helped and inspired” by the messages, not just from the national church reformers, but
also the messages from the President of the College, William Hall Smith, and other
members of the faculty. R.A.N. Wilson and C. M. Chapman, two rural Mississippi
pastors signed the resolution on behalf of the whole group.296
R.A.N. Wilson is an example of a rural preacher who embraced the rural church
reform message at a vacation school for preachers. While serving as the pastor for the
Independence Presbyterian Church in Batesville, Mississippi in 1915, he had attended a
Summer School for Preachers organized by Warren Wilson in Ovoca, Tennessee. Among
the instructors was Ralph A. Felton taught on the subject of “Rural Community service.”
Wilson wrote that he wished even more people in Southern churches could have heard
the instruction that had been given. R.A.N. Wilson wrote to Warren Wilson hoping that
his church in Mississippi could become the model rural church for the state of
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Mississippi.297 He believed that his church had been doing more in rural work that any
other congregation in the Mississippi Synod.298

Rural preacher schools like these at agricultural colleges cultivated and illustrated
the broader relationship between religious leaders and agricultural reformers. The Rural
Church Movement was not a separate stream of rural work, but an integral part of the
more general Country-Life Movement, itself an embodiment of many progressive
anxieties and ideals. Thus, mainline Protestantism, which in the South included Southern
Baptists, Methodists, and other Protestant denominations, was central to the efforts of the
Country-Life Movement. The state itself, through agricultural colleges and extension
services, for example, privileged that mainline Protestantism while at the same time
maintaining that it was non-sectarian. That privileging was more than implied. It was
understood clearly because it was made explicit through the type of people who were
invited, who participated, and who benefitted from these conferences and programs. By
reaching out country pastors, rural reformers sought to enlist them in the service of the
broader Progressive movement.
Schools like these, and the broader efforts of agricultural colleges and extension
services also shed light on the nature of the Country-Life Movement. They situate the
Country-Life Movement, and the rural church movement, within the broader Progressive
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project and reveal that these rural reformers worked for the creation of a rural
civilization, broadly applied. In 2004 Scott J. Peters and Paul Morgan urged historians to
reconsider the Country Life Commission. They argued that Country Life Commission,
was not a group of “patronizing, technocratic” reformers concerned about nothing more
than “social engineering aimed at urbanizing and industrializing the countryside to
benefit national and industrial economic interests.” In contrast, Peters and Morgan
argued, the Country Life Commission was a “comprehensive attempt to outline a broadgauge vision of sustainability in American agriculture.” The Country Life Commission,
according to Peters and Morgan, suggested remedies to rural problems through
“knowledge, education, organization, and spirituality.”
In their conclusion, Peters and Morgan asserted that a “close reading of the
commission’s report reveals it to be neither backwardly romantic nor arrogantly
technocratic… rather, it is deeply democratic and forward looking, even prophetic.” They
further assert that the report presents a “broad vision of agricultural sustainability,
grounded both in a deep concern for the educational, physical, economic, political and
cultural welfare of rural citizens and communities.” They, along with political scientist
Kimberly Smith, said that the Commission presented an “‘eminently holistic’ approach to
the analysis of agricultural and country life problems.”299
However, Peters and Morgan did not extend their defense to the Country Life
Movement as a whole. Instead, they claim, the criticisms of technocracy by historians
like William Bowers and David Danbom, “might be plausible directed at the so-called
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Country Life Movement.” But, if the work of agricultural reformers at places like
Mississippi A & M are to be taken seriously, the “holistic” approach taken by the
Country Life Commission did not cease with them. The broad approach to rural reform,
not limited to only agricultural production, but also to religious, cultural, and social
revitalization, continued in the succeeding years of the rural church movement. Instead,
as this chapter has shown, the work of agricultural reform and moral reform went hand in
hand for many Progressives and denominational leaders.
A decade after the published Report of the Commission on Country Life,
Mississippi A & M began hosting vacation schools for ministers and started speaking
directly to the necessity of spirituality and moral reform in order to revitalize rural
communities. Other agricultural college administrators and officials and other agricultural
experts concerned themselves with the same issues. The narrowly focused goal of
technocratic reform and urban, scientific, social engineering not only does not apply to
the Country Life Commission, but is not evident at least, in the broader agricultural
reform efforts at Mississippi A & M during 1917 and 1918. By looking at the agricultural
reforms in Mississippi in connection with religious reform, a more multi-dimensional
approach to reform becomes evident. Viewed from a strictly agricultural perspective, the
historian might see technocracy and social engineering. When religion is added to the
lines of inquiry, however, the documents reveal more complex and comprehensive—
though perhaps no less problematic— solutions to rural issues.
Rural reformers recognized that the best chance they had to reach local
populations in the Deep South was through Protestant preachers. Thus, the preacher
became the focus of reformers from various backgrounds, including denominational
137

leaders, but also agricultural reformers and other rural workers. Given the place of the
Protestant church in rural Southern life and the place of the pastor within those churches,
people across an ideological spectrum and from a variety of backgrounds viewed the
pastor as the “key.” However, the degree to which their ideas and reforms were
implemented depended less on the pastors and more on the congregants and farmers that
attended those rural churches.
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RURAL PEOPLE AND THE SOUTHERN RURAL CHURCH MOVEMENT,
1918-1940
When James Agee recorded an account of the religious practices of tenant
families in Hale County, Alabama, he wrote that there were not “enough white people in
the neighborhood to support a church,” so they held meetings in tenant Frank Tingle’s
home, “in the spare room where he [stored] cotton.” Eventually, the Tingle’s landlords,
the Tidmores, allowed them to use an “abandoned one-room” shack just down the road
from the Tingle’s home. This did not match Agee’s definition of a church— no preacher,
no religiously designated edifice, no denominational affiliation. Yet, despite the
informality, which Agee noted, including people coming and going, smoking in the
doorway, and gatherers departing a few at a time until only the host family was left. those
who gathered read Scripture, sang songs. A preacher was only there rarely to bring a
sermon. In reality, there seemed to be quite a bit of religious activity for a neighborhood
too sparsely populated to “support a church.”300
Informal gatherings like this may have escaped the notice of denominational
officials and rural church leaders altogether. Without a designated church building, even
a lay pastor, or contributions to denominational causes, they would likely have failed to
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meet the standards of rural reformers. Yet, those who gathered at Tingle’s surely found
spiritual meaning, value, and satisfaction. Tingle’s gathering reveals the distance between
southern rural church reformers’ vision for rural churches and the desires, needs, and
possibilities of rural believers and their gatherings.
Southern rural church reformers had an “institutionalized” vision for the rural
church. That vision centered around an educated and specialized rural minister. Rural
church reformers contended that rural churches needed full-time ministers trained by
denominational schools, with supplemental agricultural education to equip them for their
work in rural areas.301 Their vision was not limited to the churches themselves. Southern
rural church reformers also envisioned a rural countryside characterized by independent
family farms which had embraced the modern methods promoted by agricultural
reformers and colleges. For many of the rural reformers, creating the ideal rural church
depended on the improvement of southern agriculture and the creation of yeoman farmers
who could sustain those churches.
In order to facilitate hiring a minister and other changes, many rural reformers
encouraged church consolidation. In the South, denominational leaders only promoted
consolations within denominations. The combination of small rural congregations would
allow churches to support a full-time minister which would serve several purposes in the
rural church reformers’ vision. This would allow for weekly meetings, not the once-a-
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month gatherings of the circuit preacher system. Larger congregations meant that
churches could provide more money to denominational causes. Across the board,
reformers railed against forms of religious expression and churches that failed to match
this vision, including not only holiness and pentecostal churches, but also rural Baptists
and Methodists who did not embrace the message of consolidation and the presumed
centrality of clerical authority.
Historians agree that the rural church movement was largely unsuccessful among
southern people. Wayne Flynt, for example, wrote that rural people “were not impressed”
by reformers’ program. In certain cases, based on whether they respected the person who
was delivering the advice or not, they simply “ignored” advice and at other times they
“resented” it. He concluded that “the rural church movement failed primarily because
rural church members rejected both the diagnosis and the remedy.”302
This chapter interrogates the failure of the southern rural church movement by
looking at rural churches. While southern rural church reformers had a clear vision for
rural churches and communities to be, their path toward those ideals is less clear. In fact,
the vision rural reformers had for rural congregations demanded precisely what rural
churches did not have— money, stability, and clerical leadership. Rural church
reformers, then, focused on the symptoms and provided little prescription for the root
maladies affecting many rural worshippers.303
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This chapter argues that the rural church movement failed in the South for three
reasons. First, rural church reformers offered a vision that many rural church members
either did not want or could not implement. The suggestions proffered by denominational
leaders would have required fundamental alterations to the very concept of church in
rural communities. Second, even well-received suggestions often proved impractical due
to financial constraints or because of shifting rural populations. Finally, southern rural
church reformers focused primarily on landowning whites, largely ignoring the African
Americans and tenant farmers who comprised a significant proportion, and often a
majority, of rural southern communities.
Ultimately, the reformers did not see beyond their own white, middle-class
perspectives. Though African Americans made up nearly a third of southerners and
nearly half of Deep South States, southern rural church reformers either ignored them or
explicitly denied that African-Americans concerns had any bearing on their work in rural
churches. The most direct discussions regarding African Americans came from northern
reformers, such as Edmund deS Brunner and from Southern Presbyterians, such as Henry
McLaughlin. But, even they addressed African-American churches sparingly, with Jim
Crow as their defense. Despite calls for church consolidation in rural areas, which they
argued would save rural churches, they urged “race integrity,” that is, keeping blacks and
white in separate spheres within every sphere of life.304
Rural church reformers failed to address the issues that faced both landless
farmers and African Americans. They chose to white tenant farmers and sharecroppers as
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innately irreligious and irredeemable. They regarded African Americans and their
congregations as extraneous to their concerns. In the Jim Crow South, dominated by King
Cotton, which depended on cheap labor, rural church reformers would have faced intense
opposition if they had tried to address the issues that faced landless farmers and African
Americans. However, by failing to engage with them, rural church reformers practically
ensured that their movement would fail because without addressing their concerns, they
could only address symptoms of the rural South’s economic and social problems. In other
words, southern rural church reformers developed their recommendations with white,
land-owners’ churches in mind. But, the churches who heard their recommendations were
often made up of poor and landless farmers who could not adopt the programs they
offered.305
This chapter necessarily reiterates and expands on the reformers’ vision. The
focus shifts, however, to the rural congregations themselves and the conditions in which
they lived, worked, and worshipped. First, the chapter offers an overview of the rural
South’s shifting economic and agricultural characteristics through the interwar period to
contextualize the struggles and possibilities of rural churches. I examine the rural church
reformers’ vision and its viability for the farmers who made up rural southern churches.
The chapter then considers rural churches specifically by surveying rural people’s
religious affiliations and their experiences in rural churches across lines of race and class.
This section includes a look at the religious movements that rural church reformers
decried, considering the concern they raised to rural reformers and their appeal to rural
people. Finally, the chapter considers various aspects of the rural reformers’ vision,
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particularly that of fully organized and active rural church, which to them meant a fulltime pastor, a full slate of church programming, and regular contributions to
denominational causes, and posits explanations for why those aspects were rejected to
one degree or another by southern rural people. The concluding section also considers the
“Lord’s Acre” program in the Deep South and its relative success, in contrast to other
rural church programs.
In the early twentieth century, the South was overwhelmingly rural and
agricultural. Eighty-two percent of southerners lived in rural places. As World War I
neared its conclusion, on the surface, it appeared that the southern agricultural economy
had improved markedly since before the War. International demands drove up cotton and
tobacco prices. Cotton prices, specifically, reach prices not seen since the Civil War. In
order to keep up with the demand and take advantage of rising prices, many farmers
invested in land and equipment.306
However, those rising prices masked an unstable system of intensive one-crop
agriculture. Despite the fact that prices had increased sharply, southern farmers remained
the poorest in the nation.307 In addition, many farmers in the South were not landowners.
In 1920, the Agricultural Census reported that in Deep South States, South 38.9% of the
region’s 2.2 million white farmers and 76.2% of its 922,000 black farmers were tenants,
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ranging from landless farmers who owned their own equipment and rented land to those
who worked land for cash or a share of the crop.308
Both the real numbers and percentage of tenants had steadily increased since the
turn of the century. By 1925, in the Deep South states of Georgia, South Carolina,
Alabama, and Mississippi, just over 64 percent of all farmers were tenants of some kind
and 58 percent of those tenant farmers were African American, which meant that 37% of
all farmers in the Deep South were African American tenant farmers. Forty-seven percent
of all white farmers and 84% of all black farmers were tenants.309 According to a 1923
Southern Baptist Sunday School Board survey more than one-third of all rural Southern
Baptists were tenant farmers, and that proportion was much higher in states like Alabama
and Mississippi.310
Tenant farming carried disastrous consequences for people and for the land even
when prices were high. Tenant farmers and sharecroppers often moved in search of a
better situation. Tenants and sharecroppers were often stuck in their economic and social
position. High prices for supplies and high-interest rates on credit served to constrain any
opportunities a tenant may have had to move up the social ladder. The region’s
overproduction of cotton meant that cotton prices, and thus farmers’ incomes, stayed low.
Landlords and merchants often forbade growing food crops which, while it would have
saved the tenants money, would have cost the landlord returns on a cash crop. Arthur
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Raper, who studied sharecroppers in the late 1920s and early 30s, estimated that the
average southern tenant family, in order to escape particularly exploitative arrangements,
moved about every 2 years.311
Soil depletion, deforestation, and erosion typified much of the southern
countryside. Crops like corn, tobacco, and cotton, which comprised the vast majority of
Southern crops, required removing native vegetation that prevented erosion and planting
crops in rows which promoted erosion. The result, after years of such cultivation, was
soil depleted of its nutrients and landscapes depleted of the soil itself, which led to gullies
and muddy rivers.312
Then, after World War I, cotton prices plummeted. The first crash came in 1919
and the price of cotton continued to slide. By 1926, for example, prices per pound of
cotton had fallen to less than half of what they were at their World War I high. Farmers
who had invested in new land and equipment now found it impossible to make ends meet
and lost whatever ground, physical and financial, they had gained. Those who were able
to hold on to their land tried to meet the crisis by producing even more of the crop, which
drove down prices even further. The drive to produce more crops exacerbated the
problems that developed from intensive cultivation.313
Southerners maintained their commitment to cash crops, despite their devastating
effects on the soil and the landscape because banks only offered credit to farmers who
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were committed to growing cash crops like cotton, corn, or tobacco in order to ensure
returns on their investments. Despite the agricultural crisis, southern banks were
unwilling to give loans to farmers who did not commit to growing cotton. While
commitment to cotton may have been a losing proposition for farmers, lenders
recognized that it still held the potential for substantial returns. Cotton prices did improve
some before the Great Depression, but overall, agricultural workers faced difficult times
throughout the twenties. Most farmers in the Deep South were tied to cotton in some
way, so the instability of the market had disastrous effects on the whole region.314
Tenants’ position in the southern economy only worsened through the 1930s and
owners allowed them very little flexibility to mitigate their dire circumstances. According
to one study of North Mississippi’s rural churches and their background, conducted by a
Mississippi State College graduate student named William Ainsworth Tyson in the early
1940s, ninety-one percent of owners who had “very rich soil” would not even permit
their tenants a garden plot. According to Ainsworth, they reasoned that such land could
be better used for producing cash crops and that would provide the tenant or laborer
enough money to buy whatever they could have grown. However, such limitations served
primarily to keep tenants and sharecroppers from any kind of independence. Ainsworth
commended one owner who “required each tenant to have at least one cow, twenty hens,
three pigs, and a quarter-acre vegetable garden, with both fruits and vegetables every
year.”315
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Tenant mobility also restricted the pursuit of any “comforts or luxuries” in rural
homes. A survey conducted by Mississippi State College reported that between 25 and 40
percent of Mississippi’s white tenants moved every year. As Ainsworth surveyed these
rural families he said that their general opinion on “home-making, flowers, property
repairs, and generally improving their conditions” was “What’s the use? We probably
will not stay here long enough to enjoy anything we do. Let the owner, or the next fellow,
fix up the place. We are here today and gone tomorrow.” Given the data regarding how
often tenants moved, they were probably right. Tenant farmers were, in fact, constantly
moving. Staying on one plantation longer than five years was the rare exception. Less
than twenty percent did so. Thirty percent spent only one growing season on a given
plantation. They moved in search of better land, housing, or landlords.316
On the other side of the tenant-landlord relationship, Ainsworth said that owners
were extremely reluctant to do anything for tenants. More than half that he surveyed said
something to the effect of “What does it matter? I can get all the help I want anyway. The
people are too low grade to appreciate good living conditions.” According to Ainsworth,
owners complained about tenant farmers’ “ignorance, indolence, lack of dependability,
and low standards.” Many observers, including social scientists and reformers, levied
similar criticisms at white tenant farmers as well. That perception had real effects on the
lives of tenant farming families. Ainsworth reported that “One man told about doing
away with five farm families, mechanizing his farm, and doing all the work himself.”317
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It was not until after World War II when mechanized cotton harvesters began
spreading across the South, but implements like tractors could reduce the need for farm
labor drastically. Cheap labor kept some owners from mechanizing, but when tenants or
sharecroppers tried to improve their condition, owners often made moves towards
mechanization. That was reflected in the conversations that Ainsworth had with landlords
in North Mississippi. Owners, Ainsworth indicated, resented any efforts to improve the
lives of their laborers, especially African-American tenants. Ainsworth described a
conversation he had with an owner who explained that “Negro labor was former the best
he could get,” but now, he complained, “the uplifter from other places has made the
Negro fell so sorry for himself that he has become unreliable and a poor laborer. My farm
has been mechanized almost completely.” Even though the actual picking of the cotton
was the last step to be mechanized, many other aspects had been through the 1920s and
30s. A labor surplus and mechanization became tools to continue to neglect the needs of
tenant farmers and their families.318
The struggles of the southern economy caused many poor farmers to look for
opportunities off of the farm. Across the South, but in the Carolinas especially, cotton
textile mills became a significant part of the economy, to the extent that one group of
historians argued that “textile mills built the New South.” The development of textile
mills depended on the transformation to commercial agriculture and the spread of
railroads in the South. Those mills also provided work for struggling farmers. The
volatility of farming, because of prices, weather, and pests, caused many marginal
farmers to look for something that could provide more stability. Mill work, despite its
318
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difficult and dangerous working conditions, provided that. As the historians of Like a
Family summarized, “From 1880 through the Great Depression, then, thousands of
farmers traded fields for factories or moved gingerly between the two.”319
Others left the South completely in search of jobs in northern factories. More than
500,000 black southerners left for the North between 1910 and 1920, mostly during
World War I. More than 600,000 white southerners left during the same period. That
number increased through the 1920s, especially for African American southerners. While
more than 700,000 whites left the South in the era between World War I and the onset of
the Great Depression, more than 900,000 black southerners left.320 Gavin Wright in his
economic history of the South argued that the low wages of southern farms and factories
provided little incentive to stay when northern factory owners offered decent wages. The
effects of that outmigration, according to Wright, “were felt in many parts of the South,
even where outmigration was small.”321
Rural Church Reformers’ Agricultural Vision
Rural church reformers had offered a vision for southern agricultural
communities. That vision involved farmers who owned their land and grew a wide array
of crops, both for use at home and for the market. Rural reformers contended that there
was no way that churches made up of farmers could thrive unless the farmers themselves
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did. So, through the agricultural depression of the 1920s and the Great Depression that
followed, denominational leaders sought ways to encourage farmers to change their
practices.
One farmer who embraced their vision was a Southern Baptist layman from
Darlington, Alabama named R.E. (Robert Eugene) Lambert. Lambert was a successful
farmer and active member who served as a deacon in his local church, an associational
delegate to the state convention, a trustee of the Baptist Foundation of Alabama, and a
trustee of Howard College (now Samford University). In 1924, L.L. Gwaltney, the editor
of the Alabama Baptist, the official organ of the Alabama Southern Baptist Convention,
approach Lambert about writing a running a series of articles that pertained to rural
issues. Lambert conceded in his first article that it might have “seemed a little out of
place to discuss farm matters in a denominational paper.” However, he defended the use
of the space for such concerns. He contended, like rural church reformers had, that
“Baptists [were] strongest in the country, and that their welfare must have an important
bearing on the ongoing of the Kingdom, not only in the country, but also in the city, and
the uttermost parts of the earth.”322
He concluded that based on Baptist strength in the South and prevalence in rural
areas, “It stands to reason that much depends on the condition of farmer members if the
great success in our world-wide undertakings as a denomination is to be realized.” So, he
urged, “Let us improve and beautify the farm and extend the Kingdom!” This particular
Baptist farmer, Lambert, had picked up on arguments similar to ones made by Victor
Masters, who had argued that even foreign missions depended on the success of the
322
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country church. “Is it not worthwhile,” Lambert asked, to “try to help the farmer to help
himself so that he may be able to do more for his family, his fellow man, and his God.”323
Lambert is an example of an Alabama farmer who had obviously embraced the
rural church movement argument regarding the connection between the condition of the
land and agriculture and the spiritual lives of rural people. Yet, Lambert’s success raises
questions of how easily other farmers could implement his recommendations. His
analysis and recommendations are important, then, because he serves as an example of
someone who had adopted the rhetoric, and perhaps the ideals, of rural church
reformers.324
But, his words also reveal the kind of farmers that southern rural church reformers
had in mind. While Lambert’s diagnoses of what ailed southern agriculture applied to
rich and poor farmer, owner, tenant, and sharecropper alike, his recommendations were
often limited in their practicality, especially for landless farmers. In addition, while
Lambert’s recommendations about planting erosion preventing crops and terracing land
were well and good in and of themselves, they reveal an unwillingness to engage with the
actual forces that were the most detrimental to southern land, the consequences of
exploitative labor arrangements.325
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Lambert saw the struggles of farmers through the early 1920s and reflected on the
social and religious impact of those struggles. He contended that “farmers, as a class,
have suffered more, perhaps than any other the past few years.” He argued that “A survey
of the conditions of farmers would cause anyone to wonder how farmers ever make ends
meet, educate their children, or pay their preacher, not to mention many other needs.” He
was right that many farmers were scraping by, at best.326
Lambert contended that the land bore the inscriptions of farmers’ struggles. Those
lands, Lambert explained, were “getting poorer and poorer by washing and leeching
every year.” Lambert described the process well. When the ground was first cleared, “the
accumulation of vegetable matter of centuries was in the soil” and as a result “it was a
comparatively easy job to produce good crops” despite weather conditions. However,
Lambert complained that when the land was fertile, farmers did not think long-term about
conserving its productivity. Due to their lack of foresight, farmers’ “rows were often run
down hill, washed, were allowed to deepen, and when there were too many gullies, a
‘new ground’ was cleared, and the old field abandoned. Obviously, this process could
only repeat itself so many times. Farmers who added fertilizer to their fields only
temporarily addressed the problem because erosion would take the fertilized soil away
too. But, this was not always simply a matter of foresight. With the pressures of a cash-
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crop economy, farmers, especially tenants, were limited in their opportunities to apply
sustainable practices to their routine.327
Lambert understood agriculture, and thus all of his solutions to the problems that
farmers faced, in religious language. For example, in order to prevent the erosion of soils,
Lambert made several recommendations. He encouraged planting winter crops,
suggesting oats, rye, legumes, wheat, clover, or vetch and recommended terracing fields
in order to limit erosion. Lambert argued that farmers could never support their “families
on poor, eroded soils with the use of bought fertilizers alone.” However, according to
Lambert, “God [had] given [them] a great variety of plants… to help [them] provide feed
and fertility,” and added that God “expected [them] to make a liberal use of them.” He
carried it even further by saying that “It is really a sin in the sight of God to allow the
soils that are entrusted to us for a little while to wash away when we can so easily protect
them.” The farmer who was delinquent in his duty, Lambert concluded, would eventually
“have to turn his job over to someone else.”328
Lambert also encouraged crop diversification for a number of reasons. He focused
on the effects that one-crop agriculture had on rural churches. He argued, specifically,
that diversification would give farmers more cash throughout the year in order to
contribute to local church and denominational programming. Some of them may have
lacked interest, but many, he argued, failed to contribute throughout the year to the
campaign because of an inability to pay. However, he expressed that he was sure that
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“every Baptist who is able to earn anything” would want to help orphans, old ministers,
Christian schools, and missions and having various ways of earning money throughout
the year would allow them to do that.329
Because of the degree to which such practices were related to one’s activity
before God, Lambert urged pastors and other leaders to make sure their people knew how
to leverage various crops to their own benefit. He said that “teachers and preachers can
do a wonderful service by preaching ‘the gospel of legumes,’ by precept and example.”
According to Lambert, among all of the problems that Baptists had, that of strengthening
of rural churches was “unquestionably the biggest one.” He echoed the argument of many
rural reformers who contended that the denominations as a whole depended on the stream
of preachers, missionaries, and laymen that rural churches produced.330
Lambert’s concept of the farmer as the “steward” of land was the primary way
that southern reformers communicated ideas about the need for improvements and
diligence in agricultural work. Kevin Lowe has pointed to the ideas of “the kingdom of
God,” “the social gospel,” “the holy earth,” and “the abundant life” in the Christian
agrarian movement of the same era.331 The “kingdom of God” theology drew off of the
end-times theology of postmillennialism, based on the premise that the church, the
reforming society, could establish the perfect rule of Jesus on earth. Lowe described the
notion of “the kingdom of God” as the effort to use “social reform as an attempt to create
[the] reign of Christ on earth.” Postmillennialism fell out of favor after World War I,
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which for mainline Protestants raised serious questions about humans’ ability to reform
society to kingdom of God proportions. Yet rural reformers continued to use kingdom of
God language to refer to their work in the countryside.332
While Southern reformers often decried certain expressions of the “social gospel,”
which they contended moved the focus dangerously away from spiritual concerns to
temporal ones, they certainly contended for the application of Christian principles to
society. In addition, southern reformers drew on versions of “the holy earth” and “the
abundant life” as they conceived of “stewardship.” Liberty Hyde Bailey offered the
quintessential elaboration on “the holy earth” theme. He contended that as God’s
creation, the land, plants, and animals were to be protected and nourished. Proponents of
the “abundant life” concept contended that if people took their responsibility to the earth
seriously that they would proper, spiritually and financially.333
Lambert’s recommendations reflected a theme among rural church reformers.
Reformers such as Masters and Jent encouraged farmers to follow all of the latest
recommendations offered by agricultural colleges and organizations. They encouraged
scientific and progressive farming in keeping with the latest techniques and applications.
However, it was precisely the development of industrialized and scientific agriculture that
eventually led to the virtual extinction of small family farms. Only farmers with capital
and stability could afford to implement the changes these reformers encouraged. Other
farmers could not afford to compete with their neighbors and either hobbled along
economically or sold out and moved to the cities or the North, a path which many
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southerners chose increasingly through the 1930s. Tenants and sharecroppers were even
less likely to move into ownership with the widespread adoption of tractors.334
Given the high rates of tenant farmers among Southern Baptists, Lambert’s advice
would have been impractical for many rural southerners, including his Southern Baptist
readership. First of all, tenants were often limited from growing other crops due to orders
from the landlord, but also because of their dependence on credit, which was virtually
unavailable unless one grew cash crops. Beyond that, tenants had little motivation or
incentive to try to maintain land that they did not own, and they had little assurance that
they would be able to remain on the land for very long. Diversification was practically
impossible due to the absences of markets. So, because even most landowning farmers
could not dictate the terms of the market, they were limited as to what they could produce
for profit. 335
Rural Southern Churches
In keeping with its rural character, the Deep South’s churches were predominately
rural. In Alabama, Mississippi, and South Carolina the largest denomination based on
membership was the National Baptist Church, the largest African American
denomination in the nation with more than 3 million members. In all three of those states,
the SBC had the second highest membership and the MECS had the third. In Georgia, the
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SBC had the highest membership, then the NBC, and then the MECS. The majority of
southern church-goers were members of one of those denominations. In Alabama, 70% of
church members belonged to one of those three denominations.336
In South Carolina and Georgia, about 85% of churches were in rural areas and in
Alabama and Mississippi that percentage was closer to 90%. Those states also had a
disproportionate number of churches. In the 1926 Census, the census takers ranked states
based on population and on the number of churches. Deep South states ranked
disproportionately high on the number of churches given their populations. For example,
while Alabama was only 16th of 49 states (including the District of Columbia) in
population in 1926, it had the 6th most, churches. Mississippi was 26th in population, but
11th in churches. Georgia was 11th in population but 3rd in churches, South Carolina was
24th in population but 16th in churches. However, more churches did not necessarily
mean more church members. Most states’ church memberships matched their population.
That means that Deep South church memberships were distributed across a
disproportionately high number of congregations.337
Across denominational lines the gap between the monetary value of rural and
urban church buildings was immense. The 1926 Census of Religious Bodies summarized,
“The average value of the city churches was nearly nine times that of the rural churches.”
That meant that urban church buildings “accounted for three-fourths of the total for the
entire United States” even though that only represented “about three-tenths of the total”
number of churches. The Census pointed out that differences were greater in certain
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denominations, and pointed out two southern denominations, the Methodist Episcopal
Church, South (MECS) and the Southern Baptist Convention (SBC), to illustrate. While
the average urban MECS church building appraised for $58,107 the average rural
structure was valued at only $4,556. For the SBC, urban church structures were worth
$55,257 and rural ones only worth $3,791.338
The SBC’s Sunday School Board’s director, E.P. Alldredge, conducted a survey
of rural churches in 1922. His figures compare closely with those of the 1926 survey. For
example, he found that rural SBC congregations averaged just under 100 members.
However, he did find that a significant minority of rural congregations had fewer than 50
members. In Alabama, 25% of rural congregations had fewer than 50 members. In
Mississippi, the percentage was less. About 20% of rural churches had fewer than 50
members. Thus, Alldredge’s findings regarding rural SBC churches in the Deep South
was comparable the situation of, for example, the MECS.339
So then, southern church-goers were widely distributed among a large number of
rural churches. Those rural churches were much smaller than their urban counterparts.
For example, both urban MECS and SBC averaged about 500 members, whereas rural
churches of the same denominations average about 100. Thus, the value of church
buildings often reflected the size of rural congregations, in addition to the financial status
of the majority of the members.340
Tenants were less likely to be connected to an established church. For example, in
the mid-1930s, while 59.5 percent of farm owners in the South belonged to a church, only
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33.5 percent of tenants did. It is possible, to be sure, that these tenants simply gathered in
churches that belied statistical accounting. Yet, whatever their connection to a church,
their apparent lack of church affiliation did not necessarily mean that they were not
religious people. In fact, many considered themselves to be “devotedly Christian.”341
In 1941, a rural sociologist from Clemson Agricultural College, Frank D.
Alexander, studied a southwestern Tennessee farming community. His inquiries into the
religious beliefs of the individuals in that community led him to the conclusions that their
beliefs about Christianity were only “vague” and “generalized.” But, there are several
questionable aspects of Alexanders’ analysis. First, the question he asked, by which he
determined the “vague, generalized nature of the people’s religious faith” was itself a
vague and generalized question. He asked, “Will you make a statement of what religion
means to you?” The question could be asking, “What does the word religion mean to
you?” or “What is the value of religion to you?” Alexander took the hesitation of many
respondents as “surprise” and having “no ready answers,” asking for time to “think it
over,” or being “frankly puzzled” as an indication of their lack of religious consideration.
Instead, it may have been confusion regarding the intent of the inquiry.342
In order to indicate the “significance of institutional religion” in the community,
he considered residents’ attendance at religious services. He determined that by asking
what percentage of all services they could possibly attend did they actually do so in a
given month. The difference was 10 percent for tenants and 20 percent for owners.
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Alexander contended that “owner families [were] not only more often church members,
but they also attend church more frequently.” However, tenant children attended
services, including a preaching service every Sunday, the “Young People’s Society,” and
“Sunday School,” with more frequency than owner’s children.343
Significantly, he found the many people within the community he studied
attended churches of various denominations in a given month. Because each church had
preaching on a different Sunday, Alexander explained that “the calendar [had] become a
fixed part of the community’s religious pattern.” Alexander wrote that the pattern of
services had become “well known by all faithful church attendants, a number of whom
[went] from church to church that they may hear a preacher each Sunday.” According to
Alexander, the effect of such movement served to “mitigate denominational differences.”
He explained that “even the preachers [felt] that they must be constrained in their
sectarian utterances lest they offend a regular attendant from another church.”344
Despite Alexander’s report that owners were more frequent attendees than tenants
to religious services, he found general agreement between owners and tenants on
religious questions. He asked true and false questions about beliefs and practices and
found that almost all owners and tenants answered in what Alexander called “a truly
fundamentalist fashion.” Alexander noted that owners and tenants also agreed
consistently that “failure to attend church without a reasonable excuse is… sinful” and
that “strict observance of the Sabbath [was] upheld by all.” So, while their associations
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with institutionalized religion varied to some degree, it appears that the religious beliefs
of tenants and The owners were quite similar.345
Alexander’s study raises important questions about reformers’ criticisms of poor
southerners’ religious views. Some southern reformers dismissed tenants and
sharecroppers as irreligious and unconcerned about spiritual matters. For example, John
W. Jent, a Southern Baptist professor commented in a lecture entitled “The Core of the
Country Church Problem” that renters, including tenants and sharecroppers, could not
“build efficient country churches if they desire to do so.” However, Jent continued, “They
hardly ever desire to do so.”346 To be sure, Alexander showed that tenants may have been
less likely to be associated with a particular denomination or established church.
However, for Jent that seemed to reflect upon the general religious life of the community.
He was not the only one to draw such conclusions. One seminary professor argued, “It
must be true that religious interest decreases as tenancy increases.”347 Alexander,
however, showed that tenants’ lack of attendance did not make them necessarily less
religiously minded than their middle-class or landowning counterparts.348
Certainly, many reformers contended that while tenants were not concerned about
churches, the reformers consistently sounded alarms regarding the development and
spread of religious movements who rejected the rural church movement’s “institutional”
vision for rural churches. Among these churches were pentecostal and holiness groups.
Although holiness and pentecostal traditions were in fact distinct from each other and
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often at odds, reformers generally grouped them together. Raper characterized holiness
and pentecostal churches as “highly emotional sects” and as “religions of ‘escape’.”349
When reformers spoke of emotional or escape sects or churches, they generally
meant holiness and pentecostal groups. The holiness movement flourished during the
nineteenth century and focused on personal salvation, baptism of the Holy Ghost, divine
healing, and the imminence of Jesus’ return. Pentecostalism grew out of the developed
into a movement at the turn of the twentieth century, and it emphasized the supernatural
expression of the presence of the Holy Spirit, most notably speaking in tongues. The
disagreements that developed sometimes turned into bitter debates. However, because
both holiness and pentecostal meetings were characterized by intense expression, outside
observers often grouped them together and labeled their expression as “emotionalism”
and the believers themselves as “Holy Rollers.”350
The presence of these kinds of churches frustrated rural church reformers.
Edmund deS Brunner, a Northern rural church reformer from the Church of the Brethren,
bemoaned the fact that in “poorer sections of the South,” and especially among transient
groups, “various sects stressing the eccentric and highly emotional have multiplied with
great rapidity.” He included “the Holy Rollers and various ‘isms’ and ‘ites’” among those
who were thriving where “older evangelical churches have failed to adequately minister
to the communities with well-rounded religious programs suited to the local needs.”351
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Not only were reformers concerned about the growth of these religious
movements, so were rural church members. In 1924 a concerned church member wrote a
letter to the editor of The Alabama Baptist pleading for help in solving some problems in
a rural church in Alabama. This member was concerned that even though the church had
established a Sunday school in 1911, in recent years it had “commenced going dead.”
This congregant believed that it was the fault of the church members and not the preacher
because the “preacher would preach a good sermon” and the church would not act on
what they had heard. This member explained that “The unsaved are just sitting watching
the church members and wondering why they do not help the preacher in the meeting if
they have religion.” This was a grave concern to this particular church member, because
“if the country churches don’t get help,” the letter explained, “it will not be long before
they will be dead and the Holiness people will get all the members.”352
Holiness and Pentecostal churches were spreading across the South, many of them
in rural areas. For example, the number of churches in the Church of God denomination
headquartered in Cleveland, Tennessee more than tripled between 1916 and 1926 and in
states like Alabama, Mississippi, and Georgia, those churches were overwhelmingly in
rural areas.353 Despite the characterizations of reformers and denominational leaders of
pentecostals as poor and marginal, the evidence, according to one historian of
pentecostalism, Grant Wacker, suggests that “the typical convert paralleled the
demographic and biographical profile of the typical American in most though not quite
all respects.” He continued, “Normal Americans they were in almost every respect.”354
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Reformers feared that growth threatened to the life of rural churches. Perhaps the
greatest concern among mainline leaders was the worship services of pentecostal groups.
First, pentecostals rejected the patterns and protocols of worship that characterized
mainline denominations. That rejection included the spontaneous and free-flowing nature
of the services and the time and place where worship might take place. Especially
concerning to mainline evangelical leaders was pentecostals unwillingness “to limit the
right to speak in worship to socially respectable white male adults.” Instead, “in the heat
of the revival traditional social barriers crumbled.” Grant Wacker offers the important
qualification that “the egalitarian ideal did not eradicate gender and racial distinctions
across the board.” However, “in the specific context of worship striking equality
prevailed.”355
Despite the protestations of mainline reformers, preachers, and members, the
holiness and pentecostal movements did, in fact, flourish. That growth reveals, to some
extent, the differences between what rural people wanted to gain from their religious
experiences in contrast to reformers’ vision for rural churches. Many historians have
argued that the appeal of pentecostalism lay in its transcendental offer to poor and
marginalized individuals, either by replacing worldly goods with spiritual experiences or
by providing a solace in the midst of social chaos. Grant Wacker has argued that
pentecostalism, particularly, thrived because of the movement’s “ability to hold two
seemingly incompatible impulses in productive tension.” He describes those impulses as
“the primitive” and the “pragmatic.” In other words, while the pentecostal movement
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offered individuals an opportunity to find “direct contact with the divine” it also managed
the more practical accepts of finances, leadership, and growth. As Wacker summarizes,
“For all of their declarations about living solely in the realm of the supernatural… they
nonetheless displayed a remarkable clear-eyed vision of the ways things worked here on
earth.”356 Good. Tie this back to their relevance for you.
Pentecostal and holiness believers were diligent in their conversion efforts.
Wacker described the “temperament” of first generation of pentecostals as one
characterized by piety, considering themselves as strangers on earth, certitude, based on
the assurance of Holy Spirit baptism, and absolutism, allowing for no gray areas in
matters of doctrine and practice. This temperament provided them with a powerful
impulse to convert. They worked to convert members of other Protestant denominations
and spoke of such conversions as “transitions from darkness to light.”357 In addition, the
notion that the return of Jesus was imminent provided another missionary impulse.
Individuals who converted to the holiness or pentecostal movement offered a
variety of explanations. Converts were drawn to the degree of commitment and piety that
characterized pentecostal believers. In addition, the expression of the Spirit offered
certainty that mainline evangelicalism could not. For many pentecostals, for example,
tongues speaking offered assurance of salvation. As Wacker explains, “Holy Spirit
baptism offered wondrous evidence that the Lord had saved, sanctified, and filled them
with His blessed Holy Spirit.” That fervor that was associated with tongue speaking
became a draw for many away from mainline traditions, and even holiness churches.
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They found in pentecostal expression an antidote for “dead religion” and “cold
formalism.”358
Rural church reformers from the Progressive era until World War II and beyond
argued that Holiness and Pentecostal churches flourished only in places of poverty
because of some spiritual degeneracy that was associated with poverty. One
Congregationalist pastor, Ellsworth Smith, a Northern transplant to Tennessee, spoke at a
1941 conference on the rural church in the South and asserted that “poor soil meant poor
people, and eroded soil makes for eroded souls.” He contended that in places where
“stripping off the time, poor agricultural practices, and overpopulation” had eroded the
soil and made it unproductive that “old sturdy Calvinism” had given way to “holly
rollerism.” Such religious expression was unacceptable to planters, but very popular
among poor whites. His conclusion was that “It is simply a fact that the wasting of wide
areas of land in what should be the garden of American has brought with it economic
poverty, cultural disintegration, and religious fanaticism.” Smith was right that such
versions of religious expression gained traction among impoverished people living on
marginal land. The connection between the two, however, was that Pentecostal and
Holiness churches and preachers explicitly reached out to those individuals, reflecting
their genuine belief in the equality of believers, regardless of class.359 Good.
To be sure, thinking similar to that of Ellsworth Smith has been picked up by even
modern observers of the relationship of religion to the land. The historian Mark Stoll has
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pointed to that “old sturdy Calvinism” and argued that it produced a great appreciation
and consideration for the land and was the progenitor of modern environmentalism. He
argued that Calvinism cultivated an environmental sensibility in its adherents that stuck
with environmental proponents even after they had left the doctrinal convictions behind.
However, a potent strain of Calvinism persisted, through Primitive Baptist churches, in
many of the places which Smith indicted as being the seedbed for Pentecostal and
Holiness movements, including southern Appalachia. The “old sturdy Calvinism” that
had thrived in Appalachia did not prevent the environmental degradation of those regions
in the first place. It does not appear that their “old sturdy Calvinism” gave them a
considerably greater ethic of agricultural stewardship.360
The Vision, Rejected
There was a significant disconnect between the ideal that rural church reformers
had for country congregations and the reality on the ground. That is, the
recommendations that reformers like Jent, Alldredge, and Victor Masters made for rural
congregations were very often untenable given the poverty of their membership. While
the southern rural church movement did not push reforms like church union across
denominational lines or developing expansive social programming, the reforms they did
push were still difficult to implement.
It is not that reformers were unaware of rural poverty. For example, in 1923 E.P.
Alldredge published a survey of 100 successful country churches. In those successful
churches, the ration of landowners to tenants was nearly 2 to 1. But, even Alldredge
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noted that in Alabama, for example, that the tenancy rate was much higher, 60.2 percent.
In Mississippi it was 66.1 percent and in Georgia it was 65.6 percent. If a church had to
have a high proportion of landowners in order to be successful, perhaps the reformers’
definition of success was problematic. The standards to which reformers held rural
churches reflected a sense that they had more resources than they did in reality.361
Comparing the contributions to churches reveals the depths of rural poverty
among churches in the Deep South, particularly in contrast to their northern counterparts.
Arthur Raper reported on church contributions, per capita in Sharecroppers All, as one
example of rural poverty. In the United States in 1938, the average annual individual(?)
contribution was $13.47. In comparison, the average members of the MECS church
contributed $9.96 and Southern Baptists only $7.02 to their churches. In the North, the
Methodist Episcopal Church and the Northern Baptists contributed an average of $16.09
and $11.95, respectively. Southern churches were quite limited in their ability to
implement reforms that required large budgets.362
However, rather than adapting their reforms to take into account rural poverty,
rural reformers often ignored those who were the poorest in their reforms and simply
reiterated the importance of having full-time ministers and well-kept buildings. Rural
church leaders encouraged reforms that churches made up of middle-class individuals
should have been able to implement. However, in many cases, churches with middling or
even well-to-do members had long supported full-time ministers and built sufficient
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meeting places. When rural church reformers attempted to apply those standards to rural
churches across the South, they proved impractical.
However, admitting that southern churches could not simply change a few
practices and solve their problems would have revealed something much more serious
underlying rural church and community problems. But, constrained by their context and
their positions of privilege, the rural reformers did not address the social and economic
disparities that characterized much of southern life. Instead they focused on what turned
out to be superficial and impractical adjustments and blamed the poor for their poverty.
Historian Natalie Ring, for example, has noted, the southern promoters had a complicated
relationship with the cotton economy. While the cotton trade served as the greatest
evidence of southern contribution to the nation, it also created widespread poverty. In
addition, Jim Giesen has argued that southern leaders looked for superficial scape-goats,
like the boll weevil, to avoid addressing deeper issues with southern agriculture and
society. The rural church reformers’ failure to reckon with rural poverty while demanding
unattainable reform is another example of the southern establishments’ refusal, and their
inability, to address deeper issues in the social and economic order, focusing instead on
symptomatic issues.363
One reform that southern rural church leaders consistently recommended was the
call for full-time pastors. A full-time rural pastor would ensure weekly, rather than oncea-month, meetings. Through full-time pastors, denominational leaders aimed to involve
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rural churches who had neglected denominational causes in the past and “enlist” them in
larger programs. Denominational leaders recognized the fact that many rural churches
were not connected to denominations even when they used denominational labels.364
John Hayes highlighted the distance between rural congregants and
denominational structures by citing the SBC survey of rural churches. Of the 22,000
rural churches that were nominally associated with the SBC, “only 12.5 percent sent
delegates to state convention meetings, and only 6.3 percent sent them to the annual SBC
meeting.” Denominational leaders recognized that most rural pastors, 75.9 percent, had
no seminary training. In addition, Hayes noted, “90 percent of rural church members had
never seen a denominational periodical.” Attempts at institutional reform, including
installing full-time, seminary educated pastors and consolidation churches, were efforts
on the part of denominations to reduce that distance. For Baptists, especially, their lack of
institutional authority meant that pastors had the most significant role to play in enlisting
rural churches into denominational programs.365
The recommendation to hire a full-time minister, though presented as a simple fix,
was often unreasonable for rural churches that were small and often supported by tenant
farmers’ small incomes, especially when those tenant farmers depended on credit for
basic necessities like food and fertilizer.366 Southern Baptist pastors were poorly paid in
comparison with other denominations. Rural Baptist churches paid their pastors an
average of $344 per year. That average included multiple churches paying a single
minister and full-time ministers serving single congregation. That was less than half of
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what Methodists paid their preachers and far less than $857 annual salary Presbyterians
paid theirs. To be sure, Methodists and Presbyterians were more centralized and could
supplement rural pastors’ salaries from denominational coffers. However, when Southern
Baptist rural church reformers, in particular, insisted on local congregations supporting
full-time ministers, they did not adequately consider rural poverty and the lack of
denominational support for rural ministers.367
As the economy worsened through the Depression, especially, the support that
churches could offer diminished. William Ainsworth Tyson drew off of the conference
records for the Methodist Episcopal Church, South for pastors’ salary through the 1930s
and found that not only did churches promise less salary to pastors, but they often
defaulted on what they had promised. In 1932 the churches within the North Mississippi
conference promised to pay their pastors a total of $58,862 less than they had promised in
1931. Tyson commented that it appears this was an effort by churches to recalibrate their
commitment with their financial strain. However, it was not enough, because even then
they fell short on pastors’ pay by $45,582. By 1934, pastors’ salaries began to level off.
All of this indicates that telling churches that they needed full-time ministers was often an
impractical recommendation. However, the refrain of “full-time ministers” was consistent
from reformers despite the clear limits to congregations abilities to comply.368
In addition, many rural church people did not find that lack of a full-time preacher
limited their ability to gather for worship. Churches met even when there was no
preacher. Members led hymns, prayers, and read Bible passages. Because denominational
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affiliations were less significant to rural congregants, many had no qualms about
assembling at whatever church had a minister passing through in a given week, despite
denominational affiliation. The churches of poor southerners, white or black, did not
depend on the standards of institutionalized religion that reformers and denominational
leaders emphasized. They could do without buildings and preachers.369
Perhaps that precisely what was so concerning to denominational leaders,
especially. If rural church members did not consider their denominational allegiance too
highly, then certainly they would not be moved to hold strictly to standards of
denominational doctrine or contribute to denominational causes. When there was no rural
pastor present women often served in leading roles. In such circumstances, rural
congregations ignored the hierarchies that regulated the reformers’ visions for what
assemblies should have been. For the reformers, imposing white, male, middle-class
authority on congregations was a necessary first step in molding these churches in the
image of middle-class standards. The reformers thought that their vision could be
imposed most effectively through a full-time pastor.370
Reformers, recognizing the limitations of small rural churches to fulfill their
vision for the church’s function within rural communities, often encouraged
consolidation—though rarely across the denominational lines that they so carefully
protected even when adherents did not. While southern rural church reformers did not
recommend church union across denominational lines, they did recommend intradenominational consolidation. E.P. Alldredge, the leading rural church voice among
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Southern Baptists in the 1920s, recommended church consolidation among churches “of
like faith” arguing that only the consolidation of these smaller churches could “save these
little rural churches and enable them to save the cause of Christ in their communities.”371
Rural churches did not take that approach, for reasons perhaps more complicated
than the simple stubbornness that reformers decried. Rural church reformers argued that
small rural churches should combine with others in order to form larger congregations
that could, first and foremost, support a full-time preacher and also build adequate
facilities. This was another recommendation that was, by and large, rejected by rural
congregations. As Wayne Flynt has written, “rural church members… considered rural
reformers outsiders who understood little about country life.” Specifically, Flynt
explained, “They did not share reformers’ beliefs about consolidation of churches.” In
fact, Flynt contended that rural churchgoers “were fiercely loyal to small, local
congregations which afforded them a strong sense of community.”372
The authors of a Virginia Polytechnic Institute extension bulletin recognized that
“the investment in equipment of long established churches, denominational ego and
competition, the sentiment felt for the old church by the cemetery where the forefathers
are buried” were “some of the almost insuperable obstacles in the path of re-location and
consolidation of rural churches.” Churches in village centers, the authors of the bulletin
argued, had not taken it upon themselves to reach out to churches in “their tributary
territory.” In order to motivate churches to consolidate, the authors of the bulletin
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recommended denominations withhold funds from “churches that refuse[d] to be merged
in cases (where merging [was] desirable.)”373
By the start of World War II, reformers recognized the failure of church
consolidation reforms in the South. Harold Hoffsommer, a rural sociologist from
Louisiana State University, surveyed Covington County, Mississippi, a rural county in
which the rural churches vastly outnumber the congregations in the town center, despite
the fact that almost every other institution, including schools, businesses, and post
offices, had consolidated in the town center. Of the 76 churches in Covington County, 58
were in the “open country.” Hoffsommer’s findings indicate that people were intentional
about the maintenance of community churches. Even with the geography changing
around them and more of their lives gravitating toward town centers, they maintained
small, rural, community churches. This was the case despite what reformers contended
were inherent and apparent problems and inefficiencies.374
Several factors may explain why rural congregations endured. Some individuals
who actually moved to cities and towns maintained their membership in the rural church
in the community form which they from which they had moved, thinking of their stay in
the city as a temporary condition. When Frank D. Alexander surveyed one white farming
community in southwest Tennessee, he noted that nearly a third of rural church members
lived outside the community where the church building was located which meant they
were coming back to rural communities in order to attend church services. Alexander
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noted that a larger number of tenants had their memberships in churches outside the
communities where they lived. He concluded, that such statistics were “probably related
to the greater mobility of tenant families.”375
One sociologist argued that “folk associated church membership with rootedness”
and that while rural people moved to towns and cities for work in mills or, in the early
1940s, work in defense plants, they “thought of themselves as sojourners away from
home” and likely “expected to move again in the future.” Often, family connections
pulled new migrants to the city back to rural churches on Sundays. Other factors might
explain why they returned to their rural churches as well. Some mill-town churches, for
instance, promoted a message in support ownership’s point of view. So, workers chose
to attend services in rural churches nearby, but outside of the village. Perhaps Sundays
provided an opportunity to “escape their employers’ scrutiny and share their pews with
men and women who understood their values and concerns.”376
Other factors may explain the persistence of rural churches as well. The social life
that surrounded religious gatherings meant that church provided not only “respite from
work” and “spiritual solace” but also “fellowship,” an opportunity to meet with people
from the community and to socialize. While church consolidation may have created
larger, more efficient congregations, perhaps rural people did not want to exchange their
close social relationships in rural churches for memberships in large centralized
congregations.377 The historian Milton Sernett pointed out this tension in his work on the
Great Migration. When rural southerners moved into urban congregations, it created
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tension between the established members who wanted “to foster order and decorum
during worship” and the newcomers who were “accustomed to ritual informality and the
intimacy of folk churches in the South.” Sernett’s analysis indicates one of the many
reasons rural people might choose to be a part of a small rural church— familiarity with
worship practices and style.378 Of course, however, some rural churches did cease to
exist. Fifty rural Baptist churches disbanded in 1926 due to their members moving to
work in textile mills.379
However, the focus on the creation of larger congregations was a recommendation
that belied the actual circumstances of many rural believers. With mobile populations,
individuals left and joined churches constantly. Consolidation was impractical given that
only perhaps a couple of growing seasons stood interrupted a given farming families’
moves. It was not that rural residents did not assemble with churches. They did. They
simply did not meet in structures designated as “Baptist” or “Methodist” or
“Presbyterian” church. Sometimes they met in make-shift structures, private homes, or
other facilities that were adequate for their gathering.380
While it might not have fit denominational leaders’ conception of appropriate
piety, order, or decorum, such gatherings served other important purposes. They provided
opportunities to gather and worship in ways that allowed them to feel close to the divine
and develop relationships despite the lack of institutional support. As in the case of the
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tenant families in Hale County, Alabama, sometimes the gatherings were too small and
informal to even be considered a church, yet they engaged in reading Scripture, singing,
and spiritual fellowship regularly. Gatherings like that happened across the South.381
One rural church program that met some measure of success came to be known as
“God’s Acres” programs. The idea behind the program was for farmers to dedicate one
acre of their crop as “the Lord’s” and give the proceeds from the sale of the crop that acre
produced to the church. In the 1930s a popular version of the program from Western
North Carolina gained enough momentum to create a cohesive movement known as the
“Lord’s Acre,” but churches in the South had been implementing the program since the
early 1920s.
In 1923, the pastor of the Baptist Church in Bluffton, Georgia, H.M. Melton,
convinced seven men to sign an agreement “to plant, cultivate and harvest one acre from
[their] farm” and to “turn the proceeds of said acre in to a committee appointed by the
church.” By September of 1924, Time magazine reported that the Lord’s Acre had
“become an institution in the South.” According to Time’s report, in 1924, 100 churches
in Georgia had dedicated a total of 500 acres. The appeal for churches, according to the
report, was that “the institution of the Lord’s acre stabilizes church finances.”382
Throughout the 1920s, rural church leaders in the South recommended that churches with
large numbers of farmers consider adopting various versions of the plan.383
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In 1925, for example, the secretary-treasurer of The Alabama Baptist Convention,
D.F. Green, reported that he had mailed a tract on “God’s Acres” to every pastor in the
state. Evidently, this particular tract suggested that the money be dedicated to helping the
country pastor. Within a week, he explained, he was already receiving requests for more
of the tracts. One pastor reported that twelve farmers in his church each agreed to “plant
an acre each of cotton, cultivate it and market it for the Lord this year.” In an especially
telling statement, the secretary-treasurer wrote that several Alabama pastors wrote back
and said that “this [was] the first plan they have seen that held out any hope for the
country pastor.” In 1924, the Salem-Troy Association of Alabama had planted about forty
acres and for the first time some country churches sent in mission money on the program.
Those country churches were “so enthusiastic,” according to the moderator of the
Association, L.L. Gellersted, “that already they [had] promises for about fifty acres to be
planted this year, and they [were] just now beginning to work to get more.” The writer of
the article contended “If our leaders will work the plan, I believe we can get at least a
thousand acres planted this year for the Lord.” Doing so, he wrote, “would help to untie
many country pastors’ hands and give them a chance to lead their people.”384
Green evidently anticipated some pushback regarding the role of this program. He
wrote, “I know that God’s plan of financing His kingdom is through tithes and offerings.”
However, he explained “some of our farmers tell me they do not know how to tithe. I
believe they are telling the truth.” On the other hand, he contended, “They do know how
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to plant, cultivate, harvest, and market an acre of ground for the Lord, turning the
proceeds over to the church.” Some farmers, he reported, who were “running more than
one plow” were doing even more than one acre. He argued that this was the right thing to
do. He urged, “Every farmer who has one plow could afford to put in one acre for the
Lord, and if they have more than one plow, put in one acre for each plow.”385
A professor at Southern Seminary in Louisville, W.A. Goff, who had been a rural
pastor in Alabama, called upon farmers in Alabama to join together and plant cotton, or
any money crop, to contribute to the 75 Million Campaign. Goff had seen a picture of a
12-acre cotton field in Ringold, Georgia which the members of the Ebenezer church had
planted for just that purpose. He said that the picture showed “what our great host of
farming Baptists can do, or how easily the Kingdom interests can be financed when we
have a mind to do so.” While he argued that many churches were slacking on their
tithing, Goff believed that this was the “next best, immediate method.” He said that he
was sure that “there is not a farming community in Alabama that could not plant at least
ten acres for God.” He suggested that ten acres be the minimum and that churches
increase it based on the number of families in the church. He explained that he preferred
each family to plant one acre, but understood that “perhaps by all going together there
would be greater inspiration.”386 His statement, however, reflects a failure to wrestle with
the large numbers of tenants in rural churches who would be unable to implement these
sorts of plans. Their implementation showed that these plans worked well in some places,
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especially in congregations where there were landowners, but there were certainly limits
given the lack of control that tenants and sharecroppers had over their land.387
The contributions and tithes of poor landowning farmers, tenants, and
sharecroppers may not have satisfied the standards of denominational leaders. But,
churches that rural southerners established and maintained served the purpose that rural
worshippers had without those standards. Tenants and sharecroppers still assembled and
worshipped. But, they were less connected to denominational structures and thus less
concerned about denominational causes. Churches comprised of landless farmers had less
money to be able to contribute, so that they adapted a church model that would allow
them to function without them. Without buildings or full-time ministers, they needed
fewer tithes. Even rural reformers recognized that many congregations carried on without
church buildings, though they bemoaned the practice. Among Southern Baptists, E.P.
Alldredge’s 1923 survey indicated, nearly one-fifth of Alabama congregations and nearly
one-third of Mississippi congregations had no building in which to meet.388
To be sure, some rural observers contended that poor whites simply did not go to
church because of their poverty. Arthur Raper, for example, commented that few white
rural church-goers wore overalls. He wrote that those who did not have “‘Sunday
clothes’, a little money for the collection plate, and the ability to entertain the preacher at
a meal now and then,” simply did not feel comfortable at churches and, thus, did not go.
He argued that the “rural white church reflects the status of the landowner.”389
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Raper’s characterizations, however, do not comport with their criticisms of rural
churches. For example, John Jent argued that “tenantry and absentee landlordism
[worked] havoc in country churches.” When landlords moved to town they were
“unconcerned about a good church for his tenants” including a lack of concern about “a
resident minister” or a “modern meeting house.” But if, in fact, the rural white church
reflected the status of the landowner, as Raper argued, then rural church reformers’
castigations of the poor conditions of rural churches makes little sense. Instead, it appears
that rural reformers bemoaned conditions of rural churches, including their dilapidated
buildings, lack of resident ministers, and limited programming, which reflected rural
poverty, while at the same time contending that the poorest among rural southerners were
not even religious or that they did not attend church.390
These criticisms reveal that the type of churches that denominational reformers
were primarily concerned about were those supported by landowners and middle-class
congregants. Those were the type of churches that could implement the kinds of reforms
that they recommended—and even then, many chose not to do so. Often, reformers were
unwilling to even consider the plight of landless farmers. For example, one of Jent’s
books on rural churches, entitled Rural Church Problems, makes no mention of tenantry.
Rural church reformers recognized the presence of landless farmers, but proposed
reforms that were impractical for them and held them to the same standard as rural
churches which were in a better economic situation.
Raper further asserted that both the conditions of whites’ rural church buildings
and the quality of the preaching they heard reflected middle-class sensibilities. He wrote,
390
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“The rural white church, though small, is painted; the pews are usually varnished; the
aisles are carpeted; the man in the pulpit uses seminary language.” However, the two
things that E.P. Alldredge, for example, decried the most in his comments regarding the
survey of rural Southern Baptist churches was the condition of their buildings and the
education of their preachers. In Alldredge’s 1923 survey of Southern Baptist churches he
reported, for instance, that the vast majority, 84.5%, of the churches that did have
meeting places were described as “old-time one-room church houses.” Nearly half of
rural churches were in urgent need of repairs.391
In addition to the perception of rural churches as dilapidated, many
denominational reformers had a perception that rural people did not see the impact of the
church on “secular” affairs. Sometimes pentecostal believers were dismissed as
“otherworldly” or escaptist, but Jent’s words indicate that reformers characterized rural
congregants of all denominations in this way. He contended that “the average country
Baptist differentiates the work of his church as sacred from the affairs of his community
as secular.” He argued that rural people were certainly concerned about “better health, the
social life of young people, good roads, scientific agriculture, a consolidated school,
modern conveniences and cohorts in his home.” However, Jent contended that “it never
enters his head that his church has anything to do with these.” Jent criticized the rural
churchgoers’ religion as “a segmented section of his life” and “otherworldly.” As an
example, Jent posited that if a rural pastor “suggested that the program of the church be
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expanded,” specifically in “the social life of its constituency or the promotion of
scientific agriculture” it would be “opposed as rank heresy or an impractical fad.”392
However, it was not that rural churchgoers did not believe their religion had any
bearing on the rest of their lives. In fact, their beliefs often shaped the ways that they live,
worked, and engaged in the political process. Instead, many rural church-goers simply
rejected direct church involvement in those issues as a distraction from their core
purpose, salvation. One Southern Baptist pastor from rural Alabama expressed his
concern about denominational priorities in this regard. He noticed that the
denominations’ budget allowed “ten dollars for education to every one dollar for
evangelization.” His question illustrated his disappointment in that misallocation. He
asked, “Is it that this ignorant world needs education or is this a lost world that needs
saving?” He anticipated that his readers would agree on the latter.393
In addition, many church-goers explained their lives in terms of religion. They
might not have thought it was the churches responsibility, for example, to host a lecture
on the crop rest control, but it was not because they did not think the two had any
connection. One woman, for example, explained the boll weevil in terms of God’s
judgment. Because some of her neighbors were neglecting the church, she suggested,
“The Lord means to cut ‘em down with the boll weevil or somethin’.”394
But, as many historians have shown, seemingly heaven-focused beliefs had real
world implications. Matthew Sutton has highlighted one example of this reality is the
tremendous impact that premillennialist views of the destruction of the each at the end of
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Jesus’ millennial kingdom had and continues to have on evangelical’s engagement in
politics and society. Jarod Roll has illustrated that pentecostal ideas, including the belief
that the Holy Spirit could speak through any member and that Jesus’ return was
imminent, combined with a producerist notion rooted in Jeffersonian ideals, motivated
sharecroppers and tenants to mobilize in an effort to improve their earthly conditions.395
The most recent and forceful critique of the “other-worldly” castigation of poor
folk’s religion is John Hayes Hard, Hard Religion in which he “directly challenges such
characterizations.” He cited the theologian Howard Thurman, who in his 1949 work Jesus
and the Disinherited contended that Christianity “was not about otherworldly
compensation for people experiencing a this-worldly lack.” Instead, Hayes summarized
“it was about liberation out of the cycles of fear, deception, and hatred that threatened to
engulf the inner lives of the poor—liberation into a full humanity in this world.”396
John Hayes has illustrated, poor southerners developed specific narratives about
life and death, conversion, worship, and ethics that fit the context of their poverty and
hardship. He argued that poor southerners’ religious beliefs, teachings, and ceremonies
reflected “what it meant to be Christian in a hard world of toil and limit” and reflected “a
distinct Christianity that articulated the sufferings and longings, the hopes, and
frustrations of impoverished people.”397 For example, Hayes examines folk songs about
death in contrast to those sung by the “ascendant evangelicalism.” Rather than focusing
on life after death, Hayes summarizes, they focused on death itself, which, by frightening
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the hearts, rather than comforting them with a promise of life after death, drove them to
“a profound and abiding appreciation of life.” They had to do this, Hayes argues because
the ascendant evangelicalism of the New South indicated that poor peoples’ lives did not
matter. So then, the focus on death, and “its destruction of life,” Hayes concludes
“exaggerated the value of life, of this life in this world.” What this illustrates is that there
was a profound distance between dominant and folk ways of spirituality. That created a
disconnect between the ascendant evangelical culture’s perception of poor southerner’s
spirituality and its reality.398
Rural citizens in the Deep South rejected the proposals of rural church reformers.
Rural churches continued to meet as small congregations with preaching once a month.
Many of those churches were less defined by their building, preacher, structure, or
denominational affiliation than they were by the sense of community they shared. Rural
churches did not depend on the “institutionalized” forms of practice and organization
which rural leaders promoted. They did not see their lack of them as a problem. As a
result, the rural church movement failed to engage with the actual experiences and desires
of those it was ostensibly trying to help.
Southern rural church leaders were slow to adapt. Even as circumstances
worsened through the Depression, rural church reformers from the major southern
denominations maintained their vision and recommendations. While the federal
government instituted new programs to provide stability to the economy, including
agricultural markets, rural church leaders proved unwilling to adapt their message. But,
that did not apply to all concerned about the rural South. The conservatism of the
398
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southern rural church movement and its leaders opened the door for alternative visions
for the rural South.
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“TRITE AND THREADBARE”: THE SOUTHERN RURAL CHURCH MOVEMENT
IN THE GREAT DEPRESSION, 1928-1941
In 1942, more than three decades after Roosevelt’s Country Life Commission and
25 years after Victor I. Masters began sounding the alarm for reform in southern rural
churches, the Southern Baptist domestic missions paper, Home Mission, featured an
article by W.H. Faust entitled, “Religion in the Country: Baptists’ No. 1 Problem.” Due
to a variety of factors, including the “boll weevil, agricultural and economic conditions,”
Faust lamented rural church growth had stagnated. Faust’s’ position was that despite
improvements in rural infrastructure, including mail, roads, and electricity, and recent
improvements in social, intellectual, and financial conditions, rural churches were
reporting losses in members. In the years between the Country Life Commission’s 1909
report and the start of World War II, Faust could point to very little progress in rural
churches.
In addition to the agricultural and economic factors, Faust argued that the primary
reason rural churches struggled was their “inability to secure an efficient and highly
trained rural minister,” echoing years of rural church critique. Pastors who did serve rural
churches were “absentee,” and were unable to do “vital and necessary pastoral work.”
The members themselves had failed “to tithe” and had demonstrated “total
irresponsibility in the matter of stewardship.” Finally, absentee landlords proved
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detrimental to rural church conditions because, according to Faust, they lived far away
and rented their land to “tenants who are continually on the move,” again echoing the
well-worn criticism of tenants as undependable as church members. 399
In the decade before Faust’s article, rural church reformers, including Southern
Baptists like E.P. Alldredge and J.W. Jent, Southern Presbyterians like Henry
McLaughlin, and others, continued to write and lecture about the problems of rural
churches and their solutions. The problems of country churches were a constant subject at
denominational conventions. However, according to Faust’s analysis of the rural church,
those efforts had fallen short of revitalizing rural churches. Instead, Faust argued, the
agricultural and economic crises of the 1930s and the failure of rural church members
dictated the present conditions of rural churches more than the work of rural church
leaders.
This chapter focuses on the southern rural church movement from the start of the
Depression until the beginning of World War II. Rural church leaders were active
throughout the Depression era. They continued to publish regarding the rural church and
to enlist the aid of southern institutions, like land-grant universities in reforming the rural
church. However, as agricultural and economic conditions worsened throughout the
1930s rural church reformers from the major southern denominations failed to
substantively adjust their recommendations and reform priorities.
That failure to adjust, this chapter argues, grew out of the unwillingness of the
leaders of southern denominations to engage with the fundamental social and economic
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forces, which they supported and defended. Their primary concern was the survival and
strength of their particular denomination. Their primary fear was the depletion of their
constituency due to the failure of rural churches. Their reforms were all characterized by
fundamentally denominational concerns and not in concern for the well-being of rural
people except to the extent to which they could benefit denominational causes. This is
apparent in their unwillingness to do anything more than point out the problems which
were symptomatic of Jim Crow and the cotton cash-crop economy.
The southern denominations were also unwilling to coordinate across
denominational boundaries in order to address those problems. That failure to create
institutional support structures which could carry the weight of reform in the South meant
that the southern denominations’ efforts would be constrained. Within the Southern
Baptist denomination, especially, there was no institutional framework which would
allow reformers to build on previous work. The Presbyterian Church (U.S.) did establish
a temporary committee for country church issues, but it merged with other
denominational committees during the Depression. None of the denominations
coordinated together in order to address rural issues. These two factors combined, the
symptomatic treatment of the South’s social and economic structures and the failure to
create institutional structures which could further the southern rural church movement’s
conception of both the problems and the solutions to rural issues, led to the movements’
impotence.
Yet, southern rural church leaders from the prominent southern denominations did
not have a monopoly on rural religious concern. Other, more radical voices appeared in
the 1930s to offer a new path forward for rural churches and their communities. Howard
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Kester, Claude Williams, Owen Whitfield, and other radicals had ties to the rural church
movement, but moved beyond it. These radicals focused more on the marginalized
communities in southern society and they sought more comprehensive solutions to the
problems they diagnosed.
By the end of the Depression era, northern mainline groups, including the Federal
Council of Churches and the Home Missions Council, had also traveled to the Deep
South to address issues that southern denominations had failed to engage. The northern
movement differed from the southern movement in its institutional structures and
support. The FCC and HMC had specific rural church departments that had been in
operation since the early 1910s. While the northern movement shared some fundamental
assumptions with southern denominational leaders, they were more attuned to structural
inequalities. Their reforms thus attempted to address the problems that southern people
faced, like poverty, disease, and marginalization, through direct engagement rather than
detached recommendations for congregational reform.
Southern Rural Church Voices
In 1929, on the eve of Depression, editors of home missions papers, pastors, and
denominational officials continued calls for reform in rural churches. The editor of the
Southern Baptist mission’s paper Home and Foreign Fields, G.S. Dobbins, contended
that at the close of the 1920s religious life in the country-side was “decadent,” declining
as rural churches withered away. However, the way in which Dobbins wrote of the need
for reform in rural churches appears to have ignored the previous two decades of rural
church work. He wrote, “Our country churches have hitherto been our religious
bulwarks.” That same type of romanticized memory of rural churches of by-gone eras
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had also characterized the writings of Victor Masters before World War I. But, rural
church literature in the years prior to 1929 characterized those churches as anything but
“religious bulwarks.” Dobbins argued, that in the midst of rapid industrial and economic
change, one-room churches with once-a-month meetings were out of step with the
progress around them. “Country young people,” Dobbins bemoaned, could “no longer be
held by a church life that is a half-century behind the progress they(?) see in other
directions.”400
Dobbins had plans for reforming rural churches, but he too made no mention of
the years of work already done. “The facts must be gathered, analyzed, and studied,” he
wrote, as if rural workers like E.P. Alldredge and Edmund des Brunner, and Progressive
era reformers before them, had not done that work before him. He continued “Better
methods must be advised and these slow-moving country churches induced to adopt
them.” Writers like J.W. Jent would have perhaps been interested in how one could
“induce” “slow-moving country churches” to adopt “better methods.” Though he served
as the editor for the organ of the Southern Baptist Convention’s Home Missions Board,
Dobbins’ analysis of the rural church situation seemed disconnected from the work that
his predecessors had done. While Dobbins did not indicate any awareness of earlier
efforts, if he did his own recommendations do not offer any evidence that he learned from
them. However, he did not offer any such program. 401
Dobbins’ apparent unfamiliarity with the rural church work already accomplished
within his own denomination raises questions about Southern Baptist approaches to rural
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church reform. Because they lacked specific programming for rural reform, Southern
Baptists had no formal structure in place to allow new rural church reformers to pick up
where previous reformers had left off, or to learn from their mistakes. There was, in
short, no institutional memory. Without a rural church department within the
denomination, there was no consistent approach to reform. The movement, such as it
was, depended on individual voices, often disconnected from predecessors or other rural
reformers.
A March, 1930 special issue of Home and Foreign Fields highlights both the
disconnect with recent rural church analysis and the vague and well-worn nature of rural
church proposals. Like Dobbin, GG. Hedgepeth, a pastor from Macon, Georgia,
maintained an idealistic conception of the rural church. He wrote that “until recently”
rural churches had been “intensely evangelistic” and “sympathetic and co-operant” with
state and regional denominational agencies. He too, however, agreed that “the rural
church seems to be on the decline.” He wrote of churches that were going from meeting
every week to meeting twice per month. Other churches that were only meeting once per
month had discontinued their services “for the time being.” 402
In addition to idealizing the rural church, while decrying contemporary crisis,
those who contributed to the issue on the rural church offered only vague answers.
Hedgepeth, the pastor from Macon argued that the answer was “prayer” and “pastors.” 403
Other commentators offered even less specific suggestions. John D. Mell, a pastor from
Athens, Georgia said that the remedy was to “Let all our leaders put their hearts in the
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problem of the country church.” Too many, he said, just wrote and talked about it. In
addition, he said, “Let these leaders put their heads into the problem, also.” However, by
way of specific recommendations, he only encouraged denominational leaders to enlist
prominent businessmen in rural associations to call attention to the crisis. Perhaps Mell
revealed his dismay when he concluded, “I would love more than I can tell to help solve
this problem if I could.”404
The most specific plans for reforming rural churches came from the prolific
Southern Baptist writer John W. Jent. In1930, Jent was president of Southwest Baptist
College in Bolivar, Missouri. Despite his rural context, Jent repeated the idealistic
suggestions of previous rural church reformers with no real path for implementation. He
criticized rural churches for being unwilling to move locations, recommended that they
get a large membership by consolidation, and get a “real pastor,” not a “non-resident,
fourth-time, short-term minister.”405
Rural church reformers continued to bemoan the same things about rural
churches, but offered little clear instruction about how to correct them. J.T. Henderson,
the Secretary of the Baptist Brotherhood of the South, a laypersons’ organization focused
on missionary work and evangelism to men and boys (?), chided rural churches for the
fact that “many of them have preaching only once a month and usually by a non-resident
pastor (emphasis in the original).” Other churches were “pastorless for much of the time.”
He presumed that the majority of the 1.5 million Southern Baptists who contributed
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nothing to home missions were in these churches. He explained, “Most of these people
are genuine disciples, but they have not received that instruction and nurture that are
conducive to loyal and generous support of world-wide missions.” For Henderson, the
problem was that rural churches had not been effectively enlisted into denominational
programs.406
Henderson praised rural pastors. Despite the fact that they had little opportunity
for training, Henderson assured his readers that “they love the Lord, have a passion to
serve, and most of them are well grounded in the fundamental doctrines of God’s word.”
The problem, he insisted, was pastors’ meager incomes. Their salaries depended on rural
congregations which Henderson said, “contribute little or nothing to the kingdom at
large.” However, Henderson qualified his disappointment saying, “For the present let us
withhold our criticism. These churches and pastors are entitled to sympathetic
encouragement and help.”407
Some rural church reformers among Southern Baptists continued to encourage
consolidation within denominational lines. In 1931 Jeff D. Ray, a professor from
Southwestern Seminary in Fort Worth, Texas, suggested “two or three or more little weak
churches of the same denomination come together at some central place and merge into
one church.” He argued that they could follow the same pattern of rural schools, and that
new roads and cars had made “such a move practicable and desirable.” He explained that
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“a few years ago it would have been almost impossible”—though in fact, southern rural
church reformers had been urging something similar for more than a decade. 408
Ray offered three rationales for rural church consolidation. First, he pointed to
“the encouragement and momentum of numbers.” A “good crowd” would give “evidence
of success” and the members would be encouraged and motivated to contribute to the
congregation and to work to get others to join their church. Even though these churches
were not growing by conversion, their consolidation might enable them to build a better
building and to “make possible more adequate pastoral services.” Then, perhaps they
could be a “stronger church with a larger field” and be able to reach their rural
communities.409
Yet many rural churchgoers did not think a better building, pastor, or even a large
crowd, was essential to receiving what they needed from a church gathering. Rural
reformers across the nation, including the South, ran into resistance in making
recommendations for changes to rural churches. Rural sociologists working with the
experiment stations in both Maryland and Virginia, for example, pointed to specific cases
where rural churches refused to consolidate. David Danbom has argued that “rural
parishioners seemed comfortable with their tiny church, circuit-riding ministers, and
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primitive physical facilities” and the many complaints of rural reformers regarding their
resistance indicates that to be that case. 410
In 1930, the Sunday School Board reported a loss of 180 Sunday Schools and 264
churches. All of those losses, according to the report, had occurred in rural sections. “All
in all,” the reported concluded, “our country churches and Sunday schools…have passed
through the hardest year and a half which has come to them since 1921.” However, the
attempts to address those problems were vague. “We have continued our direct efforts to
reach our rural churches,” the Sunday School report of 1935 commented, with no
commentary on what those efforts comprised. Yet, the report was optimistic, reporting
that “Our methods are flexible and adaptable, and are readily accepted and put in practice
when properly presented.” The Sunday School Board reported “growing responsiveness
from our rural churches” but provided no evidence that such was the case. 411
Denominational leaders on a more local level offered similar prescriptions for
country churches. L.L. Gwaltney, the socially conscious editor of The Alabama Baptist,
offered a list of ten things rural churches needed. Of course, “more pastors and trained
leaders” topped the list. Gwaltney also recommended “new or improved church houses”
and a “better financial system, with budget, stewardship, and tithing.” In addition, he
urged church members to give “better co-operation” and to have a “deeper consecration
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and greater interest and concern for the work.” Gwaltney’s recommendations simply
decried the failures of rural churches and blamed the lack of cooperation and interest on
the part of the members for why they were not already what he thought they should be. 412
At least one pastor responded heatedly to denominational leaders’ urging for
country churches to do more for the denomination’s programs. Arthur Blake, a pastor
from Blocton, Alabama wrote to The Alabama Baptist “in reply to the constant pleas
made to country preachers and their churches to support the Cooperative Program.” He
raised the question, “Why do so few do so?” The first reason, according to Blake, was
because of a “want of proper leadership” within the denomination. “The average earnings
of a Southern cotton farmer is $331,” Blake explained. On the other hand, Blake pointed
out, “The salaries of the secretaries of the mission boards of the Southern Baptist
Convention is $5,000.” “Yes,” he reiterated, “it is a want of proper leadership.”
Denominational leaders continued to call to poor cotton farmers to do more for missions,
while the relatively large salaries of the denominational leaders indicated, at least to this
particular rural pastor, that they were not sacrificing very much for the cause. 413
In addition, Blake contended that the denomination was misallocating the money
running “three expensive seminaries.” Further, Blake argued that the mission boards were
“spending great sums of money on home missions in our towns and cities where we
already have churches.” “We are spending this money,” he continued, “to preach to
people who have had a lifetime opportunity to accept the gospel.” The focus needed to be
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on foreign missions, contending that “two-thirds of Adam’s fallen race are going into
eternity without even one opportunity to hear the life-giving gospel.”414 Blake’s
contention seems to suggest that he thought the denomination was too focused on
building up large churches in towns and cities and not focused enough on foreign
evangelism.415
Among Southern Presbyterians, Henry McLaughlin was the leading rural church
voice. In 1930 he edited the volume The Country Church and Public Affairs, which was a
summary of twenty papers presented at a 1929 Institute on Public Affairs at the
University of Virginia. 416 However, the volume presented no new path for addressing
rural church problems. E.L. Morgan, a rural sociologist from the University of Missouri,
reviewed the book for the American Journal of Sociology in 1931. He wrote that the
papers included, with only a few exceptions, presented “the traditional point of view
concerning the rural church. They lament its decline but present neither a clear analysis
of its present situation nor a challenge to meet it.”417
Morgan continued his critique saying the volume provided no way forward
“except to ‘dig in’ on the old basis with a few frills to give variety.” The papers, he
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continued, “abounds in trite and threadbare sayings, meaningless catch phrases and
generalities.” In addition, Morgan contended that the papers relied on “questionable
agricultural economics and social organization.” The volume failed “to relate the present
church situation to the changing rural and social and economic order.” Aside from four
papers, Morgan concluded that “the book appears to be of little value either to
professionals interested in country life or to lay leadership.” Of the four papers that
Morgan thought “worthy of their place,” two were presented by long recognized rural
church experts Hermann Morse and Warren Wilson. Another was Rolvix Harlan, a
Northern Baptist who moved to the University of Richmond in 1922. Clarence Horace
Hamilton, a rural sociologist at North Carolina State University, was the only southerner
to write an essay Morgan deemed worthy of note. Among those who failed Morgan’s test
of providing anything useful were papers by Henry McLaughlin and Southern Baptist
John W. Jent. Thus, at the beginning of the decade, Morgan believed that the leading
southern rural church reformers were struggling to present useful programs for
implementation in rural communities and churches. 418
Perhaps Morgan’s critique pointed to the beginnings of a division between rural
church leaders and academics in the period. Elizabeth Herbin has pointed to the
prominent rural sociologists of the period, Howard Odum and Arthur Raper, as part of a
reform movement that “sought to transform system rather than individuals” including the
“legacy of the plantation system, which included sharecropping, the crop lien system,
racism, one-crop agriculture, and eroded soil.” They also criticized segregation and other
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instances of racial inequality in the South. Given the divergence in approach by the
academic rural sociologists and southern rural church reformers E.L. Morgan’s makes
sense. Southern rural church publications through the 1930s and early 1940s did not
engage with these rural sociologists. Though Odum had been active throughout the
1920s, rural church leaders, like John Jent and Henry McLaughlin, were not engaging
with this new wave of rural reform. The reforms that rural sociologists like Odum and
Raper offered were far too expansive for the southern rural church reformers. Thus,
Morgan considered their recommendations to be shallow and well-worn.419
Well into the early 1940s, southern rural church leaders sounded the same alarms
they had for decades. Southern Baptist John Freeman listed “eleven problems he felt were
strategic among rural Southern Baptists.” The list rehearsed the same problems within
rural churches that rural church reformers had pointed out in the wake of the Country
Life Commission thirty-five years earlier. They were improper location, inadequate
housing, absentee pastors, the annual call of pastors, lack of support, lack of organization,
lack of evangelism, teaching, limited training, inadequate financial program, and constant
loss of leadership. 420
So, while rural church leaders continued to call for reform within rural churches,
their message failed to resonate with those rural congregations. According to Wayne
Flynt, “Despite such efforts, the decline of rural churches continued, paralleling the
decline of country life in general.” According to Flynt, that real decline in rural life led
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the denomination to turn its focus away from the countryside even more. He contended
that the denomination “slowly switched emphasis as well,” explaining that “ministerial
respectability came to mean a college and seminary degree and an urban pastorate.”
However, Flynt’s contention that this was a switch in emphasis would have surprised
individuals like Victor Masters, who for decades had been arguing that the denomination
promoted urban ministers and that seminary students did not want to consider rural work,
which they connected with obscurity.421
It was true, however, that southern denominations began to pull away from rural
communities. Jarod Roll, in his account of the power of prophetic religion in the Missouri
Bootheel, argued that “in the midst of the crisis, at a time when the faithful needed
support the most, the main denominations,” including the Southern Baptist Convention
and the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, “pulled back from rural areas in order to
focus on flagging congregations in larger towns.” He argued that as denominations
continued to call for reforms in worship style and church standards that “rural believers
increasingly felt shunned and unwelcome.” 422
Work with Land-Grant Colleges
Southern rural church reformers continued to enlist the aid of land-grant colleges,
and land-grant colleges continued to offer and provide opportunities to develop and
promote rural church programming. Reformers on both the regional and state levels
wanted to take advantage of the institutional resources and reach of agricultural colleges
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and extension services. Those agricultural colleges and extension services recognized
work with Protestant mainliners as an opportunity to reach rural people and direct them to
the resources available at the colleges and through extension agents’ services. One
significant effort along these lines occurred in 1931 at Alabama Polytechnic Institute
(API) in Auburn, Alabama. Throughout that year, the extension service worked with
local ministers in and around Auburn to prepare a conference focused on rural churches’
relationship to agricultural communities and other rural institutions, especially the
agricultural college. 423
Luther Noble Duncan, the head of the Alabama Extension service, organized the
event. In meetings with ministers around Auburn in March of 1931, Duncan presented
the potential conference as inter-denominational. The conference, Duncan explained
would include both “technical lectures” and “inspirational talks.” Duncan sent out a letter
to all country extension agents and home demonstration agents and packets containing
several copies of programs for the Rural Church Conference. Duncan encouraged the
extension agents to get in contact “at once” with the rural ministers in their area and
“organize them to attend this conference.” The extension agents were invited to be in
Auburn in order to hear the instruction. Duncan wrote that “since there are several
matters pertaining to different phases of our program,” it was important that the extension
agents come. He also encouraged them to work with local businesses to help finance the
trip of rural ministers, especially in helping them with travel, so that “a good delegation”
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of ministers and others interested in the rural church could make the trip to Auburn “for
this very important conference.”424
Preachers from across Alabama wrote back to Duncan expressing their excitement
over and appreciation for the fact that school was planning a rural church conference at
Auburn. J.A.J. Brock, a Methodist Episcopal pastor from near Birmingham, Alabama,
wrote, “I have thought it through and can see no better agency than our religious people
at Auburn and working out from Auburn.” Extension agents expressed their excitement
as well. J.L. Liles, the county agent for Jefferson County, Alabama, the location of
Alabama’s largest city, Birmingham, said that he and others “agreed that such a
meeting… was very much needed.” Liles also repeated a common trope that the city
church depended on the success of the rural church. He wrote, “It would be a very fine
thing if every rural preacher in Alabama would attend this meeting.” He continued by
saying that he would do all he could “to encourage attendance.” 425
Bradford Knapp’s opening address at the Auburn Rural Church Conference is
illuminating because Knapp spoke specifically on “why a state-supported institution
should be interested in the rural church and in what manner we may approach the many
problems which you will meet on this campus this week and how the Alabama
Polytechnic Institute is concerned with these important matters.” The primary focus of a
school like Auburn, he suggested, was “training… in agricultural research… extension,
and in the leadership of the agricultural people.” But, in order to do that, he explained, the
agricultural college had to “deal with the home and the family, with the community, with
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the school and particularly on this occasion,” he said referring to the rural preacher’s
conference, “the church.” All of those concerns grew out of a concern, Knapp said, for
the “farm family,” including concerns “with its moral and spiritual protection” and other
factors like economic welfare. In addition to problems of wages and rural economic
organization, Knapp contended that there was a “lack of a virile, spiritual, program of the
church in country places.” 426
Knapp revealed to whom? Where? that he did not have the same strong
denominational allegiances or loyalties that the leaders within those respective
denominations did. That is, he lamented the division created by denominations, especially
in rural areas. Sometimes, he said, “rural churches have tended to divide people rather
than bring them together.” In fact, he went as far to suggest that as long as the people
worked together to support each other in the pursuit of rural life he did not care “about
the name by which that church is called.” He said that he felt sure “that if they will accept
the Christian religion in its broad sense and live that life and practice its teachings” that
rural life would be much better for it. That general non-sectarianism among Protestant
denominations infused the conference at Auburn in 1931. Although the conference
focused on the work of Protestants, Knapp admired and hoped to emulate the work of
Catholic priests in Europe who had long been taught “something of agriculture and
agricultural leadership, something of economics and of farmer organizations.” 427
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Knapp also talked about what the rural preachers could gain from this school, and
in doing so, he implied the value that it would be to API. They wanted to inform the
preachers regarding the work of API and its Experiment Stations, and about the work of
the County Agents, the Home Demonstration Agents, the 4-H Club, vocational schools,
and state and county health services. They would also learn the benefit of the “service
science is rendering to agricultural, with our program of better farming, better business
and better living.” The idea, of course, was that the more familiar that these ministers got
with the work that API was doing through these measures, the more likely they would be
to direct the people in their congregations to these services. 428
One speaker at the rural preachers’ school at Auburn was the secretary-treasurer
for the Baptist State Executive Board, Dr. L.E. Barton. He spoke regarding “The Rural
Church— Its Nature, Influence, and Destiny.” His talk, because it reiterates the same
well-worn ideas of other reformers, highlights the failure of the rural church movement in
the South to advance earlier work by southern rural church reformers. His suggestions
also failed to take into account to the needs and desires of rural church members, perhaps
due in part to the lack of institutional knowledge which would allow concerned
individuals, such as Barton, to push beyond simplistic diagnoses and prescriptions. 429
Barton’s three suggestions for rural churches echoed the recommendations of
many rural church reformers and the same unawareness for the limitations of rural
churches. He focused on preachers, buildings, and the social objective of the church.
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Barton argued, for example, that despite the character and work of rural pastors “both
past and present” that individuals concerned about the rural church needed to continue to
“emphasize the need of a better trained ministry.” He contended that better buildings
were an “acute need,” and he recommended building be made not only more functional
but more aesthetically pleasing. 430
Finally, Barton contended that the rural churches needed a broader perspective on
their “obligation to the community and to the world” because they had “a social as well
as a religious duty to perform.” Thus, churches needed to be the “center of community
life” and insist on the “application of the gospel to social life.” Rural churches needed to
look beyond the communities around them. Instead, rural churches needed to “see all the
world as its parish and enter into the great world-wide service which Christ intended for
all his churches.”431
After the Conference, the Extension service included a report of the event in The
Digest. The paper reported that there were more than 200 attendees, most of whom were
preachers and pastors. According to the writer, “There was much evidence of a sincere
desire on the part of each one to gain information and inspiration which would enable
him to render better service after the conference.” The Digest explained that the aim of
this conference was a better understanding of the rural church and its problems which
would contribute to better service and greater influence. That goal, bringing rural
ministers and rural workers together, The Digest said, was attained. The conference, they
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reported, was a joint effort by the Extension Service of API and the ministers of Auburn
and the reporter wrote that “it was obvious throughout the conference that Auburn had no
selfish motive other than to be of greater service to the rural church as well as all other
institutions, agencies, organizations, and individuals in Alabama.” However, the
Extension Service and API certainly did have something to gain from a conference like
this.432
The report that the extension service published in The Digest, highlighted what
API stood to gain from a conference like this. Conference organizers appointed a
committee “to observe and study the conference; and also to make recommendations for
future conferences.” They lamented that rural churches were not enlisting “the help of the
Extension Service Agents” and thus were “not reaching [their] entire constituency.” They
urged ministers to cooperate with extension agents and “set up projects to increase the
income of each family in the community.” The committee also urged rural ministers to
interact with API in other ways, including by engaging in reading courses the school
provided. Their suggestions illustrate that the conference organizers saw this as an
opportunity to bring more rural people into API’s orbit. 433
Southern Rural Church Voices and the New Deal
Southern rural church reformers’ lack of substantive plans for reform became
more apparent as the agricultural and economic crisis of the 1930s intensified. The 1920s
had been a difficult decade for rural people and even as the Depression exacerbated the
position of farmers, denominational observers seemed detached from the reality of the
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impact it was having on rural people. In 1931, Frank M. Wells, in a short article in The
Alabama Baptist, argued that if people would leave the city and go back to the farm, it
would “solve the present situation.” He urged, “Move the bread line back to the farm.”
On the farm, he argued, poor people could “raise ‘hog and hominy’ and chickens and
children and have no rent to pay.” Wells’ idea of rural America was far from the difficult
circumstances with which those who had left the country-side were familiar.434
On the other hand, in an effort to stabilize and save the economic system, the New
Deal took various approaches to rural America and the agricultural sector. Southern rural
church leaders embraced New Deal programs that attempted to resolve the current
economic crisis but maintain the current economic order. On the other hand, southern
denominational officials challenged government programs that even threatened the
South’s arrangement of large plantations and cheap labor. This distinction, as applied to
the rural South, is clearly seen in the responses to the 1933 Agricultural Adjustment
Administration and the 1937 Farm Security Administration. 435
One of the most significant New Deal programs for the Deep South came with the
1933 Agricultural Adjustment Administration. The administration oversaw a cropreduction program intended to raise prices for cotton, rice, and tobacco. Landowners
agreed to reduce their production in exchange for a federal subsidy. Many of the
program’s administrators were Deep Southerners, including Cully Cobb, the editor of
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Southern Ruralist, and Oscar Johnston manager of the Delta and Pine Land plantation in
Mississippi.436
The implementation of the crop-reduction was especially dramatic in for cotton
because the AAA was established in May of 1933, deep into the cotton growing season.
Thus, cotton rows had to be plowed up. In 1933, under the AAA’s program, 10,487,991
acres were removed from production. The AAA estimated that the measure reduced
yields by nearly 4.5 million bales of cotton. Some criticized the program because it at
best ignored the needs of poor and landless farmers, and in the case of the latter,
exacerbated them. The AAA focused on large farmers, because their agreement to take
land out of production would have the greatest effects. In addition, landowners
determined how much the paid their workers out of the AAA subsidy. Further, less land
in cultivation meant that landowners evicted tenants. While the primary critics of the
AAA were conservatives, who critiqued the program’s willful destruction of crops and
livestock, liberals critiqued the administration as privileging a “landed gentry” and
creating a “rootless peasantry.” 437
Indeed, sharecroppers and tenant farmers felt the effects of the AAA’s unintended
consequences. The AAA did not adequately take into consideration the differences
between the labor arrangements in cotton and tobacco production, in contrast with rice
production. Because the majority of the South’s nine million farmers were tenant farmers
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or sharecroppers, the AAA, a program which focused on landowners, offered no relief
and significantly exacerbated their plight. 438
Given the criticism of the program from contemporaries and historians concerned
about tenants and the program’s explicit focus on landowners, the support of Deep South
rural church voices, especially among Southern Baptists, should be seen as a further
indication that the Deep South rural church movement was fully invested in the needs of
landowning rural people and dismissive and apathetic towards the needs of the landless
farmers. For example, L.E. Barton, the Secretary-Treasurer of the Alabama Baptist
Convention, saw the AAA as an opportunity for Southern farmers. His praise of the
program indicates the kind of farmers he saw as his constituency. Barton explained that
“a great responsibility” had come to the farmers. Their responsibility, he continued, had
been “greatly enlarged because more than nine million dollars have been paid into their
hands by the Government for cotton which they plowed up” with the prospect of even
more. “In addition,” Barton continued, “most of the farmers have sold their cotton for a
fair price” through the government program. 439
Barton was especially concerned about how Christian farmers would use that
money. Barton asked, “Will the Lord get his portion? Or will the stewards of this great
wealth deny Him and dwarf their own spiritual lives thereby?”
One concern of rural church leaders regarding the AAA was how it would affect
Lord’s Acre programs that had been established throughout the South. In 1934, L.E.
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Barton wrote to Henry Wallace, the Secretary of Agriculture, inquiring about whether or
not Lord’s Acre plots “could be in addition to the percentage which the government
allows the farmer to plant or if it would have to be part of that percentage.” The answer
was that the plots had to be included. “It would not be permissible to plant these acres in
excess of the allotted permissible acreage.” However, Wallace commented that farmers
had the “option of reducing 35% to 45%” and that the “10% leeway should be sufficient
to enlist him to take care of such a situation.” 440
Barton made sure that his readers understood that either the Lord’s Acre could be
“provided for within the ‘leeway’ between 35% and 45% reduction” or that farmers could
simply “give the rental of one acre.” In fact, Barton contended that there was an
advantage to the crop reduction program. He argued that because this was raising the
prices for his yield the amount that farmers could give off of their one acre dedicated to
the church would exceed what it could have been otherwise. He concluded, “there is no
real handicap or difficulty in the Government’s plan, I think, about planting ‘The Lord’s
Acre.’”441
Other Alabama Baptist leaders praised and defended the measure against critics.
Gwaltney, for example responded to the Supreme Court’s decision against the AAA with
disappointment. The AAA, Gwaltney argued, was “one of the many alphabetical
arrangements of the government which succeeded in the purpose for which it was
intended,” namely, to raise prices, give farmers purchasing power, which would help
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industry, and reduce unemployment. Gwaltney recognized that certain aspects of the
program had been “severely criticized.” Plowing up cotton and killing six million pigs, he
explained, appeared to some as “wanton waste.” However, Gwaltney defended the
program argued that “in view of the ends sought it appears that its methods were
justified.” The reality, Gwaltney argued, was that “extraordinary methods had to be
adopted.”442
Gwaltney and other Southern Baptist officials may have praised the program, but
its effect on rural churches was clear. As a result of the program’s implementation,
millions of tenants were displaced. In addition to that consequence, land consolidation,
catalyzed by mechanization and changes in commodity production, pushed more farmers,
renters and small landowners, off of the land and into cities. Rural churches, then, saw
large portions of their membership, including young people and leaders, move to cities in
search of work.443
Southern Alternatives to the Rural Church Movement
While white southern denominations were unwilling to address the concerns of
tenants, sharecroppers, African-Americans, and marginalized rural people, there were
some voices who sought to address that negligence. One such organization was the
Fellowship of Southern Churchmen (FSC). The FSC, founded in 1934, was a loosely
organized association made up of southern pastors and reformers who gathered to discuss
contemporary agricultural, economic, and social issues. According to Mark Rich, an early
rural church movement historian, the FSC “arose out of a deep concern that the
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redemptive gospel of Christ ‘work in the midst of a society floundering in economic
chaos, political uncertainty, and spiritual dry-rot.”444
At the first meeting of the fellowship, led by Howard Kester, eighty members
gathered at Monteagle in eastern Tennessee. The official membership never surpassed
500 members. The Fellowship, aware of antagonism towards “outside agitation,”
committed itself to being comprised of only those who lived in the South. In addition, the
members of the Fellowship considered their influence to be broader than the number of
people they could get on the official enrollment. 445
The leading influence in the FSC was Howard Kester who served as its first
secretary. Kester grew up in Virginia and despised the racial inequality and
discrimination he saw in the South. He worked for the YMCA in Nashville, on the
Vanderbilt campus, but was fired because he was involved in numerous interracial
conferences. After a stint with the Fellowship of Reconciliation, a pacifist organization
based in New York, Kester returned to Nashville to study in the graduate school of
religion.446
Kester was one of a group of students who had trained under Alva Taylor, the
rural church reformer from Missouri, at Vanderbilt’s School of Religion. Other students
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who were at Vanderbilt with Kester included Ward Roger, Claude Williams, and Don
West. Taylor instructed the group in the basics of the Social Gospel and pushed them to
challenge inequality within the system. Robert Martin, historian of Howard Kester and
New Deal era southern organizations, summarized Taylor’s teaching as “industrial
capitalism was riddled with iniquity and inequity, that race relations in the South made a
mockery of the principle of Christian fraternity, and that poor land produced poor
people.”447
In the early 1920s, Taylor served as a professor at the College of the Bible in
Missouri. There, he tried to reach rural churches and urged them to work for social justice
within their communities and break down sectarian division between denominations.
Taylor criticized rural church that failed to do anything in their own communities to
“ameliorate the harshness and injustices along the color line.” The church, Taylor said,
that does nothing about the problems of race surrounding their buildings, has failed “to
preach either the justice of God or the gospel of Christ’s brotherhood.” 448
In September 1928, at age fifty-five, Alva Wilmot Taylor began to teach at
Vanderbilt as professor of social ethics. Taylor had already lectured at the school’s
summer workshops for ministers of rural churches, and was adept at raising money.
Before accepting the position Taylor “reminded the dean that rich men did not like social
teaching.” The chancellor, James H. Kirkland, (the dean to which Taylor referred)
responded that there was no use getting any money if they could not use it to teach the
truth. As it turned out, Taylor was right, rich men did not like his social teaching,
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particularly with regards to two issues, labor and race. John Eggerton, in Speak Now
Against the Day, explained that Kirkland “grew downright alarmed and alienated by
Taylor.”449
In 1936, seven years after he began teaching there, Kirkland fired Taylor from
Vanderbilt. Students and friends began raising money on his behalf in order to pay his
salary and get his position back. Kirkland denied their funding because, as Taylor put it,
the dean claimed to be a “Tory.” The Dean offered to write him a recommendation for a
social ethics teaching position at any university he wanted, because he said, according to
Taylor, that he thought the professor was a good classroom teacher. Taylor later wrote in
a letter to those friends who had celebrated and defended his efforts that he told the dean,
“I do not want it.”450 Unwavering, Taylor wrote in his 1939 Christmas card sent to his
closest friends that he was “only a very humble member of a great procession who have
paid more dearly for teaching the truth as God gave them to see it.” 451
That Taylor’s presence at Vanderbilt was too much for university officials to
tolerate indicates how progressive his efforts were. Yet, the rural church movement,
especially its southern expression, but including even Taylor’s progressive version, was
too limited in its aims for Howard Kester. Robert Martin, historian of Kester and the
FSC, characterized the distinction between reformers like Taylor and activists like Kester
is that Kester and the FSC were less optimistic about the prospects of Christian reform of
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the social order. Instead, Martin summarized, they perceived that it was their task “to take
the measure of society against the plumb line of divine justice and… to decry its
shortcomings and strive for repentance expressed not only in word but in deed.” 452
In 1931, Kester established a local Socialist party in Nashville. 453 Kester and his
fellow southern radicals found allies in the northern movement, but the southern radicals
fell outside the scope of the southern rural church movement. Even Taylor, no
recalcitrant conservative, was too restrained for Kester by the early 1930s. In 1932 a coalminers’ strike in Wilder, Tennessee brought the former teacher and student to a conflict.
Taylor served as secretary of the Church Emergency Relief Committee, tasked with
providing relief to the miners. Kester went to Wilder to help distribute food, clothing,
medical supplies, toys, and money. However, Kester only wanted supplies distributed to
strikers, not all of the miners who were out of work. Kester thought that helping only the
striking miners would encourage more to strike. In contrast, Alva Taylor was opposed to
Kester’s radicalism, calling him and Don West, “impassioned apostles of extremism” and
argued that the goal in Wilder was not to spark or sustain a revolution. Instead, their only
goal was to relieve the miners who were out of work. Despite the fact that Taylor had a
tremendous influence on Kester during his time at Vanderbilt, by the time of the Wilder
strike their paths to producing change in the South had diverged. 454
Kester, his cohort at Vanderbilt, and the FSC, were concerned about more than
rural churches, but these southern liberals addressed them as part of their attempt to
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transform southern society. As Robert Martin has argued, Kester, Williams, and the FSC
“returned to an emphasis on comprehensive community development similar to that of
the Country Life movement of the Progressive era,” because, Martin explained, “they
believed… that the church had a vital role to play in community rehabilitation.” While
the FSC had been driven by the social message that had developed in urban America,
they had to adapt that message that reckoned with the social and economic factors of
rural poor and marginalized.455
The Fellowship of Southern Churchmen highlighted several problems that
threatened the South. Their diagnosis of the problem echoes the concerns of former
generations of rural church reformers. First, they argued that a “materialistic attitude
toward the land” and caused farmers to waste and exploit the land. As a consequence of
“ignorance, greed, and the vagaries of the capitalistic system” the plight of the southern
farmer and rural community life were deteriorating. Kester, himself argued that what
rural communities and churches needed was a pastor who was “equally at home in the
field as in the pulpit as able to deal with the problems of eroded land as those of wasted
people.”456
However, the ways in which Kester sought to solve those problems differed
dramatically from that of his rural church movement forbears. For example, his work
with the Socialist party and the Southern Tenant Farmers’ Union illustrated his
willingness to not only point out the symptoms of rural deterioration, but to attempt to
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strike at what he saw as its root by challenging the social and economic order. For Kester
and leaders of the STFU, rural churches were not just institutions which could help
maintain rural life.
Instead, Kester and the STFU founders understood that their best opportunity for
reaching rural populations for radical aims was through institutions and values they
already embraced, namely rural churches and Christian doctrine. Religious rhetoric still
served as a universal rural language in the 1930s. So, Kester’s familiarity with southern
religious beliefs and the fact that he considered his work as a religious calling allowed
him to frame his message in language palatable to rural audiences. 457
Kester and the Fellowship of Southern Churchmen differed from the mainline
southern rural church movement in more than their rhetoric and framing of the South’s
problems. They directly engaged with southern workers and farmers to address poverty
and oppression by raising money to help miners earn collective bargaining rights against
owners and helped sharecroppers and tenants organize against landlords in the
Mississippi Delta. In 1938, two individuals influenced by the Fellowship of Southern
Churchmen, Eugene cox and Sam Franklin, founded an interracial cooperative farm
called Providence. These were among the many tangible efforts of southern radicals to
address the structural inequalities of the Deep South. 458
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Northern Rural Church Reformers in the South
In addition to the liberal southern alternative to the rural church movement,
northern rural church reformers also began to make concerted efforts to reach into the
Deep South. While the northern and southern movements shared many similar
assumptions regarding the “institutionalization” of religion, the northern movement, at
least by the end of the 1930s, was much more liberal and concerned about the plight of
tenant farmers. By the end of the Depression, northern rural church reformers, and more
progressive southern reformers, were unsatisfied with the efforts of southern
denominations, especially as those efforts related to tenants and African-Americans.
The northern movement was slightly older, but much more developed and
institutionally supported than the southern movement. In this regard, the northern
movement’s national and interdenominational institutional support contrasted starkly
with the South’s paltry rural church reform networks. Many northern denominations had
official rural church departments and interdenominational agencies, including the Federal
Council of Churches and the Home Missions’ Council, had rural church departments as
well. During the 1930s, according to early rural church historian Mark Rich, “economic
depression did not seem to darken the mood of those with big ideas for rural religion.”
The early 1930s, Rich argued, witnessed “the institution of programs and agencies of
great promise.”459
One major effort that reveals northern reformers’ concern for the South is the
joint collaboration of the Farm Foundation and the Federal Council of Churches. The
Farm Foundation was an agricultural activism organization which began in 1933 out of
459
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Chicago, Illinois. The organization started when several farmers, agricultural reformers,
writers, and businessmen met and agreed to serve as trustees for a foundation to
encourage the “general welfare of the rural population of the United States.” 460
At a 1936 board meeting, the first Managing Director of the Farm Foundation, the
agricultural economist Henry C. Taylor, noted four specific areas on which the FF needed
to focus: land ownership and tenancy, land use and conservation, cooperation among
farmers, and national and international policies affecting agriculture. Apparently, the
board latched on to the issue of land tenure. The minutes of that meeting reported that the
board contended that “the problem of better land tenure as a fundamental basis for
improving rural life was selected as the objective to which the Foundation should give
major attention.”461
In 1939 the FF intensified its land tenure work by hiring Joseph Ackerman, from
the University of Illinois, to work as a Land Tenure Specialist. He formed four
committees on the subject of land tenure, one for the Midwest, one for the Southwest, one
for the Great Plains, and one for the Southeast. Each committee included representatives
from the FF, land-grant colleges in the region, the USDA, and other agricultural agencies.
These committees coordinated research and published material relating to land-tenure.462
After the FF ratcheted up its attention to land tenure, rural church reformers from
the Federal Council of Churches asked the FF to “help them develop a national program,
directed toward the elimination of farm tenancy, which the church could adopt.” Early
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historians of the rural church movement recognized the work of the FF in the 1930s for
rural church purposes. Mark Rich wrote that the FF had “consistently cooperate with” the
Federal Council of Churches, particularly through the FF’s Land Tenure Committee
directed by Ackerman. 463
In response to the Federal Council of Churches’ calls for a program to addressed
tenancy, Farm Foundation representatives recommended that the two organizations
assemble a series of conferences in several regions within the country at which
agricultural economists, rural sociologists, church officials, and other reformers could
meet and discuss a program. The first meeting was held in Chicago and focused on the
rise of land tenure in the “Corn Belt.” After the Chicago meeting, which both groups
agreed was a success, the Town and Country Committee of the Federal Council of
Churches suggested a similar conference for the South. 464
That meeting took place in Nashville from May 9 to 11, 1941. Representatives
from the Farm Foundation, the Federal Council of Churches, land-grant faculty, social
scientists, clergy, and government officials, including representatives of the United States
Department of Agriculture and the Farm Security Administration gathered to evaluate the
role of religious institutions in the rural South. The conference focused on the points of
convergence of the social, economic, religious, and agricultural lives of rural
Southerners, with particular concern for how those spheres shaped and were shaped by
the character of tenancy in the South. 465
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The first task of the conference speakers was to describe the agricultural,
economic, and social situations of the various agricultural areas. This significant portion
of the conference reveals that these reformers were attempting to wrestle with the
variegated character of the southern landscape and its population. More so than in
previous generation of the rural church movement, this conference, perhaps due in large
part to the direct involvement of agricultural agencies like the Farm Foundation and the
USDA, reveals a growing notion that rural church reform, and broader rural reform,
could not take a “one-size-fits-all” approach. Instead, the environment and geography
significantly the social and religious realities in rural communities. So then, in order to
adequately consider and address the rural church problem, the attendees at this
conference convey a sense that they had to work, literally, from the ground up. 466
Marshall Harris, the Senior Agricultural Economist for the Department of
Agriculture’s Division of Land Economics spoke first at the conference. He made the
case for why rural institutions, including churches, needed to take action regarding
tenantry. Harris contended that the major problem with tenantry in the South was the
extreme “pressure of population on the land” in many areas, especially areas in the Deep
South which were characterized by plantation, cash-crop agriculture. Such pressure, for
one, according to Harris, “makes it absolutely impossible to maintain the rural institutions
that are necessary for the maintenance of a virile farm population.” According to this
agricultural economist, here lay the interest of the rural church and other southern
institutions. High density on increasingly exhausted land meant incomes were low, and
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that meant that churches, schools, and social organizations could not provide the
“services and facilities that make for better rural living.” 467
That was not the only issue that these high density areas created. That also
created, Harris explained, a “quasi caste system” which made it almost impossible for
African American farmers to rise above the status of wage-laborer or sharecropper. Only
a small percentage ever attained to land ownership. While Harris emphasized the same
point that southern rural church reformers did, namely that tenantry place a heavy
burdened on rural institutions, including churches, his analysis diverged from that of
southern reformers in his concern for its effects on the tenants and sharecroppers
themselves. His concern about African-American mobility certainly differed from the
perspective of the major southern denominational leaders. However, despite Harris’
concern for sharecroppers and tenant farmers, framing the root of the problem as “high
density” failed to account for active and intentional suppression of opportunities for poor
farmers, especially black farmers, in the Deep South. 468
In fact, the entire conference reveals a shift in emphasis from the problems that
tenantry produced for rural institutions to what those institutions could do to solve the
issue in the first place. As Harris’ discussion indicates, the latter consideration was never
entirely out of the scope of concern. However, the participants in the conference in
Nashville expressed concern about the effects of tenancy, and related phenomenon
including mobility, mechanization, and public policy on the tenants themselves. In this
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conference, it appears, tenancy was the focus and the rural church was a means by which
to address the crisis. In the work of the southern denominations, the rural church had
been the focus and tenancy had been an impediment to overcome or, in most cases,
ignore.469
At the conference, Ellsworth Smith, a northern Congregationalist pastor and
transplant to Tennessee, discussed the role of the church in the South. His analysis
revealed some points of common ground with southern denominational leaders. For
example, he shared their disdain for pentecostal and holiness churches, characterizing
them as the products of poverty. However, Smith diverged from southern rural church
leaders in some key ways. His characterization and criticism of churches in the South
reveal important points of distinction between the northern rural church movement and its
southern counterpart. 470
Smith bemoaned that southern churches had refused to challenge existing social
and economic relationships even as the specifics of those relationships changed.
Throughout his essay, Smith used the generic moniker “the southern church.” Smith
recognized the varieties of religious expression in the South, including churches that
would have certainly opposed oppressive power dynamics. Yet, he used the phrase “the
southern church” to refer to the white Protestant establishment in the South. Smith
characterized the southern churches that composed that establishment as both adaptive
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and as conservative. That is, churches changed, but only to uphold the dominant power
structures in place.471
For example, in the era of slavery, Smith explained, “the church simply built
balconies for the blacks.” During the Civil War, Smith argued that the church “simply
extended its solid strength to the Confederacy.” When industrialization spread to the
South, Smith said that churches “considered social issues none of [their] business” and
maintained an emphasis on an “other-worldly devotionalism.” “At the present time,”
Smith continued, the southern church maintained that “spiritually-minded orthodoxy,”
refusing to engage in constructive challenges to oppressive power relationships. In this
sense, churches had served as both “culture-reflecting” and “culture-preserving”
institutions.472
Through these changes Smith argued that “the church made comfortable
adjustments.” In many cases, Smith explained, “the southern church” had simply ignored
problems. He asserted, “the nation, as a political entity, left the South strictly alone” and
“the Church left the problems of the South alone.” For example, after the end of slavery,
when African American worshippers established their own churches. When northern
denominations established missions among black southerners, white southerners,
according to Smith, regarded such efforts with hostility. In addition, churches found “no
issue” with the conditions of mill towns, which Smith characterized as running as an
industrial farm and plantation. “The church found it easy to make its adjustments of
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unquestioning loyalty to the mill owners as it had to the plantation owners.” Preachers,
Smith explained, simply became a “morale officer for the owners” glad to receive “their
heavy donation toward his salary.” 473
Smith proffered several explanations as to why southern churches were able to
maintain that “other-worldly” focus without losing members. He argued that conflict with
the North had conditioned southern people to fear change and that education in the South
cultivated “unquestioning allegiance” to the “leadership of the clergy.” In addition,
poverty, which had long characterized the South, had, in Smith’s estimation, always
driven “people to the church which gives confident promises from the bewildering
frustrations of the present life in the blissful serenity of heaven.” Ironically, the same
argument that southern religious leaders had used to explain why poor southerners
flocked to pentecostal and holiness churches, Smith used to explain why poor southerners
maintained their allegiance to establishment denominations. 474
Smith criticized southern agriculture. Even “in the newer agricultural South,”
Smith complained, “we have the very familiar picture of eroded land, overpopulation on
some areas of the land, and displacement of farm labor and land ownership through
mechanization.” His primary was concern was for the individuals who did not have the
means to weather those changes and conditions. “Poor land not only makes poor people,
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but it makes a weak people who haven’t the physical stamina or mental courage to be
anything but poor.”475
The contention that poor land produced poor people was a common framing and
explanation for rural poverty through the Depression era and was driven by the thinking
of southern sociologist. For example, W.E. Garnett, a rural sociologist at Virginia
Polytechnic Institute asserted, “Poor land generally produced poor folks as well as poor
crops.” Perhaps the most influential framing of the poor land, poor people argument was
that of Arthur Raper in Preface to Peasantry where he argued that even in formerly rich
agricultural areas poor stewardship of the land left deteriorated soil which led to
“crippled institutions” and “a defeated and impoverished people” and doomed those who
lived on that land to generations of poverty. 476
That framing was not altogether inaccurate. It was, in fact, true that poor land
produced poor crops and so the men and women who lived on that land were poor.
However, such a framing as an explanation for southern poverty fell short. Many black
and white southerners lived on and worked some of the best agricultural land in the
world. Yet, poverty still predominated. What tied together the poor on marginal and
optimal land was that they worked within a system dominated by large planters and
mono-crop agriculture. When such intensive agriculture exhausted the land, well-to-do
farmers simply moved on to better land, leaving poor farmers to manage with eroded and
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denuded land. Poor farmers who worked rich lands were likewise constrained by the
limitations of plantation agriculture, which depended on high numbers of poor
laborers.477
Smith did argue that things would change. He was sure that “changing
circumstances in industry in the South” would “liberalize” certain aspects of the South.
That is, Smith argued southern attitudes would shift towards greater economic and social
participation, opportunity, and mobility for marginalized people. According to Smith,
“the liberalization of education in the South, particularly in the state colleges,” and,
though slowly developing, “the liberalizing of race relations” and African-Americans’
improved educational and cultural standing, would all “produce liberalizing effects.” He
argued that since the South was liberalizing that the establishment church in the South
would have to become more liberal. If it did not, Smith explained, churches would be left
behind. The question did remain, he explained, about whether or not the southern church
would “be able to adjust itself to keep approximate step with the liberalizing future” or
whether “in holding to its strong position be broken or left high and dry.” 478
However, Smith’s attitude toward the southern church, as presented in his talk,
indicates the reason why the conference organizers and speakers converged in Nashville.
It reveals that, at least in the perception of northern rural church reformers, that southern
denominations were unwilling to address widespread and systemic problems in southern
labor, agricultural, and the economy. That perception appears to be true, given the actual
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unwillingness expressed by southern rural church leaders. Yet, it is the perception that is
significant here. Northern rural organizations and rural church officials considered the
major southern denominations to be inactive, which prompted them to ratchet up their
efforts in the Deep South. While Smith, for one, may have hoped that “the southern
church” would liberalize in its efforts to address social inequality and oppressive
structures, the very fact that northern rural church reformers agricultural leaders were
engaging in these types of discussion indicated that they were unsure about that
liberalization. For Smith, the past record and present inactivity of the southern Protestant
establishment meant that those who recognized its shortcomings, northern reformers
specifically, needed to take action. 479
Smith’s talk at the conference is instructive in beginning to mark the distinctions
between the northern and southern rural church movements. While he had critical and
problematic views of pentecostal believers, for example, calling their practices “erratic,
escapist, and degenerate” he rooted their condition not in their own personal failing, but
in the social and economic conditions associated with the problems of southern
agriculture and southern industry. For example, not only did Smith blame clergy for their
refusal to challenge oppressive power dynamics and landowners for their lack of concern
for tenant farmers, he also criticized industrialized logging companies which stripped
formerly diverse and abundant land without concern for the poverty that such waste and
destruction would produce. 480
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Smith also diverged from the southern movement in the way that he talked about
the church’s role in society. While southern denominations were not opposed to the
application of Christian principles to individual lives, which for them meant encouraging
stewardship and fair dealings within a community, Smith critiqued their refusal to
challenge the basic order of southern society. That is, southern denominational leaders
argued for the application of Christian principles, like stewardship and cooperation to
work, for example. Southern leaders even referred to such as “social” applications of the
gospel. However, reformers like Smith wanted to push the application of those principles
to a systematic level. For example, he argued, “There is plenty of exhortation to soil
conservation in Jeremiah, and there is all manner of social dynamite in Jesus’ sermon on
the mount.” He argued, “A saving religion is social as well as personal.” That difference
in application represented a significant point of divergence between the two expressions
of the rural church movement. 481
In order to attempt to address the problem of tenancy, Paul L Vogt, a senior social
scientist with the Department of Agriculture, discussed specific things that churches
could do. First, he urged churches to provided “facilities for studying the facts.” He
suggested that churches discuss specifically the benefits and costs of renting and owning,
taking into consideration local conditions. He urged those churches to consider what
effect tenancy had on the life of the community and how that could be addressed.
Churches could then serve as a clearing house for the information, including information
about farms available for rent or purchase. Churches could act in other ways, too. He
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urged them to help organize credit unions in places where “cash to meet the ordinary
costs of living” was not available. The churches, Vogt argued, needed to give more
attention to “making new tenants a part of the community.” 482
“The forces of religion,” including churches and denominations locally and
regionally, needed to work across denominational lines to study the problems and
organize programs dealing with tenancy, Vogt insisted. Through such efforts, Vogt was
convinced that churches could “assist in developing and maintaining sound public
opinion and in encouraging public spirited participation in civic affairs among its
members.” In so doing, churches could contribute “to the building of an ideal Christian
community life.” State Agricultural Colleges and federal administrations, particularly
those associated with New Deal programs, could help churches in equipping church
leaders to engage their churches and communities. 483
Vogt also urged churches to put members in touch with the federal programs that
could help them with landlord-tenant relations and in purchasing farms. Vogt
commended four specific federal programs that he contended were effectively addressing
tenancy. First, the federal government was “encouraging the use of written leases for
extended tenancy on the same farm, soil conservation, reimbursement to tenant for
permanent improvements.” Many of those recommendations had been made by southern
reformers for landowners, but Vogt emphasized the role of the federal government in
encouraging such practices. Two specific programs received Vogt’s attention. The
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Federal Credit Administration, which oversaw the Federal Land Bank and
Commissioners’ Loan fund and debt adjustment program, according to Vogt, was
“created to help farmers to save their equities in times of general economic stress” and
had helped “slow up the rate of increase in tenancy.” 484
Vogt also commended the various programs overseen by the Farm Security
Administration. The Farm Security Administration oversaw the Resettlement
Administration, which attempted to move poor farmers to better land, but focused on
improving existing family farms. In order to do that, the FSA offered loans and grants so
that tenants could buy the land they worked, repay debts, or pay for improvements,
including equipment. 485
Vogt focused on the provisions that provided opportunities for tenants to purchase
farms through low-interest loans. In addition, the Farm Security Administration offered
lower interest loans to tenants, even those who were not purchasing a farm, so that they
could buy equipment and provisions without falling into an unmanageable hole of
debt.486 At the time, Vogt said that program was “experimental” and had only been
implemented in selected areas. However, while it was true that the program had only
been implemented in selected areas, it was due to a perennial lack of funding for FSA
programs. By 1940 was already being scaled back, and had been limited to offering
10,000 loans annually.487
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The collaboration between the FF, the FCC, and the Department of Agriculture
highlights an important distinction between the southern denominational leadership and
the representatives at the conference in Nashville. While by the early 1940s some
southern denominational leaders were turning away from Roosevelt and the New Deal,
though the majority of southerners still supported Roosevelt, northern rural church voices
fully embraced it. More so than early New Deal programs, such as the AAA, New Deal
programs that the Department of Agriculture pushed from 1937 attempted to reach
economically marginalized. Thus, the support from northerners concerned about rural
churches in the South indicates the wide disparity between the northern and southern
movements.488
The FSA offered more expansive benefits than other New Deal programs in that it
aimed to help sharecroppers and small farmers. However, while the FSA went beyond
earlier efforts to address poverty among landless farmers, it still fell short of offering
what more liberal tenant farmers’ advocates championed. 489 The support the FSA
received at the Nashville meeting is instructive in situating the various approaches to
rural poverty through religious institutions. The southern movement championed the
AAA, but began to back away from programs like the FSA fearing that such programs
might destabilize the economic and social system. By offering sharecroppers and small
farmers the opportunity to better their economic situation, southern leaders feared that the
FSA threatened to diminish South’s cheap agricultural labor source.
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Rural church reformers from within northern movement supported the FSA,
arguing that it represented a long-awaited indication that the federal government was
interested in the plight of the tenant. Yet, it was not enough for groups like the STFU and
individuals like Kester, who looked for a more comprehensive challenge to the system of
social and economic inequality than loans and housing. Southern planters’ and politicians
opposition to the FSA meant that the program remained consistently underfunded. 490
To be sure, this conference included individuals from a wide range of political
and theological perspectives. For example, Henry McLaughlin, who attended at the
conference but did not present, was a southern Presbyterian, part of the southern rural
church movement. While more liberal than other southern denominational officials, he
had failed as well, in his writings and position as the head of the Presbyterian rural
church department, to address the very problems which had prompted the Nashville
conference. On the other end, Eugene Smathers was present at the conference. His church
had engaged in socialist-inspired programs to actively assist rural church members. The
conference attendees, like the rural church movement itself, was characterized by
tremendous diversity. However, the conference in Nashville set itself apart from the
southern movement by focusing on rural citizens the southern movement had explicitly
dismissed.491
At the end of the three-days’ proceedings, the conference speakers made
recommendations for a “program of action.” The conference organizers asked them “to
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present specific proposals which might be considered on what the church can do to
stabilize the rural community by creating a more permanent tenure.” Reflecting the
preoccupation of the rural church, many of the suggestions centered around the ministers.
For example, they recommended “maintain a resident minister in an area long enough” to
develop a program. Though they were asked to make “specific suggestions” they instead
offered very general ideas. For instance, one item on the program of action was that
pastors promote discussion groups “seeking to bring out the problems of the group, their
scope, and ways of attacking them.”492
Conclusion
Through the 1930s, the leaders of the southern rural church movement failed to
significantly alter their approach to reform. They failed to reckon with the economic
crisis in a way that reflected a concern for those who were the most adversely affected.
Instead, they resorted to well-worn and simplistic calls for change in rural churches. They
called upon financially struggling rural churches to employ full-time ministers and
modify meeting houses. The failure of the southern rural church movement to address
such concerns created a vacuum in the rural South, filled by sometimes radical voices
who offered fundamental change in rural America.
In addition, the southern rural church movement neglect of marginalized groups,
like tenant farmers, sharecroppers, and African Americans, drew the attention of the
northern rural church movement who began making concerted efforts in the Deep South.
Beginning in the early 1940s the northern rural church movement, including
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organizations like the Federal Council of Churches and the Home Missions Council,
began to directly engage with Deep South churches and southern agriculture colleges to
address what had been lacking in the southern movement’s efforts. To be sure, the
northern and southern movement held many similar assumptions about what
characterized proper religious practice and the importance of the rural minister. Yet, the
methods the northern movement employed were distinct from their southern counterparts.
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“REACH OUT INTO THE ISOLATED AREAS”: AFRICAN AMERICAN
RELIGIOUS EXTENSION AGENTS IN THE RURAL SOUTH,
1941-1945
In 1942, Roosevelt D. Crockett, an African-American Methodist theological student from
Drew University moved to Tuskegee, Alabama to work with black farmers and as a religious
extension agent. In order to facilitate his work, he travelled with the Tuskegee Movable School, a
traveling extension service established by T.M. Campbell, a Tuskegee professor and agricultural
agent.493 One of several such religious extension workers among African Americans in the South
in the early 1940s, Crockett travelled throughout the Deep South, working mostly in southeast
Alabama, training rural preachers, organizing community events, and helping congregations
repair their dilapidated church buildings. Crockett was one of several religious extension agents
hired by the Home Missions Council’s Sharecropper Committee to work specifically among
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black landless farmers in the Deep South, targeting churches as centers of community
development and rural reform.494
Over the course of the 1940s, the HMC sent extension agents to the states of Georgia,
Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Texas. They were all
African American and worked closely with the agricultural colleges to provide programs and
instruction in sharecropper areas. While it is difficult to know exactly how effective and
influential these agents were, their reports indicate that local churches across the areas they
served adopted programs that they had recommended. One FCC official described the initial
effects of these efforts in a 1941 end of the year report about their work in which he wrote,
“During the first full year of these experimental projects in Georgia and Alabama both preachers
and people have responded and preliminary results have been obtained far beyond our
expectations.” This chapter focuses on the first two full-time religious extension agents in the
Deep South, Vinson A. Edwards, who started his work in Georgia in 1941, and Roosevelt D.
Crockett, who started his work in Alabama in 1942.495
To be sure, the religious extension agents embraced many of the assumptions of the
southern mainline regarding what constituted appropriate religiosity. They, like the southern
counterparts, embraced an institutionalized vision of churches. That meant that the central focus
by both groups of rural church leaders was an educated, and specialized, rural minister. They
argued that churches needed to have regular meetings and contributions, not once-a-month
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preaching and sporadic giving. Their worship needed to be organized and restrained. Churches
needed to consolidate in order to increase efficiency and their ability to assist in denominational
or interdenominational projects. Larger congregations would also allow for the building of
facilities that would serve as more than just worship centers. Both southern and northern
reformers insisted that rural congregations needed to provided more than simply “spiritual”
programming, even though they disagreed about the precise ways in which rural churches were to
engage their communities. Mainline rural church reformers, from the North and South, were
united in their rebuke of churches that eschewed their standards.
Yet, the work of the religious extension agents reveals glaring differences between the
southern movement and the rural church movement promoted by northern reformers through men
like Roosevelt Crockett. The southern rural church movement focused on only landed white
southerners who fit their ideal of the rural farmer. If they paid attention to them at all, rural
church reformers often blamed tenants and sharecroppers for their poverty. Virtually all of them
ignored rural African Americans, land owners and landless alike. As a result, many of reformers’
recommendations simply assumed that rural churches could make changes which, in reality, they
could not due to factors like the widespread poverty of their members and the constant movement
of rural, especially sharecropping, populations.496
In contrast, the religious extension agents worked for organizations like the Federal
Council of Churches (FCC) and the Home Missions Council (HMC), which expressed alarm
about the increase of tenantry in the United States through the Depression years, and, in the South
in particular, about the plight of African-American tenant farmers. By the 1940s northern rural
church reformers and more progressive southern reformers concluded that southern
denominations, would not address land tenure and the concerns of African Americans. As a
For representative examples of southern rural church reformer’s ideas, see Victor Masters, The
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result, Northern reformers launched their own rural church movement in the South. While
southern denominations focused on organizing and reforming white churches, northern
denominations and para-church organizations tried to connect with black churches to confront
farm tenancy and to bring social, economics, and religious reform in the rural South.
Religious extension agents like Roosevelt Crockett worked in concert with the FCC,
HMC, and southern black land-grant colleges to mediate between northern, white, mainline,
Protestant reformers and black sharecroppers in the South. They served as the HMC’s primary
means of connecting to rural black farmers. The agents produced monthly and annual reports and
one extensive survey of counties in Alabama, Mississippi, and Georgia. These reports reveal the
goals of northern reformers in the Deep South and illuminate the nature and character of AfricanAmerican life in the Deep South. They also expose the extension agents’ view of black religion
and agriculture in the region and highlight the program the Northern rural church reformers had
in mind for how to improve farmers’ lives.497
Rural church activists spoke and wrote about their reform ideals, but evidence of their
direct influence can be hard to find. By contrast, black religious extension agents were actively
engaged in the rural communities they served. They organized and taught weekly classes for
dozens of rural black ministers, conducted a women’s institute, planned and executed church
construction and repair projects, helped rural churches acquire insurance and pay off debt. The
HMC supplied the bulk of these agents’ salaries and black agricultural colleges supplemented it.
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These extension agents worked as religious counterparts to the agricultural extension agents
associated with land-grant colleges and extension services.498
This chapter examines the work of religious extension by focusing on Roosevelt D.
Crockett and Vinson A. Edwards, the first full-time religious extension agents employed by the
HMC. First, it examines the conditions that prompted the HMC to focus on the sharecropping
regions of the South. The bulk of the chapter examines the main lines of work that the agents
carried out, including pastoral and women’s training, church beautification, and agricultural
demonstration. Finally, the chapter highlights some of the responses of pastors, congregations,
and officials in colleges and interdenominational organizations to the work of these religious
extension agents. This chapter argues that the work of the religious extension agents represented
an alternative vision for rural church reform. This vision focused on precisely those people the
southern rural church movement's vision neglected.
In 1908, the major northern mainline denominations founded two ecumenical national
organizations: the Home Missions Council, dedicated to evangelistic efforts within the United
States, and the Federal Council of Churches, which would address broader social and economic
issues.499 The HMC, working in conjunction with the FCC, began to focus its attention on the
severe circumstances of sharecroppers in the late 1930s.500
An agricultural depression through the 1920s and the Great Depression of the late 1920s
and 1930s exacerbated tenant farmers’ and sharecroppers’ already precarious position. In the
early years of the Depression, farmers across the nation saw their profits fall 60 percent after the
stock market crash. Circumstances were even worse in the South due to their dependence on a
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few cash crops and monocrop agriculture. With prices already low and markets oversaturated, the
South’s agricultural system proved disastrously ill-equipped to weather the Depression. 501
New Deal agricultural programs focused primarily on helping landowners. Agricultural
programs like the AAA, which focused on reducing production in an effort to raise prices, often
exacerbated the problem for tenant farmers and sharecroppers. When the federal government paid
landowners to leave acres of farmland uncultivated, it also reduced the need for labor.
Sharecroppers and tenant farmers who were already scraping by now found themselves without a
place to live or any land to work at all. Landowners were supposed to share the subsidies with the
people who worked on their farms. Many landowners did not. In addition, the reduction in their
production meant that they needed fewer laborers. So, many landowners evicted the tenants. In
1936, the Supreme Court invalidated the AAA.502
A later New Deal program responded directly to the crises among sharecroppers. The
Farm Security Administration (FSA), offered loans to landless farmers to improve their condition
by buying equipment or even their own farm. But, hampered by opposition from southern
lawmakers and chronically underfunded, the FSA gave only a small percentage of farmers any
assistance.503
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In 1934 the Southern Tenant Farmers’ Union (STFU) sprang up in order to organize
landless farmers and draw national attention to the sharecropper crisis.504 In fact, The immediate
precipitating factor in moving the FCC and the HMC to action on behalf of landless farmers in
the South was the 1937-8 sharecropper crisis and 1939 demonstration, which the STFU helped
organize, in Southeastern Missouri. In January 1939, thousands of sharecroppers who had been
evicted from their farms and homes parked alongside Highways 60 and 61 in the Missouri
“Bootheel” in an effort to attract the attention of the nation, and especially the federal government
to their plight. Landowners had evicted these sharecroppers in order to keep government
subsidies for themselves rather than share it with the sharecroppers as had been ordered. The
demonstration had been organized by the STFU and led by a Union leader and preacher Owen
Whitfield. Despite several run-ins with local authorities who were determined to prevent federal
aid reaching the croppers, the demonstrators both raised enough money to establish one
community, Cropperville, and drew enough attention for the Farm Security Administration to
build settlements, complete with houses, infrastructure, and farm land which the sharecroppers
could take out Administration loans to buy.505

The Sharecropper Committee
Not only did the demonstration attract the attention of the federal government, but the
FCC and the HMC took notice as well. In January of 1939, the FCC and the HMC took their first
steps in responding to the sharecropper crisis in the South, which had been highlighted by the
Missouri demonstration. George Haynes, the executive secretary of the FCC’s Department of
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Race Relations, Mark Dawber, the director of the HMC, and Ralph Felton, a rural church
reformer and professor at Drew University, along with other officials within the FCC and HMC
met to discuss how the FCC and HMC could best respond to the crisis. While the FCC and HMC
certainly intended to help the Missouri sharecroppers, which they did by supporting the
government settlements in the Bootheel with financial support and religious workers, they met to
discuss how they could begin to address the crisis among sharecroppers in the whole South.506
The primary item on the agenda for that first meeting was the establishment of “shortterm institutes for negro ministers” in the sharecropping areas of the South.507 Those at the
meeting agreed that one way to bring sharecroppers “a more abundant life” would be to reach
them through their churches and ministers.508 George Haynes, in particular, contended that white
ministers had been served well by the FCC’s efforts. Haynes recognized that there were already
some institutes for black ministers at Tuskegee (AL) and Hampton (VA), that there had been
some at state land-grant colleges, including Prairie View (TX), and State College in Montgomery
(AL), and that one was planned for Alcorn A & M (MS). In addition, he noted that some
denominational schools had institutes for African American ministers. For example, the African
Methodist Episcopal Zion Church hosted a minister’s institute at Livingston College in Salisbury,
North Carolina.509
However, all of those present at the committee meeting expressed the need for “the
promotion of more and larger institutes for Negro ministers than now exist.” They also concurred
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that “the rural situation presents the largest need,” notwithstanding the need for training city
ministers.510 The representatives from Tuskegee and Hampton, Chaplains Harry V. Richardson
and Arthur Devan, respectively, commented that the “matter is exceedingly important to the
ministers of the southern areas; that the education standards are ‘worse than deplorable;’ and that
there should be concern for the training of the young Negro minister.” Ralph Felton contended
that the courses needed to focus on town and country ministers, not city pastors, “because they
are faced with having to do everything in their community as far as their churches are
concerned.” For that reason, those ministers needed courses on how to “relate religion to the
economic conditions of those parishes which are rural.” Others echoed Felton’s sentiments and
contended that the need was greatest in the South.511
Ralph Felton explained that the cotton and tobacco farming regions of the South,
characterized by expansive landholdings with surplus labor, created large numbers of
sharecroppers. According to Felton, “These landless farmers have poor housing, unbalanced diet,
interrupted school attendance, insufficient incomes, and a continued feeling of insecurity.”
Therefore, the committee took it as its goal to “raise the standard of living and the quality of life
of these thirteen million sharecroppers.”512 Felton was aware that there were about as many white
sharecroppers as black in the South, 242,173 and 299,118, respectively, but he contended that
“the denominational bodies of the Negro churches are much more in need of help.” He explained
that “the Southern white Baptists and the white Methodists have many schools or institutes for
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white rural pastors.” So, Felton concluded, “It seems that the Home Missions Council will render
a more needed service by place the larger emphasis of its work... with Negro pastors.” 513
The officials from the FCC and HMC placed a high priority on ensuring that the schools
were interdenominational. Several officials contended that the best way to do that was to host the
institutes on land-grant college campuses. Because those schools did not have denominational
ties, those at the meeting all agreed that this would provide the best environment for
interdenominational cooperation. George Haynes had already been in contact with college
presidents throughout the South who he said were “keen on the idea.”514
What began as simply a meeting of members to consider work among African American
pastors in rural areas developed across 1939 into an “exploratory committee on sharecroppers.” In
March, 1939, representatives from the FCC, HMC, STFU, and other organizations met and raised
concerns about the lack of adequate proposals to address the ever worsening plight of
sharecroppers across the nation. Those at the meeting suggested, in very general terms, that there
might be something that organizations like the FCC and HMC could do by educating religious
leaders and congregations regarding the sharecropper crisis.515 At a May, 1939 “exploratory
committee of sharecroppers,” representatives from the FCC and HMC critiqued the approach of
ministers and denominations to the sharecropper’s situation. They accused traveling ministers of
exploiting sharecroppers. Denominational boards in the South did not “reach out into the isolated
areas” so that many sharecroppers were “unreached.”516
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The committee remained exploratory through 1939, but became an official special
committee of the HMC at the start of 1940 and it issued a “Report of Special Committee on
Sharecroppers.” First, the report described the dire straits sharecroppers faced. “The depression,”
the report explained, “brought terrific unrest in farm tenancy.” In the South, white and black
sharecroppers cultivated thirty-nine percent of all farms. Those landless farmers, Felton
explained, had to deal with “poor housing, unbalanced diet, interrupted school attendance,
insufficient incomes, and a continued feeling of insecurity.” The terrible circumstances these
sharecroppers faced had significant ramifications for rural churches. These families, according to
the committee, did not attend or support churches and due to “poverty, isolation, mobility,
insecurity, and low social ranking,” sharecroppers and their families were “coming more and
more to lose the means and the incentive for participating in the life of the community and of
being identified with its institutions.”517
Also by 1940, the sharecropper committee had expanded their program. Instead of simply
providing courses for black ministers, they decided on two specific areas, the Black Belt of
Alabama and central Georgia, in which to experiment with a program of religious extension. The
committee planned to place “a religious counsellor or agent to work with the church,” in a similar
way that “farm demonstration agents work with farmers.” Ralph Felton, who directly supervised
the program, explained that just as county agents worked with willing farmers to create
“demonstration farms,” even so the religious extension agent was to “select certain church where
the pastor and people are willing to cooperate in trying new methods.”518
The religious extension program was modeled after that of farm demonstration agents.
Ralph Felton explained some of the ways that these agents followed the farm agents’ model in a
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later report. He noted that as a “county agent works with individual farmers who are ready to
cooperate with him,” creating demonstration farms for others to emulate, even so the religious
extension agent was to “select certain churches where the pastor and people are willing to
cooperate in trying new methods.” It would be a mistake, Felton argued, for the agent to try to
work with every pastor in his area. “By helping a few rural pastors to succeed first, then an
increasing number,” Felton concluded, “he will dignify the rural ministry better than any other
method.” 519
By May of 1940 the Sharecropper Committee had decided that the best place to put a
religious extension worker in Georgia was at Forsythe, in Monroe county, because it was “in the
heart of the tenant and sharecropper district of Georgia.” In the fourteen surrounding counties
there were 1,056 farms owned by black farmers and 8,734 tenants. The state colleges at Fort
Valley and Albany, Georgia and the town centers at Forsythe, Fort Valley, Oglethorpe, Cordele,
Americus, and Albany could serve as locations “from which influence” could “be built for the
ministers of the surrounding counties.” Given the large number of black owners, tenants, and
sharecroppers, the Sharecropper Committee contented that they were “certain that work with the
rural churches here would affect directly and immediately the life of Negro sharecroppers and
tenants in this area.” One major problem that the extension agents wanted to address in the region
was that most of the ministers were “absentees residing in larger towns and cities at a distance”
and very few of them were trained.520
The HMC’s Sharecropper Committee had employed three part-time religious extension
workers in Arkansas in 1941: T.M. Threkeld in Jonesboro, A.L. Campbell in Osceola, and Robert
Shumpert in Marion.521 The arrangement was on a month-to-month and tentative basis. For the
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most part, these men held classes and institutes for preachers. But, the part-time arrangement was
relatively short-lived. In January of 1942 Dawber wrote to terminate the working relationship
with Robert Shumpert and in May he wrote to terminate the agreement with Threkeld, perhaps
because the committee decided to throw all of its support behind the full-time agents in Alabama
and Georgia. It was not until 1943, after the religious extension program was well underway in
Alabama and Georgia, that the next set of correspondence concerning the work in Arkansas
appeared. Dawber wrote to the President of A.M. and N. College in Pine Bluff, Lawrence A.
Davis, regarding a young man named Moses DeLaney. The HMC and the College would split his
$1800 salary and expense budget “on a fifty-fifty basis.” 522

Religious Extension in Alabama and Georgia
In June of 1940, the Committee hired Vinson Allen Edwards, a 43 year-old Baptist
church worker who had studied with Felton at Drew University. He worked closely with Fort
Valley State University, Georgia’s black land-grant college. The Sharecropper Committee
supplied Edward’s salary of $1500 and the FCC’s Department of Race Relations provide an
expense account of $300 to $500. Roosevelt Crockett started his work with Tuskegee in the
summer of 1942 by attending the annual Tuskegee Minister’s Conference. Crockett was a 35year-old Methodist church worker from Arkansas. He had attended Philander Smith College in
Little Rock, Arkansas and then Drew University where he had studied with Felton. Crockett and
Edwards were paralleled not only in time but also in what they aimed to address.523
Crockett began his work with Tuskegee in connection with the 1942 annual ministers’
institute already in existence. Then, he spent the rest of the summer of 1942 completing a twenty-
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three county survey “securing primary data on the religious, social, and economic conditions of
the people.” Of those twenty-three counties, eight were in Alabama, eight were in Mississippi,
and seven were in Georgia. That survey that Crockett carried out served as the basis for a report
that covered the physical, economic, social, educational, though his focus was on the religious
aspects of African-American life “as it was in the interest of the church that the study was
made.” 524 But in all of those areas, according to Crockett, his survey pointed to “acute problems,”
and offered a program that would build off of work already being done to correct some of those
problems.525
Because it summarizes Crockett’s criticisms and concerns about African-American
religious life in the Deep South, this report reveals the assumptions under which Crockett, and
likely his religious extension counterparts in other states, were working. In addition, in providing
a record of his recommendations, this report offers insight into the broad program of reform that
Northern rural religious workers planned for Southern rural churches. Crockett’s criticisms and
recommendations reflect at least those of the Home Missions Council and the Federal Council of
Churches and to some extent those of the broader mainline Protestant rural church movement.526
In conducting the survey, Crockett said that he depended on the county agents, the farm
and home demonstration agents of the Tuskegee Movable School.527 Crockett repeatedly
expressed his pleasure with the work of the agricultural and rural workers he met. He praised the
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county agents, Farm Security Administration (FSA) agents, and health nurses in the South who he
wrote were “effectively prosecuting a fine program among Negroes in the South.” Demonstration
agents were helping farmers make their “farming a paying business” and FSA agents were
helping landless farmers get a farm of their own. One health team in Macon County, Alabama, a
doctor and a nurse from the United States Health Service, treated between 35 and 40 people each
of the two days that Crockett travelled with them. In addition, Crockett commended Macon
County for employing six nurse-midwives to work in the county.528
The Movable School had been established in 1906 and carried demonstration materials to
black farmers. It was because of their already existing relationships with the people of these
counties that he “was able to make an entrance into each county and obtain a workable
acquaintance” with his subjects. The county agents’ “healthy cooperation,” according to Crockett,
made his “study possible and successful.” Black agricultural extension agents had spent several
decades developing the relationships from which Crockett benefitted.529
The work of these black extension agents, according to historian Jeannie Whayne,
focused on providing “their clients with advice on how to improve their daily lives” and not on
“rallying them to challenge the white power structure politically.” That emphasis gained them a
hearing among black farmers who were most concerned about improving their immediate daily
lives. This also allowed black extension agents to create a program “that black farmers would
welcome” but would also not be “unpalatable to planters or unrecognizable to the white
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agricultural bureaucracy.” In so doing, according to Whayne, these efforts laid “the groundwork
for freedom from the dominance of planters,” aiding black farmers in crop yields, financial
management, and food production.530
Yet, there was an underlying tension within the program of black extension while the
demonstration programs of state colleges had the potential to create a separate and independent
network of black farmers and extension agents, the extension program could and sometimes did
become simply another means for white legislators and bureaucrats to exert control of the lives of
African-Americans.531 Crockett, however, had no such reservations about the county agents
working with Tuskegee. In places like Morgan, Jackson, Madison, and Limestone country,
Crockett reported, African-American farmers “owned a considerable amount of land” and “were
following the farm program of the county agents admirably.” 532
Work among the Sharecroppers
The religious extension agents’ primary concern was the large number of black
sharecroppers. The dire circumstances of this large group of farm laborers had significant
ramifications for rural churches. These families, according to the committee, did not attend or
support churches and due to “poverty, isolation, mobility, insecurity, and low social ranking,”
sharecroppers and their families were “coming more and more to lose the means and the incentive
for participating in the life of the community and of being identified with its institutions.” Despite
their apparently sincere concern for sharecroppers, the committee imposed their institutionalized
vision of the church on landless farmers. Sharecroppers were religious and engaged in church
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gatherings, but not in ways which fit the reformers conception for what rural congregations were
supposed to be. However, the precarious position of sharecroppers and tenant farmers had, in fact,
worsened through the Depression. The economic conditions and federal depression policies often
prompted farm owners who had previously been making ends meet were now forced to sell.533
Crockett’s was frustrated by the fact that he had little access to sharecroppers. Even the
county agent, he wrote, “cannot contact freely the croppers on plantations.” The county agent,
Crockett reported, could be helpful to owners and renters but was limited in what they could do
for sharecroppers given their limited access. In his report, the fact that “share-croppers [were] in a
position where the county agents could hardly reach them and render any aid” was the first
“acute” problem that Crockett listed. The limited access that Crockett and the agricultural county
agents had to sharecroppers raises important questions about the nature and the limits of
extension work among black landless farmers.534

While some historians, including Jeannie Whayne and Debra Ann Reid, have
contended, and rightfully so, that even black extension programs served to promote the
existing power structure, some white planters were still wary of granting any access to
extension agents. T.M. Campbell, the founder of the Movable School, reported that an
obstinate planter changed his tune when he learned that he had come from Tuskegee. The
school’s association with Booker T. Washington, especially his reputation for moderation
and accommodation, gained Campbell a hearing and support. However, given Crockett’s
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experiences traveling with extension agents in Alabama, that did not appear to change
every planters’ opinion of black extension agents having access to black sharecroppers.535
In addition, Pete Daniel has argued that black extension agents intentionally
neglected poor sharecroppers and marginal farmers who needed the most instruction.
Often black agents selected farmers who were in better situations and who were already
respected. That would give their work more credibility. According to Daniel, the same
was true for white agents. No doubt there were cases of such neglect. But, Crockett
contended that the agents he had worked with were attempting to reach those
sharecroppers but were prevented by the plantation owners. Daniel pointed to this as well
and explained that making peace with white landlords and merchants was essential if
black agents hoped to do any work in the rural Deep South. Crockett recognized that the
inability to reach sharecroppers was a major roadblock in his efforts. Crockett could not
access these landless farmers in the fields. However, he could access them through their
churches. This is precisely what the program of religious extension sought to do.536
New Deal
Crockett saw mixed results in the federal programs that were intended to address
the “plight of the share-cropper and renter.”537 Crockett had mostly critical things to say
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about the Agricultural Adjustment Act (AAA). By 1942, when Crockett was writing, the
program had already been invalidated by the Supreme Court for seven years. Yet,
Crockett still noted the effects of the AAA on black farmers. The program was designed
to reduce production by taking land out of cultivation. The federal government paid
landowners not to grow crops in order to raise commodity prices. While it might have
been “designed to help farmers improve their economic life,” and while some black
owners and renters were “sharing in the benefits which the Triple A has made possible,”
Crockett contended that the AAA had “actually militated against the Negro in some
instances.” The AAA, Crockett concluded, was “an asset to the owner, but a liability to
the non-owner.” Many historians have echoed Crockett’s sentiment. Programs like the
AAA, however unintentionally, displaced poor southern farmers because it reduced the
amount of land in cultivation and provided money for that reduction to land owners and
provided no aid to sharecroppers or tenants.538
On the other hand, he highly praised the Farm Security Administration (FSA).
The FSA was a direct response to some of the issues that the AAA had created. The
specific aspect of the FSA that Crockett focused on was the program of loans for small
and landless farmers. The FSA agents, Crockett argued, had “done some excellent work
for Negroes in the South, especially in certain sections of Alabama and Georgia.” Some
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African-American farmers were participating in the FSA’s program as “clients” and
others as “tenant-purchasers.” FSA was a program designed to give low-interest loans to
farmers to help them get out of debt and turn a profit. Under the FSA guidelines,
sharecroppers and tenants were divided into two categories, clients and tenant-purchasers.
Clients were sharecroppers or tenants who borrowed money in order to by mules, tools,
or materials in order to make the crop. The tenant-purchaser was one who already owned
equipment, but took out a loan to buy land and a house.
Crockett’s analysis was that the results for the tenant-purchasers were better than
for the clients because they were moving out of sharecropping into landownership. For
the clients, however, Crockett said that getting a loan from the FSA was almost always
preferable to relying on credit from the merchant. He did note that some clients were
frustrated that the FSA supervised them so closely. To be sure, Crockett reported, many
black farmers had become renters because of the help of the FSA, which meant that “they
were enabled to climb one step higher in the agricultural ladder.” The FSA, according to
Crockett, was “the answer to the tenant’s problem.” He reported one man as saying, “I
never felt like a man before I got on the FSA. Now I feel like a burden has been lifted off
my shoulders.”539 While Crockett praised the FSA, historians have been less
complimentary, primarily due to the limited scope of such programs. Only 47,104 tenants
received farm purchase loans, which meant that nearly 2 million landless farmers were
never assisted.540
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World War II
Not only did the religious extension agents note the consequences of New Deal policies
on rural African Americans, Crockett and Edwards also pointed to the impact of World War II
both on the lives of the people they sought to help and on their own work. War production was
dramatically shifting the life of poor farmers in Alabama. In Talladega County, for example, a
considerable number of African Americans, including farmers, worked in the war plants. One
school teacher, who had applied for a job at the war plant and failed to get it, commented that
African Americans were given only unskilled jobs. Crockett was not surprised by that. “Negro
farmers,” he wrote, “would hardly be skilled; hence this teacher’s words were undoubtedly true.”
This man’s experience reflected the reality across the World War II South. In addition, factories
in which many of the jobs were high wage due to their import for the war effort, like shipbuilding
factories, refused to hire even unskilled black laborers.541

The situation in Madison County, in North Alabama, according to Crockett, was
similar for African-Americans to what it was in Talladega. He met a black farmer who
had bought a truck in order to transport black defense workers. Crockett reported, “A
sizable number of unskilled negro laborers were employed in the plants of this county.
Local farmers were getting their share of the jobs.” In addition, African-Americans from
surrounding counties were employed at the Madison County plant as well. Crockett was
amazed at the farmer who had bought the truck. He quit his defense job and stopped
driving his truck temporarily in order to work his crop. When Crockett asked him why
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“he placed farming above the defense job, he said, ‘I make my living farming. My farm
will be here when the defense job stops. So I put my farm first.’” In Colbert County, only
“some” black farmers were working at the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) powder
plant. Crockett reported that “the wives of those men are trying to carry on the farm work
while the husbands work at the plants.” While it was not all of the black farmers working
at the plants, Crockett explained that “enough of the younger Negro farmers are working
there to warrant mention.”542
Edwards pointed to the challenges that war time service put on rural communities.
Young men were drafted to serve overseas. Ministers were going into the chaplaincy, and
teachers and other rural people took defense industry jobs for “increased earning.” In
communities that already faced a shortage of ministers and teachers, Edwards saw this as
exacerbating the issues he was trying to correct. He also argued that farmers who took
defense jobs or were drafted left a gap in the workforce, which Edwards explained was
“making unusual demands upon child labor” as children carried on the farm work that
their parents left to them. “Therefore,” Edwards concluded, “The economic, educational
recreational and religious programs have been affected in rural areas.” 543
Crockett and Edwards were noticing t a key phase of the Great Migration. World
War II catalyzed the movement of black farmers from the rural South. Some of them
moved to nearby cities, as Crockett and Edwards described. In addition, beginning in the
early 1940s, African Americans left the South altogether in huge numbers. Pursuing
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newly available opportunities in Northern cities, around 1.5 million African Americans
left the South.544
In addition to the movement of people, war rationing affected the churches and
the work that Crockett and Edwards were trying to do in their respective areas. Edwards
explained that travel restrictions were, of course, a hindrance due to his need to “travel in
the prosecution of the program.” He needed to travel, he explained, “For in the very
nature of the case rural people are a face to face people.” Edwards did not think that his
program could be carried out as effectively through letter writing, but, he had no choice.
Despite the negative consequence to his work, he resigned “we have had to conform to
the national restriction program.” However, Edwards’ relationship with Fort Valley
proved beneficial during this time. His connection to the college meant that he could keep
a full schedule without being affected too much by travel restrictions.545
Some of the churches in Crockett’s area were dealing with the effects of war
rationing as well. One church had raised money to build a new building but was unable to
“secure the material for the new church until after the war.” The church wanted to hold
off on making any improvements to their current building since they planned to build a
new one. But, Crockett encouraged them to go ahead and paint the current building,
which they did.546
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The need for wartime production also affected the one program that Crockett
thought was doing some good among black sharecroppers, the FSA. As the war effort
continued through the early 40s, opponents to the FSA argued that in order to help the
war effort production needed to be increased. In order to attain that, there needed to be a
cheap labor source for big producers. The FSA, then, was counterproductive to those
aims. Opponents of the New Deal used World War II as a pretext for stripping funding
away from many of its programs.547
The New Deal and World War II presented benefits and challenges to rural
churches and the religious extension agents. On the one hand, landowners used New Deal
programs to lower their labor costs by hiring temporary wage labor rather than
sharecroppers, leaving many tenants without homes. Yet, the federal programs also
offered sharecroppers, albeit limited, opportunities to improve their standing as renters or
to become landowners. The exigencies of World War II drew rural people off of the farm,
which depleted churches and communities. However, it offered money and opportunities
that were otherwise unavailable to African American workers. Despite those particular
opportunities and challenges, the religious extension agents agreed, as did their
supervisors at the Home Missions Council, that the way to produce lasting change in
rural communities was to focus on rural churches.
Place of the Rural Black Church
Crockett called the black rural churches institutions “of strategic importance.”
Yet, they were “losing ground.” “Although,” Crockett explained, “almost every adult in
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the country has his name on the church roll, he does not see the church as the leading
institution in many instances.” Instead, according to Crockett, rural black southerners
looked to the school or to the farm extension program as the agencies that would really
bring progress. Because the church did not “foster the economic and social life of the
people” it failed “to furnish an ongoing spiritual benefit.” Crockett and Edwards
envisioned that the church could lead in a sweeping renewal of rural life. So, prioritizing
church repairs, sanitation, beautifying the grounds, and agricultural demonstration were
far from tangential. Through these efforts, the religious extension agents hoped that
church buildings and grounds could themselves serve as models to which their members
could aspire.548
Crockett and his counterparts used the sweeping phrase “negro church” often.
However, they also seemed to realize the particular character and concerns of local
congregations based on location, denomination, or some other set of factors. What
Crockett often seems to mean by the phrase “negro church” are the African-American
local churches, of all denominations, in sharecropping areas. In other words, the church
as he knew it in his work. He drew no distinctions about polity, doctrine, or response
based on denomination in his reports.549
Crockett was disappointed that these rural churches, despite being “the center of
activity for the southern rural Negro” had failed in “assuming its rightful place of
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leadership with reference to these programs of community uplift” led by the agricultural
agents and rural workers. The agents, he wrote “were and are doing a splendid job with
Negro farmers.” Even though there were only a few county health units, he wrote that
they were “improving the health of the rural Negro people to an appreciable degree.” His
praise ended, however, when it came to the rural black church. He wrote that “if the rural
Negro ministry by and large were more alert to the needs and opportunities about them,”
then every aspect of life among the people they served “would be improved with much
greater facility.”550
The religious extension agent’s focus on black churches rested on the unique role
that those congregations filled with African American communities. Black congregations
offered a site for the exchange of ideas and encouragement relatively free from direct the
observation, control, and tyranny of white landlords, employers, or officials. Crockett,
recognizing that extension agents operating under the supervision of white landlords and
extension service officials were limited in their opportunities to access black
sharecroppers, insisted on the need for churches to step in and provide networks through
poor and landless black farmers could improve their position. For Crockett, ministers
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could serve the primary mediators between congregants and the people and institutions
that could help them, including extension agents and agricultural colleges. 551
Crockett’s criticism that rural pastors were not “alert to the needs” of those in the
pews seems overstated. In fact, most of black pastors were farmers themselves. It is more
likely that these ministers were ill equipped, lacking the resources to address agricultural
and economic problems, rather than unconcerned. They also had little access to their
congregants throughout the week because they were serving churches across a wide area.
As late as 1950, Harry Richardson, who served as the chaplain at Tuskegee during
Crockett’s time there, reported that other than Sundays and special occasions like
funerals and revivals, a pastor might only spend two days a months among the people of
a given congregation, which supported Crockett’s contention that pastors were
disconnected from the people they served.552
Church Consolidation
Both Crockett and Edwards encouraged church consolidation. Edwards was less
specific in his recommendations, but wrote that he wanted to “promote church unity so as
to encourage the reorganization of rural churches as fast as possible or cooperative work
and fellowship.” His emphasis on church cooperation, even across denominational lines,
had been a central emphasis of the sharecropper committee when they first began to
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consider addressing the concerns of sharecroppers, even before they began organizing the
religious extension program.553
Crockett was more direct in recommending church consolidation. He pointed to
recent efforts to consolidate public schools, which allowed schools to “render greater
service to the various rural communities.” The only way to implement all of the reforms
Crockett envisioned for rural churches was to have a church which served a large enough
area to have enough people “to support a church with a resident pastor.” He recognized
the barriers to such reorganization, however, including “the mobility of tenants, too few
land-owners in any given community to make it stable, the question of different
denominations, and the terrific aversion to change.” Yet, Crockett was confident, “no
ideal program [could] be brought to the rural Negro church without such organization.”
In recommending church consolidation, Edwards and Crockett revealed in yet another
aspect how distinct they were from the longer southern rural church movement. They
instead reflected the priorities and agenda of the northern movement, driven by
interdenominational, rather than denominational, concerns.554
For the most part, Edwards and Crockett’s work fell into four major categories: preparing
rural pastors, enlisting rural church women, church beautification, and agricultural projects. The
central focus of the religious extension agents reflected what had long been the top priority of
rural church reformers, North and South, the rural minister. But, the religious extension agents
also recognized the important role that women filled in rural churches. While they did not give
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the same amount of attention to women as teachers and church leaders as they did to ministers,
they certainly argued for their importance and offered institutes and seminars comparable to those
for ministers. Crockett and Edwards hoped that church beautification and agricultural projects
would both provide a benefit to the church as a whole, through invigorating their gatherings and
providing some financial help, but also to the individual members who could implement those
projects in their own homes and gardens.

Pastor’s Institutes
Crockett’s main concern for black rural churches was the rural minister. “No
institution,” Crockett argued, “can progress faster than its leaders.” Unfortunately,
according to Crockett, leadership was precisely the area that needed the most work
among rural African American churches. Leadership, Crockett argued, presented “the
greatest cause for the present predicament of the Negro rural church.” He contended that
the religious extension program “cannot be praised to highly for its diligent efforts to
provide a training for the rural Negro preachers of the South.” Evidently, Crockett did not
believe that training would come, effectively anyway, from any other source if the Home
Missions Council had not filled that role.555
His criticisms of rural ministers followed the pattern of many rural church
reformers before him and reflected their typical complaints. For example, he explained
that while he referred to the pastors of rural churches as “rural” ministers, the number of
preachers who actually lived in the country was “almost negligible.” Crockett noted the
difference between what congregants thought about non-resident pastors and what those
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pastors thought about their congregations. “Non-resident pastors,” Crockett explained,
“impress the people as money getters.” However, Crockett reported that the pastors
believed that people preferred a non-resident pastor. Their attitude, according to Crockett,
was the “absence makes the people grow fonder of you.” Reformers disagreed, insisting
that rural ministers who did not live among their congregations were “preachers and not
pastors.”556
Edwards wrote in a 1943 Social Forces article that the training of teachers and
preachers could be “greatly improved” and that “they constitute(d) the group best
prepared to help the farmers and interested agencies make the needed adjustments.” He
argued, “Apparently a reorganization is order which makes provision for these leaders to
live agreeably at close range to the people they served.” This was the connection between
rural leadership, agricultural extension, and church consolidation. By combining the
small rural churches in a given area could one minister adequately reach farmers with
new information they had received from land-grant colleges and extension agents.557
Crockett criticized rural preachers’ failure to work with other agencies that were
“working for the uplift of the people.” Crockett argued that pastors refused to do so out of
a misdirected sense of self-respect. That is, he suggested that sometimes preachers felt
that by cooperating with a county agent, or some other official, “he will lose some bit of
his prestige,” and in situations where that was the case “the preacher refuses to
cooperate.” That “fear of losing prestige” combined with a “failure to grasp the
importance of cooperation” is what caused “the rugged individualism of our preachers in
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the rural church.” The county agents, Crockett noted, recognized their dependence on
local ministers. He wrote that they explained that “when they proved to the local
ministers that the farm agent’s work is valuable, their work from that point on becomes
relatively easier.” Crockett explained, “when the minister approved the work, the people
accepted it much more readily.” 558
The education level of the ministers was, according to Crockett, “extremely low.”
He called the situation “pathetic.” Yet, Crockett tried to give them credit. “These
untrained men are the men who organized and developed the churches we now have;
hence we cannot criticize.” Crockett was a Methodist, and the African American
Methodist denominations did in fact try to maintain a higher educational level for its
clergy. While his criticism of the education of ministers echoes a prominent issue raised
by rural church reformers, Crockett’s denominational perspective may have given added
a measure of frustration.559
In addition, the fact that rural ministers tried to pastor multiple churches meant
that rural congregations might receive once-a-month preaching, which Crockett
contended was “sapping the life out of the rural church.” One pastor that Crockett
contacted was a pastor of eight churches. While that ratio was uncommon, that type of
arrangement was common when small rural churches could not afford to pay someone to
work with them full-time. Instead, they would pay a preacher a smaller sum to simply
come and preach a sermon on a given Sunday. While that was a necessary arrangement
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for many rural churches, it did not meet the standards of the religious extension agents
who wanted fully organized rural churches, which for them meant, first and foremost, a
full-time pastor.560
Pastors who were distant from the congregations they served made it difficult for
Crockett and Edwards to implement some programs in churches with pastors who were
not regularly in the community. For example, in addition to the number of churches
Edwards was trying to help he also complained that “absentee pastors prohibit intensive
work.”561 While it was not preferable, Crockett said that pastors could live in the seat of
the county where the churches they served were, provided that they did preach at least
twice a month at all of the churches they served. But, they needed to be able to spend
enough time at each church “to train some local leaders in religious education, missions,
etc.” But, that meant that “the pastor himself must first be trained.” This is where
Crockett saw the great value of the religious extension program.562
More significantly, Crockett was concerned that “the minsters have not had any
professional training for their work, allowing for a few exceptions.” The pastors needed
to “become awakened to these shortcomings.” If they would, Crockett contended, “they
will overcome them and develop an adequate program for their churches.” In sum, he
wrote, “Religion and daily living should be related closely so that people may see the
connection between religion and health, religion and economics, and religion and
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education.” Crockett organized his work with those general issues and their solutions in
mind. His proposed program included organizing minsters classes, beginning church
improvement projects, and including county health nurses and county agents as special
lecturers in his classes.563
Because of the important role of rural ministers, the primary task the Crockett set
himself to was the organization and teaching of what he called the “ministerial
improvement classes.” Harry Richardson, the chaplain from Tuskegee, and a local Baptist
pastor named C.W. Kelley assisted Crockett with the teaching. Kelly taught homiletics,
Richardson taught theology, and Crockett taught a class that he called “Fundamentals,”
which he was “a very practical course,” including topics on reading, writing, and
grammar. “The brethren,” he said, were “very appreciative of it,” because it was “muchneeded.” He taught another course called “Making a Church Program,” which was
intended to help them carry out a rural church program, including subjects like worship,
finances, church beautification, and parish problems. Occasionally, Crockett reported, he
had a farm demonstration agent “whose contribution was always valuable.” A class in
Opelika met every Tuesday, the one at Tuskegee met every Wednesday, and the class at
Phenix City met two Thursdays out of each month, all for four hours. “It is perhaps too
early,” Crockett said concluded of this effort, “… to estimate the good that has come
from the work of the classes, but no doubt, the future will tell the story in an acceptable
manner.”564
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Crockett’s optimism was measured, however. Crockett confessed that some
ministers did not think they needed any help and were reluctant to join. But, he wrote,
once they came a realized the benefit that the classes provided, they came regularly. The
fact that the average attendance at the weekly four-hour gatherings averaged between
eight and twelve for all of the classes shows that some ministers really did embrace
Crockett’s instruction. That more ministers did not come, Crockett admitted, was due to
the fact “that the ministers have not recognized the need for improvement.” His task “of
making them realize that they need ministerial training,” he explained, “is very great
indeed.” Even the attendance of some of the who had been coming fell off depending on
the time of year and the amount of work they had to do with their home congregation.
Crockett wrote that after the Christmas of 1942, he had to visit several of the ministers
and encourage them to come again. He did write that those visits were effective and was
pleased with how attendance had picked up.565
Another of Crockett’s major tasks was to assist at annual rural pastor’s institutes
in other southern states. He helped at the Alabama, Florida, and South Carolina schools.
He wrote that the Florida school, which he admitted had lower attendance, was “very
significant.” He wrote that thirty-five black ministers from Western Florida of various
denominations attended the institute. Such “served,” according to Crockett, “as a good
demonstration of denominational cooperation.” These schools were different than many
of their white counterparts, in the types of denominations that were represented. At the
conference there were Primitive Baptists, a denomination that Crockett noted had a
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“record of non-cooperation with others” but at this institute “had the largest
representation.” In addition to Episcopalian ministers there were Seventh Day Adventists,
and Holiness churches, which were the scorn of many white rural church reformers,
represented. Perhaps the remarkable variety and the participation of previously reluctant
groups points to the value of the program of religious extension among black
sharecroppers. This effort, spearheaded by African American agents and focused on
black rural churches, presented an opportunity for inter-denominational participation
among African American churches that had simply not been available in previous rural
church efforts led by the southern white mainline denominations. Crockett wrote that the
attitude of the participants and their determination to “carry out the suggestions which the
received at the meeting” gave him a “sense of added hopefulness for the rural church.”566
Crockett also praised the South Carolina school, which had been held at the state
agricultural college in Orangeburg, South Carolina. Ninety ministers came, which
Crockett said was “exceptional.” The fact that the ministers represented so many
denominations and the fact that they were so eager and interested in the instruction was
“particularly gratifying” to Crockett. He said that his contact with the ministers revealed
that the problems of black churches in South Carolina were similar to those in Alabama.
Crockett reported that these ministers highlighted the need for church beautification, and
finally, “the problem arising from the failure to relate religion to daily living.”567
He also wrote that South Carolinian churches, like those in Alabama, lacked
hymnals and that they often placed “the traditional emphasis on feeling, usually at the
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expense of intellect,” a common criticism by rural church reformers of African-American
religious expression.568 Crockett’s criticism reflected what Curtis J. Evans has described
as “the professional disciplining of black emotionalism.” He argued that the discipline of
psychology used the term “emotionalism” in order to critique what they viewed as
African American ways of being religious and couch it in clinical and dispassionate
terms. Though, Evans explained, they contended they were not doing the work of
theology, they nonetheless offered an opinion regarding on proper expressions of
religious fervor. Evans described the work of Howard Odum, who argued that the
“emotionalism” of African American religion led to its lack of “practical application” or
“moral content.” Crockett had so imbibed the liberal Protestant formulation of what it
meant to be properly religious that he critiqued the expressions that psychologists and
other social scientists had determined to be primitive. For Crockett, then, it was necessary
that black rural churches alter their worship gatherings in order to function as sites for
reform in rural communities.569
The school, he said, reflected the “fine denominational cooperation” present at all
of the institutes, but he especially noted the efforts at “inter-racial cooperation.” He
wrote, “The fact of mixed faculty of Negro and white instructors… is significant,”
especially, for Crockett, considering the “limited background” of some of the ministers
that were there. Crockett contended that “a great deal of racial understanding resulted
from the contacts made at the institutes.” The effort so inspired Crockett that he helped
organize an inter-racial conference for ministers, which 79 ministers attended, about half
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of whom were white ministers. That allowed Crockett, he reported, to “get acquainted”
with white ministers and to “enlist their interest in our religious extension program.”
While this effort encouraged Crockett, it appears to have been a rare occurrence. Crockett
never reported on any more inter-racial ministers’ conferences like this one. Yet, this
meeting was significant in calling attention to some vital issues, including equality for
African Americans in voting, school funding, and legal treatment.570
Women’s Institutes
Crockett also contended that if African-American rural churches were ever going
to develop an adequate program, “cognizance must be taken of the significant part which
will inevitably played by rural church women.” Women were the majority in AfricanAmerican rural churches. For examples, according to the 1926 Census of Religious
Bodies, African-American women exceeded men in rural black churches 100 to 62. In
addition, in typical rural churches, there were twice as many female Sunday school
teachers as there were male.571 Those women, Crockett argued, were “one of the great
pillars of the Christian church.”572
Crockett was not content to limit his work to pastors because while he was sure
that trained ministers could do great work with untrained members, he argued that “to do
their best work, ministers must have laymen who have been trained along the line of
religious activities.” So, he organized “an institute for the training of women missionaries
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and community leaders.” Crockett reported that the women “were eager,” had a “keen
sense of responsibility,” and wanted pastors who would be interested in “community
improvement.”573
Based on that contention, Crockett began a women’s institute in 1943. Twentyfour women came to that first institute. That same year, Edwards hosted a women’s
institute at Fort Valley State. Edwards reported “the women responded in much larger
numbers” than minsters had to the ministers’ institute. At this first women’s institute at
Fort Valley, 46 women from 17 counties, along with six male pastors were present.
According to Edwards, the group asked for the institute to be held annually and organized
in such a way so that they could earn credits based on the courses they took each year. In
1944, Crockett hosted another women’s institute to which 72 women came. Over the
course of the week, the women heard about twenty-five hours of instruction, on topics
like “The Church and Family Life,” “Working with Youth,” and “Home Improvement.”
Crockett wrote, “In the days to come, enormous benefits will come to the rural and town
Christian people because of these institutes.”574
The efforts of the HMC to host institutes for both ministers and women
intensified through the early 1940s. In 1942, with the help of Crockett and Edwards
serving as religious extension agents, there were 9 ministers’ institutes with 314 ministers
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present. In 1943, that number had increased to 14 institutes with over 600 ministers
attending. By 1944, there were institutes for ministers and women across the South so
that there were 17 ministers’ institutes, which 753 ministers attended and nine women’s
institutes which included 434 women. In 1945, there were 33 ministers’ institutes and 29
women’s institutes, some of which were held in conjunction with one another. In
attendance at those 1945 institutes, there were 1201 pastors and 1208 women. Those
numbers indicate that the HMC and the religious extension agents were committed to the
institutes as a means of reaching ministers and women and that, in fact, rural ministers
and women were responding, at least to some degree, to their efforts.575 According to
Harry V. Richardson, almost all of those who attended the meetings received scholarships
which were conditional on the individuals attending all of the classes and promising “to
put into practice some of the teachings of the institute.”576
Church Beautification
The work of church beautification was central to the work of the religious extension
agents. In December of 1941, George Haynes submitted report of the development of the
sharecropper program in which he described the main lines of progress. The first work he
mentioned was “improving the church properties and facilities of the rural and small-town
churches.” Haynes applauded the work that had been done in this regard. “This improvement,” he
wrote, “has an important influence for health and decency in these areas.”577 In 1943, Crockett
explained that “a very definite and essential part of our religious extension work here in Alabama
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is to emphasize church repair and beautification” including helping local churches “improve both
church edifice and the church grounds.” 578 In his monthly report of September of that year he
wrote that “Along with church beautification, we hope, will go soul beautification.”579 In a 1944
report, Crockett wrote, “In all our work we encourage the people to make their church building
and grounds beautiful, for we feel that a beautiful church makes people want to worship.” 580
Crockett worked with rural churches to improve their buildings to serve as
“demonstration churches.” He said that “it [had] been proven conclusively that the demonstration
method of teaching is a very practical and efficient one.” Early on in his work, he wrote, he made
“enlisting several churches as demonstration material” a priority. He was pleased at the number
of those projects that had been completed. Churches had been re-roofed and painted, added steps
and ceiling, planted shrubbery, and added rooms. This work, he said, was easy to get people to
do. The work, he explained “was not very difficult because the congregation seemed to have a
natural interest in improving their church edifices when their attention was called to it.”581
In Alabama, one of the things Roosevelt Crockett noticed as he travelled through
Alabama was the condition of the churches. “In sections where the people owned their land,” he
wrote, “the church edifice was in much better physical condition than in areas where there were
sharecroppers.” The condition of the buildings was so poor, he added that “there were many
seemingly abandoned churches which were still being used.” Some of these churches had missing
window panes, broken steps, and unpainted exteriors. In his conversations with congregants
throughout his first month of work, he found that while some church buildings were well-kept,
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some of the buildings they met in were “almost unusable.” He observed, “Churches (edifices are,
stating the case mildly, not suitable for worship in many cases.”582

Crockett made correcting those issues a primary goal of his work. As a result, one
Baptist church added two rooms to their building, one as a pastor’s study and one for the
choice, another Baptist church in Mt. Meigs, Alabama built concrete steps, and other
projects were underway. Another church, in Tallapoosa County, finished its building,
paid its mortgage, and planted “lovely shrubbery about its premises.” Though this work
was started before Crockett came to Alabama, he intended to use it as a demonstration
project for what a rural church could do in repairing and improving their facilities.583
Crockett pointed to some of his ministerial training classes as the source of the
motivation to do at least some of these church improvement projects. Two Baptist
churches in Lee County, Oak Grove and Concord, made some much needed repairs to
their buildings. Oak Grove installed 40 new window panes and Concord installed a new
roof. “It is needless to say,” Crockett noted, “that the church looks better, because that is
obvious.” But, he reported the improvements any way “in view of the fact that so few of
the churches which sorely need repairs ever make them.” So, he explained, “one is
tempted to iterate something which is already clearly visible.” The pastor of those two
churches attended the ministerial classes that Crockett held “regularly and even
conscientiously,” and Crockett hope that this pastors example would “encourage some of
the other preachers to wish to do likewise.”584
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While church building repairs and beautification did not directly touch on the
economic concerns of black sharecroppers, the religious extension agents made it a
central focus. Perhaps that focus was rooted in a concern about the appearances of church
buildings held by northern, urban, mainline churchgoers, but about which southern, rural
congregants were indifferent. However, the fact that at least some local congregations
responded to the religious extension agents’ recommendations and urgings by making
repairs reveals their willingness to listen to their advice. The religious extension agents
wanted the appearance of church buildings to reflect the significant role they played in
black rural people’s lives. The response of those rural people reveals a common
understanding of that role and the way that the aesthetics of the building reflected it.
Lord’s Acre
The religious extension agents, and other national rural church reformers, often
encouraged congregations to adopt a Lord’s Acre project. In most contexts, the Lord’s Acre
program called upon members to dedicate one acre of their produce to the local church. The
produce would the been given to the church at harvest time. Often church would have a yearly
celebration to mark the occasion. In places like south Alabama and central Georgia sharecropper
country, however, that was not a real possibility because sharecroppers could not simply choose
to give one acre of produce over to the church. In areas where large portions of the members
could not dictate which acres could be dedicated to the church, pastors often rented a section of
land and encouraged the members to aid I cultivating and harvesting it. All of the Lord’s Acre
projects that Edwards described were carried out in this manner. At least on occasion, churches
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had land donated to them to be used for this purpose. Churches in Crockett and Edwards’ areas of
service implemented programs like this.585
For Crockett and Edwards, this model had particular appeal for the churches with which
they worked. Many congregants had little to no disposable cash. By obtaining a piece of land that
could be cultivated, this version of the Lord’s Acre project allowed them to contribute in other
ways that would still help the floundering finances of rural churches. Rural church reformers
pointed to the spiritual benefits of Lord’s Acre programs as well. The whole congregation could
participate in this work together. Even children were encouraged to participate. Lord’s Acre
promoters suggested that through Lord’s Acre projects, churches could cultivate Christian
character into children, encouraging attitudes like service and stewardship.586
Crockett and Edwards’ reports and various other publications reveal that there was
substantial positive response to the religious extension program. In February of 1942, for
example, Edwards reported that the pastor of the Sugar Hill church was “pleased with the
response of his membership.” “Gradually,” Edwards continued, “the pastor is weaving into the
club activities project designed to help meet community needs.” 587 By April of 1942, the Lord’s
Acre project at the Sugar Hill church was well underway. It was actually a five-acre project on
which the church planted peanuts. In addition to the work that the adult members gave to
cultivating the church plot, the children got involved, the young girls raising a chicken and the
boys planting and cultivating three rows of peas. Other churches in Edwards area were involved
in the Lord’s Acre project as well. Two pastors in Macon County and three in Peach County
started and were conducting Lord’s Acre projects in their churches.588 While some of these may
have grown cotton, Edwards noted specifically when churches grew something else, like peanuts
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at Sugar Hill and potatoes at a church in Monroe County.589 Some of the churches that Crockett
worked with in Alabama had adopted the Lord’s Acre project as well. “Throughout the year,” he
said, the religious extension workers had put the plan forward “as a workable and biblical method
Christian stewardship.” Crockett reported that “some of the church… have been sufficiently
courageous to try the plan, and excellent reports are coming in regarding their success.” 590

Reception
Throughout their tenures in Georgia and Alabama, various reports suggest the positive
reception of their work. For example, after Crockett’s first year of work, the chaplain at
Tuskegee, Harry V. Richardson, wrote that Crockett’s work had been “intensive and well
received by the ministers attending.” In addition, Richardson reported that several churches were
adopting Lord’s Acre plans and were improving their grounds, facilities and services as a result of
Crockett’s efforts. Richardson wrote that Crockett had “gained the respect and cooperative
feeling of the ministry” and that “much tangible good [had] been done and a sound foundation
[had] been laid for the progress of this work.”591
In 1945 Religious Extension Service published a pamphlet which compiled the reports of
nine Georgia pastors’ achievements throughout the previous year. Altogether, the pastors’ reports
indicate that they and their churches embraced many of the recommendations of the religious
extension program. They pointed to improvement in church grounds and facilities, congregants’
gardens, and churches’ “Lord’s Acre” plots. The pastors reported that they sent representatives
from their churches to the various Institutes, including the Institute for Rural Women and that
they personally attended the Institutes for Rural Pastors.592
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The pastors also credited what they had learned at the Institutes at Fort Valley with their
increased activity in their churches. One pastor from Madison, Georgia, W.M. Mitchell,
explained that while “from the beginning of [his] ministry [he had] tried to serve the people to the
best of my ability,” it was not until he went to the Pastor’s School at Fort Valley that he “saw
clearer the needs of [his] people and returned home with a determination to help meet them.” One
pastor wrote that when after he attended the Pastor’s School, he “returned home and called a
meeting of Negro farmers in my community and organized a Farmer’s Club.” To that club
meeting he invited black and white county agents to attend. “The outcome,” he explained, “has
been the following: many farmers have terraced their land.” In addition to what had already been
done, he wrote that “Plans are now being made for improving the breed of chickens, cows, hogs,
and for soil building as a means of raising the standard of living of the people in general.” One of
the Peach County pastors canned fruits and vegetables and eggs and the county and home
demonstration agents spread the reports of his success which the pastor said “stimulated other
people to do more of it themselves.”593
Pastors with whom Harry Richardson had conversations spoke “very highly of the value
of rural institute for rural women.” The pastors recognized the difficulty of mobilizing
memberships who were unaware of needs and unwilling to change. The women’s institutes, they
explained, “not only [helped] the women directly,” but they also aided “a progressive pastor in
his efforts to achieve a more effective program in his church.” Agricultural agents expressed their
pleasure with efforts like the institutes as well. One with whom Richardson spoke commented, “I
am glad to see the day come when people are shown the close tie between the soul and soil.”594
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Crockett finished his second year of work in July, 1944, but then tendered his
resignation in order to work within The Methodist Church.595 He wrote that he had
“enjoyed immensely” the work with the people of rural Alabama and the appreciated the
opportunity the HMC provided. But, he told Mark Dawber, a rural church reformer who
had taken the reigns of the southern rural work of the Home Missions Council, that “the
need for young men in my church is staggeringly great and the opportunities for service
are many.” He wrote that he felt that he owed it to the Methodist church because of the
training that they had provided him.596 Edwards continued his institutes and extension
classes through the summer of 1946 and ended his tenure as religious extension agent at
the end of September, 1946. He left to serve as the director of the Rural Church Division
of the National Baptist Convention, U.S.A., Inc. By the time that Edwards finished his
work, there were three other religious extension workers in Georgia. The work of
religious extension in the South continued until 1950.597
The work of Crockett, Edwards, and the other African-American religious
extension agents in the rural South represented an attempt by the Home Missions Council
to reach into rural communities and address perpetual problems that the major southern
denominations had failed to address, particularly to training of black ministers and
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provide resources to African-American congregations.598 These “rural missionaries”
bridged the gap between concerned northern mainline Protestants and southern rural
sharecroppers and congregants. Despite the fact that men like Crockett and Edwards
shared with southern rural church reformers many of the assumptions about the proper
way of being religious, the work of these religious extension agents, pointed toward a
new path for rural reform, a path that included those who had been written out by the
southern rural church movement.
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CONCLUSION
If rural America had slipped from the national consciousness by the late 1990s
and 2000s, it returned with a fury in recent years. The rhetoric of Donald J. Trump during
the 2016 election appealed to many rural Americans fears and anxieties. His election
indicated wide acceptance of that rhetoric. Reeling from his surprising election,
conservative and liberal commentators alike attempted to reckon with what this meant for
rural America and the nation more broadly. In this vein were works such as J.D. Vance’s
Hillbilly Elegy and Robert Wuthnow’s The Left Behind. Both works, despite very
different perspectives and conclusions, pointed to the frustration, and in some cases
desperation, that rural people felt in recent decades.
Vance’s reflections on the Appalachia of his grandparents, which he only visited,
argued that rural people needed to stop blaming “Obama or Bush or faceless corporations
and ask ourselves what we can do to make things better.” Even further, while he resigned
that “public policy can help” that “there is no government that can fix these problems for
us.” Yet, that fails to reckon with the reality of Vance’s own journey, a journey in which
public policies helped him all along the way and the reality that rural people did in fact
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turn to the government, at least the potential of a Trump presidency, to address the crises
they faced.599
Wuthnow’s analysis is rooted in the vision of rural places as “moral communities”
and is much more nuanced than that of Vance. In rural places, he argued, people “feel an
obligation to one another and to uphold the local ways of being that govern their
expectations about ordinary life and support their feelings of being at home and doing the
right things.” Wuthnow argues that rather than being fundamentally “rugged
individualists” rural people are community oriented. Their identities, he says, are rooted
in their home towns. He argues that the fear and rage present in rural communities is
rooted in the perception that those communities and towns are falling apart.600
Evangelical outlets including The Gospel Coalition and the Ethics and Religious
Liberty Commission routinely publish articles on the challenges facing rural America,
rural churches, and of the pastors who serve them. In the Winter 2017 edition of the
Ethics and Religious Liberty Commissions’ Light magazine, Justin Lonas, in an article
entitled “Restoring God’s Image in Rural America: How the Church Can Help,” argued
that “Churches should absolutely be shining the light of the gospel in (often intensely
secular) cities, but, in the rush to the city, the church risks leaving behind the same rural
communities that globalization leaves behind.” In a 2018 article published by The Gospel
Coalition, Stephen Witmer bemoaned that rural pastorates were disregarded. The view
that a “rural ministry… is worth a lifetime of care and devotion” had, according to
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Witmer “fallen on hard times in 21st-century American Christian culture.” Instead,
Witmer explained, “The finest seminary graduates are usually expected to go to the cities,
and many aspiring pastors don’t even consider the possibility of a long-term call to a
small place.” Rather, he continued, “they may see it as a stepping stone to something
better. Witmer spent the rest of his article lauding the qualities of rural places, rural
people, and the privileges of rural ministry.601
After diving in to the works of Victor I. Masters, E.P. Alldredge, Henry
McLaughlin, and other southern rural church reformers from the Progressive, Inter-War,
and Depression and New Deal eras, these concerns sound strikingly familiar. These
writers, too, were concerned about individual responsibility, the deterioration of rural
communities, and rural America being left behind in an era of economic and
technological change. They were also concerned the regional or national denominations
might forget about rural churches in the turn to the cities. They too called for reforms in
rural America that would both bring them into modernity, through technology, especially,
but that would preserve the tight-knit and family-oriented character of their idealized
country-side.
Yet, for Masters and other rural reformers in the Deep South in in the first half of
the twentieth century, the reforms they offered failed to address the fundamental crises in
rural America. They were right that rural life was hard, mundane, financially
unprofitable, and lonely. They believed that stronger rural churches and technological
innovation could solve those problems and preserve independent family farms. But, they
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did not, from their positions of disconnected privilege, reckon with the underlying
problems of inequality and economic marginalization which caused many of the
symptoms they sought to address. In fact, they upheld Jim Crow and the King Cotton
economy. Their reforms, focused on denominational strength and rural church growth,
which rural church goers were often indifferent towards, could not overcome the deeper
problems rural Americans faced.
None of this is to suggest that the problems of rural Americans, in their nature or
scope, is precisely the same as those of rural America 75 or 100 years ago. Much has
changed in rural America. The technological innovations and scientific approach to farm
that rural church reformers championed did, in fact, change the country-side. But, it took
the small, independent, family farm with it. In the wake of the introduction of the cotton
picker in the World War II era, sharecropping as an economic system disappeared
rapidly. Rural people left the country-side in droves. Though in 1920 nearly half of the
population lived in rural places, now less than 20 percent do. To be sure, in Deep South
states the population is considerable more rural. Alabama’s rural population made up
about forty percent of its total and half of Mississippi’s population is still rural.
At the same time, the rural church movement was changing. The Southern Baptist
Convention did establish a country church department in 1944. The department was still
under the oversight of the Home Missions Board, but had its own organization. An
Oklahoman, Courts Redford, was the first assistant executive secretary of the department.
Despite those changes in organization, little changed in the messaging of Southern
Baptists’ regarding the pressing needs of rural churches. A 1952 pamphlet produced by
the Southern Baptist Department of Rural Church Work insisted that the “worthy goals
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for the rural church” were a “better pastoral leadership,” “better buildings and grounds
for our churches,” “better trained leadership for the rural church,” and a “good kingdom
program for the rural church.” For the Department of Rural Church Work, “a good
kingdom program” meant strong preaching, more evangelism, more participation in
denominational efforts, including missionary activity.602
While agricultural colleges interest in rural churches as institutions persisted, the
relationship between those state institutions and denominations certainly changed in light
of reinterpretations and new applications of the First Amendment’s Establishment
Clause. Land-grant schools, like Mississippi State University, continued to research rural
churches as social institutions. Mississippi State rural sociologists’ working with the
university’s social science research center, led by Harold F. Kaufman, published a study
of rural churches in September of 1959. However, in light of cases like Cantwell v.
Connecticut and Abington v. Shempp federal and state institutions were forbidden from
the promotion of religion, even in the broadly Protestant way they had done in
conjunction with rural church leaders.603
Rural observers continued to note decline in rural churches. Through the postWorld War II decades rural congregations’ paid their pastors low incomes. As a result,
those churches experienced high pastoral turnover. Wayne Flynt concluded that this trend

Courts Redford, The Rural Church Program of Southern Baptists (Atlanta, GA: Department of
Rural Church Work, 1952)
603
Harold F. Kaufman, Mississippi Churches: A Half Century of Change (Mississippi State
University: Social Science Research Center, 1959); Newton Cantwell, et al. v. State of
Connecticut, 310 U.S. 296; School District of Abington Township, Pennsylvania, et al. v. Edward
Shempp, et al. 374 U.S. 203 (1963); see also Steven I. Engel, et al. v. William J. Vitale, et al. 370
U.S. 421 (1962) Arch R. Everson v. Board of Education of the Township of Ewing, et al., 330
U.S. 1 (1947) and People of State of Illinois ex rel. Vashti McCollum v. Board of Education of
School District No. 71, Champaign County, Illinois, et al., 333 U.S. 203 (1948).
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meant that there were “many congregations that were Baptist in name only,” stagnant and
not participating in denominational programming. Denominational leaders complained
that “country congregations refused to reach out to newcomers, fearful that traditional
worship practices would be changed.”604
What the language of modern commentators suggests, however, that the
fundamental nature of responses to rural America have changed little over those eras.
Southern denominational leaders’ recommendations for rural church sound very much
like the recommendations of southern denominational leaders of a century ago. Their
reforms focused on individual morality and church organization. Seldom did they work to
address the underlying systems of inequality and oppression that dominated the South. In
that way, many contemporary voices simply echo, perhaps inadvertently, the Southern
establishment of the early 20th century.
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